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To snatch in a moment of courage, from the remorseless rush of

time, a passing phase of life, is only the beginning of the task,

The task approached in tenderness and faith is to hold up unquestion

ingly, without choice and without fear, the rescued fragment before

all eyes in the light of a sincere mood.
-- CONRAD

The value of strongly felt and expressed first-hand recollection

is beyond price, however prejudiced and limited it may be

-- HESTER W. CHAPMAN

No man's thoughts are new, but the style of their expression is the

never-failing novelty which cheers and refreshes men

-- THOREAU

Did I really do thus and so? Or did I merely think of doing it?

Or was it just something that I heard and that left a vivid impres

sion on me? Or perhaps it is something that I now wish I had done?

-- JOHN DEWEY



Cryptographer's Way

Dedicated to my wife, Becky, who arranged
a fine workroom of my own, where I wrote

I sit down now to tell of a magic door that opened twenty-three years
ago. It was a sticky Saturday afternoon in July, l92, the 25th, when I
stepped off the train from New York into the Washington station. My first
time in Washington, and I expected to be there two weeks. I was a twenty-
one year old second lieutenant and had just finished lesson seven of the
military cryptanalysis course given at Fort Monmouth by 2d Lt William P.
Bundy (now Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs). The
class hours were a little unusual: l0 am - l2 noon, 1 - 5 pm, and 7 - 9
pm, but allowed for a pleasant and leisurely reading of the New York Times
each morning. The lessons were fun and I enjoyed working hard and rapidly
on them. Two lieutenants from Oklahoma, a short blondish one and a tall
dark-haired one whom I had passed up whispered on the side that working too
fast was missing a good thing--the sooner finished, the sooner shipped out.
Sure enough in Fort Monmouth less than two weeks I was sent to the War Depart
ment in Washington with Lieutenants Becker, Daumke, and Epstein. The lieu
tenants from Oklahoma stayed on. Good riddance?

We went straight from the train to the Munitions Building. Seeing this
name on my orders I had wondered about it; could it be a former factory or
was this a code or cover name? I was going to be there, however, before I
had time to find out Later I learned this was said to be one of the
temporary buildings from World War I. Several books of the 19301s said it
and the companion Navy Building, side by side on Constitution Avenue, would
shortly be demolished. to give the proper setting for the Lincoln Memorial.
They stand today (l965), and peace is far away

We were assigned. to the War Department Code Room on temporary duty, but
without the special allowances which some officers on temporary duty in
other offices were allowed But we were inside the door with the electric
lock which buzzed when it was released. Major Jones was in charge, though
another major also was there temporarily who was very nearsighted in one eye
only--I was nearsighted in both eyes. The code room stretched along the
right-hand side of the hall as viewed from the front of the building, the
signal center being on the opposite side of the hallo The door to the code
room was at the end of the room nearest Constitution Avenue. A counter just
inside the door separated messengers and the like from the code room proper.
It was the door in this counter which buzzed. Major Jones's office had a
good view of this counter and much of the entire code roomo A wall of file
cabinets shielded the cipher working area from the area near the door. These
files contained the cipher and plaintext versions of all or practically all
messages which had passed through the code room, possibly until they were six
months old. How pleasant to have pulled up a chair and read these messages
at leisure. The drawers in the files opened toward the cipher working area.
The typists worked closest to the door. Then came the editing section, the
hand cipher section, and finally the machine cipher section. Near the wall
to the hall and between the two cipher sections was a small section of a
SIGAEA and a special construction inonporating a neon lamp and used for
working the SIGABA directly on the State Department cable to London. When
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the cable was needed, the State Department was called on the telephone and
asked to connect the cable to the code room. Usually this could be done
quickly but sometimes we had to wait because the cable was in use. This
SIGABA circuit was used for some of the messages between Churchill and Roo
sevelt. Colonel French in his statement to Congress said that prior to
December 7, 19l, there were no 'such messages between these two men handled
by the War Department Code Room or War Department Signal Center (PHA 8:3840).
This seems true.

Major Jones was probably in his forties, was about 5 foot ll inches,seemed
a little wider across the hips than through the shoulders, was partly bald,
and was alert and pleasant but businesslike.

The typists were all civilian women, mostly in their twenties. The code
clerks were all enlisted men except for Mr. Smith, Mr. Williams, and Mr. Win
chester. Mr. Smith looked to be around 60 years of age, wore glasses, was
short and a little stout, largely bald, and generally minded his own business.
He had worked in the War Department Code Room during World War I. Once I
asked him about ciphers at that time and he told me that the principal cipher
between Washington and France was the War Department Telegraph Codebook with
a superencipherment. He and equally aged but taller Mr. Williams, who worked
in his suspenders, knew most of the code groups in the massive War Department
Telegraph Codebook by heart.

Mr. Winchester looked to be a man in his forties with distinguished looking
greying hair. He knew where the Philippine gold was hidden from his handling
of the message telling Washington about it.

The enlisted men, who were members of the 17th Signal Service Company, were
practically all privates but had the good possibility of a rapid advancement
when sent overseas One such soldier had been advanced immediately to master
sergeant when he arrived in London. One private commented on the strangeness
of privates handling such important messages.

The officers, who were part of the War Department, served as editors, para
phrasers, and occasionally code clerks. They also served as messengers to
the Map Room in the White House and to the State Department Code Room.

We seemed to be the first four lieutenants specifically sent from Fort
Monmouth for training only in the War Department Code Room. Other second
lieutenants followed before we four all left, possibly starting in October,
192 (See page l+, The Test, Signal Corps History). One was a reddish haired
fellow called "Northwest Gate" Edwards because of some difficulty at this
entrance to the White House grounds through which we rode in the Ary sedan to
deliver messages to the Map Room. Among these second lieutenants were two who
with their wives shared a house together. One was a dark haired man from New
Mexico and the other was dark reddish haired and of Italian descent from New
Jersey. One day I noticed the New Jerseyan pasting together the pieces of a
torn-up dollar bill. He told me that the New Mexican had been bragging about
New Mexico and the West and making him feel puny. To show the New Mexican
that lew Jerseymen had guts he had deliberately torn up a dollar bill before
the other man

There was a duty book in the code room giving instructions and orders for
the duty officers. Une old sheet was signed by General Eisenhower, when he
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was in the War Plans Division. To some of the new officers I mentioned that
it would make a good autograph and when I looked through the duty book the
next time this sheet was missing.

There were several officers on duty there when we arrived. Besides the two
majors and some others I don't recall, there were several first lieutenants
and a few seconds Hineline, Grimmer, Norris, and Hubbard. George G. Grimmer
was a 1939 graduate of Texas A, & M, College, where I had graduated in 192,
He was a mechanical engineering graduate and had apparently gotten into the
Signal Corps because he worked for otis Elevator Company. He was a first lieu
tenant. Bob Hubbard, a second lieutenant, once told me that he had had some
experience with the J-19, a Japanese cipher, and had a copy of Military Crypt
analysis, Part IV, in its original mimeographed form. These two men left the
code room, Grimmer going to North Africa shortly after the invasion.

George Norris, who appeared to be a little older than the general run of
the lieutenants, later chose the name "Maytag" for the IBM Radiotype equipment
which was worked with a SIGABA. George had a shiny, rather pointed, bald dome
crowning his head,

Ed Hineline from Pennsylvania had entered the Army through completion of the
four C.MT.C. courses, He had worked in a paper box factory Ed wore glasses,
had a moustache, and was large in build.

Of the lieutenants who came with me, I got to know Larry (Lawrence c.) Becker
best. He was about 35 years old and was said to be a graduate of St. John's
University in Brooklyn. He was Jewish, thin, and almost bald on his crow,
with long wisps of hair on the sides. When we were eating soup together, he
told me that soup always seemed special to him now because once as a small boy
he had been lost overnight in the woods and had become very hungry. The first
thing given him to eat when he was found was soup. I was approached by a
panhandler for the first time in my life on a sidewalk in Washington. When I
told Larry about this, he said he always told such people that he was working
this side of the street. Larry, as I recall, had never had a driver's license
in New York but got one and an old car in Washington. The first month he was
in Washington he got two pay checks from the Army, one with a rental allow-
ance and one rithout, He said he was going to keep them both because he had
signed his company's payroll shortly before going to o.c.s., pay day actually
coming while he was in· Fort Monmouth, and he had never been able to collect
this pay that he had signed for.

Lt. Daumke, who was large, somewhat solemn, and wore glasses, had served in
China as an enlisted man before he went to 0.C.S. Once hen we were walking
away from work along a street where the little Negro children played in dusty,
parched front yards, he said that they reminded him of the children and con
ditions in China. He requested duty in China and was sent to the C,B.I. thea
ter from the code room

Epstein, Becker, and I were invited to dinner with Ed Hineline and his wife
and small son at their home in Maryland. Epstein and Becker brought their
hosts a bottle of peach brandy. This practice was apparently the custom with
their people when invited into a home for dinner.

Daumke had already left, after two or three months, when I was informed by
Epstein that a friend of his in personnel of the 0,C,Sig,O., in another part
of the Pentagon from our area, told him that I was going to New Caledonia.
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when I had first entered the Army on Sunday, May 17, 19/2, at Camp Wolters
near Mineral Wells, Texas, I had been concerned about passing the physical
exam because of being a good deal nearsighted. In fact I turned down the
offer at A. & M. of being designated an Honor Military Graduate, which
carried the possibility of receiving a regular army commission, because I was
afraid the physical exam might knock me out of the service altogether.

It was likely on Monday, May 18, that the exam was given at Camp Wolters.
While moving up in the line, I easily memorized the first three lines of the
eye chart and so was marked as having 20/70 vision in each eye without glasses.
But when I went into a darkened room to see the oculist, he had me hand him my
glasses and then had me read a chart which he lighted up. I could barely see
three horizontal lines and finally said "E"o He said I would have to be placed
on limited service. I was then in the Corps of Engineers (to which Uncle
Charlie had belonged in World War I) and I asked him what I would do in limited
service. He replied "probably build latrines". It seemed that limited service
personnel were not to go overseas.

Accordingly, when I heard I was to go to New Caledonia, I thought everyone
would tell me sad goodbyes and then when I took the physical for overseas, I
would be ashamed to tell everyone I didn't make it after all. Consequently I
went to Signal Corps personnel and asked Epstein's friend if being on limited
service made any difference. He said it did and that my orders would be re
voked. A copy of the orders revoking my transfer came to me, but I did not
request a copy of the original orders sending me to Camp Stoneman in California
until a year or so later.

A few days later we heard that Becker was going to New Caledonia, but he had
multiple boils in his armpits. Finally Epstein received the order he had first
told me of • Becker left a month or so later for an unknown destination. '

The privates in the Code Room who operated most of the cipher machines were
also piqued by the knowledge that similar work in the Navy was done by officers
only. When we went across the bridge connecting the second floors of the Navy
and Munitions Buildings in hot weather, there being no air-conditioning, we
could look down into the Navy Code Room on the first floor through the windows
partially tilted open and see the blackboard where the daily indicator details
for the C.S.P. (Communications Security Publication) 889 (Army: SIGABA) were
listed. We couldn't see the machines because they were on the side of the
room toward the Munitions Building. Our privates from looking down into the
Navy Code Room felt there was no doubt about their work being done by officers
there.

When I began work in the Code Room, one of the ladies kept a log of all
messages handled on a Burroughs accounting machine which typed on a very wide
sheet of paper, but the use of this machine was discontinued while I was still
there

Our cipher machines were of three varieties, most of one type. It surprised
us to see that quite a few of these machines carried Navy name plates instead
of Ary and even some machines added while we were there carried Navy markings.
It was explained to us that this was originally a Navy machine (C.S.P. 889) and
the Navy was helping us out by letting us have some of their order. This story
is in contradiction to Mr. Friedman's postwar claim to be a co-inventor with
Col. Rowlett of the M-1-C (Army name for the C.S.P. 889). In the Navy Captain
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Safford and Captain Seiler claim to inventors of this machine, also given
the Army short title of SIGABA. To me it seems that Friedman and Rowlett were
the inventors of the M-l-A, a cipher machine described below.

All of our machines except the 131 subset with two tape transmitters used
rotors. These were of a partially flattened, drum shape. Different machines
used drums of different dimensions but they were roughly 2 and 3/+ inches in
diameter and 5/8 inches in thickness. Each flat surface had 26 copper buttons
flush in a circular ring close to the edge of the surface. Each button of one
surface was connected to a separate button on the other surface, there being
26 wires used. The rotors had a central hole as their axis of possible rota
tion.

The C.S.P. 889 or SIGABA was for use in Army divisions or higher and for Navy
use with which I'm not familiar, except that the machine was designed so it
could be used on submarines. The principal cipher mechanism was in the basket
(0.S.P. 887 or SIGIVI), a removable part about 8 x 11 x 3-1/l inches in size,
It held ten removable rotors in two rows of five and at the very front five
smaller, non-removable rotors, which carried numbers O l ••• 9 rather than the
normal alphabet around their circumferences. A set of ten numbered rotors had
a short title and a serial number and was stored in a sturdy steel box of black
crackle finish, Each day five of these rotors were put in the back roof the
basket and five in the front. In Army usage both rows were always started with
the same setting. The small rotors were set daily by the keylist and did't
move afterward. In Navy usage the two rows were not alike, a sequence of ten
random letters being used.

The rotors could be put into the basket either with the letters on the rim
right-side-up or upside-down The instructions would be like this:

5 3 1 +R 6
7 2 9 10 8 , the R meaning reversed.

In recent years I have seen Hebern's last rotor, and it was almost identical to
that used in the C.S.P. 889 (M-1-C). Hebern's had screws to attach the wires
to the contacts while the government rotors had their wires soldered to the
contact lugs, making possible a government rotor slightly smaller than Hebern's.

The five back rotors of the SIGABA were the cipher rotors and the five front
ones were the stepping rotors. The center stepping rotor moved one position
ahead with each letter of the message enciphered. 'When the lone bump on the
rim of this rotor passed a certain point, the stepping rotor to its right moved
ahead one position. When this rotor's bump was operative, the rotor just to
the left of the center rotor stepped ahead one place. I'm not sure how the two
outside stepping rotors moved. The wiring through these stepping rotors affect
ed the movement of the cipher rotors so that at least one cipher rotor and
perhaps up to four moved with each letter of text enciphered, but in a very
irregular manner: first one, then two side by side, then one, then three, and
so on.

To encipher a message on the SIGABA the machine was set on the initial setting
as prescribed by the mimeographed keylist. The code clerk then picked five
random letters, but not using any 's, since Z was used for space.

These letters were typed on the keyboard. The five letters printed on the
tape then constituted the external message indicator, while the five picked by
the code clerk were the internal message indicator. The body of the crypto-
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gram then was formed by the message number, date, (i·e,, date as applied to
the cryptographic system), system indicator, external message indicator, ci
pher-text (obtained with the use of the internal message indicator for the
initial setting of the rotors), external message indicator, system indicator,
thus:

382 SEVENTH HEVAR QZPLU • • • • • • • • • • . . . . .QZPLU HEVAR

Generally in cryptograms ten five-letter groups were placed on a line, five
lines were separated in one section, and ten lines were placed on one tele
graph blank. This arrangement facilitated the counting of groups and lessened
the occurrence of errors in transmission.

At that time there were three kinds of cipher machines in use: perhaps twenty
or thirty SIGABAs, one Vernam Bell System teletype cipher machine, and about
four A-machines, The A-machine was the Converter M-l-A or SIGMYK. One part
of it, the cipher unit, was a keyboard surmounted by five irreversible rotors
and with a five-hole teletype tape reader at the top back.

It was manufactured by Wallace and Tiernan of New Jersey (Recall that Fort
Monmouth is in New Jersey)o This company is best known today in the Army and
otherwise as the maker of Desenex, a good anti-Athlete's Foot ointment. In the
M-l-A a cable connected the cipher unit to a special IBM Electromatic type
writer which had an individual solenoid beneath each key bar, so that typing on
the keyboard of the cipher unit produced page copy on the typewriter. This ma
chine employed the X for space on deciphering, so all X's in the plaintext were
enciphered as QQ, e.g., SIX was enciphered by typing SIQQ on the keyboard (See
messages on pages 19: 36l4 and 35: 336 of the Pearl Harbor Attack record.).
The tape in the reader produced an apparently random, irregular movement of the
rotors. The handle of the reversing switch was at the front of the unit.

During my time in the DCC the A-machine was used only to and from General
MacArthur in Australia. To A-machines, the last in the UK, were intentionally
destroyed in London in the spring of 19l.

The SIGABA or Converter M-134-C, on the other hand, was manufactured by the
Teletype Corporation in Chicago. It was approximately l inches wide, 12 inches
high, and 18 inches deep, and weighed in its sturdy olive drab wooden shipping
case l38 pounds. It had a keyboard in front which took a fairly good pressure
to operate and the maximum speed by a good typist was probably about 18 words a
minute. It printed on a gummed tape by means of a dark plastic typewheel. A
control lever (or knob) was on the top at the right front. It had five positions:
off, encipher, decipher, reset, and clear. The key was applied to the SIGIVI,
or basket, as described above. The SIGABA had a tandem outlet at the rear, near
the base. It.was a female receptacle 0f 52 openings. A short cable of 26 wires
with a male plug of 26 prongs at each end could be used to fasten two SIGABA's
together so while a message was enciphered on one machine by a typist, it was
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deciphered automatically on the other machine, for checking.

One time a sergeant from Arlington Hall came to work on our SIGABA's. I
enjoyed talking to him, and later in my Army service I was surprised to recog
nize him. He\ was Frank Lampert and he afterward stated his philosophy to me as
"Attack first and keep the other fello off balance."

One of the first things I came across in a top drawer of the duty officers'
desk was a list of code words for geographical locations. It had the unusual
regulation associated with it that whenever one of these code words was insert
ed. in a message, the message had to be given the classification secret. At
this same time I had a current copy of The New Yorker magazine, July 25, 192,
page 36, which told of a wife who said her husband in the Air Corps announced
that he was off to BLUIE WEST again. The list of code words showed that there·
were two words for Greenland, BLUIE EAST and BLUIE WEST. Other words we used
often enough to stay in my mind were HEATH (Cairo), ROSES (Efate), CACTUS
( Guadalcanal), FANTAN (Fiji), and INDIGO (Iceland) •

At this time only three classes of classified material existed: secret,
confidential, and restricted in decreasing order of importance. Top secret
apparently came into use in 193 and made the American and British systems of
classification uniform, the British giving up their phrase Nost Secret. An
arresting question is who coined the now famous phrase Top Secret. It was sure
ly based on the British Most Secret or the German ganz geheim. Did the top
come from a famous general or statesman or from a lowly clerk-typist? The in
troduction into use of a new word brings to mind the loss of an old word from
use. No longer do our newspapers tell us of the War Department. We have a
Department of Defense and a Department of the Army, but the remarkable word
War was apparently too rough for current use. I wonder if the British still
have the War Office.

At this time when I was first learning of classification and precedence for
messages, I was intrigued that the highest classification was SECRET and the
highest precedence was URGENT and that Fletcher Pratt's fine book on codes and
ciphers, which I had read from the Dallas Public Library, was titled Secret and
Urgent. Had he chosen this title because of his knowledge of current official
categories?

Because I was not an especially good touch-typist, I usually worked on hand
systems when I had time to do the code clerk's work. These included code book,
strip, double transposition, and M-9 systems. Three systems used code books.
They were classified secret, confidential, and restricted respectively. The
secret one was the Military Intelligence Code and was the thinnest book, being
about one inch across the spine, all these books being about 8 x 10½ inches in
page size. We had two MI codes, the eleventh and twelfth editions. One was
covered with black cloth and one with gray. As I recall, the code groups were
all of the pattern consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel-consonant. There was a gar
ble correction table and generally speaking any group with a mistake would not
be found in the vocabulary, and trial of each letter of the group as the wrong
one would lead to only one group in the vocabulary. This code book, of course,
had a syllabary, i.e., a section of groups used to spell out words not found in
the vocabulary. It did not use a "begin spell" group and an "end spell" group
in the usual manner but did have groups for designating the beginning and ending
of a sequence of groups which were to be repeated in the message. One pair of
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these groups in the list in the code book was selected by the code clerk and
inserted into the message just ahead and following the initial appearence of
plaintext sequence which was repeated in the message. Then at the place where
this sequence recurred he would insert a speciaJ. group associated with the
pair he surrounded the first occurrence of the repeat, and he would delete the
plaintext repeat at its second occurrence, using the special group to repre
sent it. If' this same repeat occurred further in the plaintext of this same
message, he would insert the special group again and delete the repeat.

This code system operated in two steps: first the plaintext was converted
to code groups, then the code groups were changed by a substitution. There
was a mimeographed book of perhaps 50 pages. Each page had 20 substitution
aJ.phabets and several code groups at the top which designated that page. Each
section of perhaps l5 code groups were superenciphered with a different page
of this mimeographed book. The first group after the system indicator indica
ted the first page to use in deciphering. The cryptogram was converted into
plaintext group by group. Finally a group mould appear whose meaning would be
"turn to page ll," for instance. The next section of code groups would be
deciphered with page ll, and the switching process would be repeated at irreg
ular intervals until the whole cryptogram had been converted into plaintext.

On at least one occasion I noticed a repeated code group at an interval of
four groups (20 letters) so that even with superencipherment the repeat appeared.

The tables for performing the superencipherment were made up of reciprocal
alphabets with vowels substituted for vowels, and consonants for consonants.
Encipherment began at the top and proceeded downward, line by line:

Page 11

1

2

3

•

LEXAP, HYEOQ, WALEV
A B C DEF G H I J K L MN O P QR S T U V W X Y Z
E TN Z A H L F U WM G K C Y XS VB I R J P O D

A B C DE F G H I • • •

20 A BC.. •

The confidential system used a book, ar Department Confidential Code No. 2,
and its own superencipherment tables but of the type just described for the
secret system. This code book had the same page size and was bound in red
cloth but was about 1-½ inches thick. In this code the groups had the pattern
C-V-C-C-C, and the garble correction procedure worked almost as fast as in the
secret system.

The restricted system made use of the War Department Telegraph Code a. 'brown covered book with the same page size as the preceding code books but
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about l-3/ inches thick. It had the short title SIGARM, and the edition
which had been issued about 1919 was in use at that time, Its groups were
made without any distinction between vowels and consonants, and the garble
correction table gave about 10 possible equivalents for each garbled code
group, the correct one being chosen on the basis of context.

There was a Chinese supplement to be used with this code book, which com
bined system was for secret material. The longest message I recall in the
regular, restricted system was one I worked upon myself of 10,000 words from
Stettinius in Australia.

One code group from this book is still in my mind. I feel that it was on
the Saturday afternoon preceding the invasion of North Africa that a crypto
gram was received in the code room from Johnson in Tangier, then a part of
Spanish Morocco. He had been using a double transposition system for a few
messages. This final message was the single word 0BOVO, and I guessed its
meaning before I looked it up in the War Department Telegraph Code: no change.
The restricted system, using the WDTC, made use of no system indicator as did
all other War Department systems of the time.

The WDTC was said to provide no security against foreign cryptanalysis.
It just kept American and foreign civilian and military operators from reading
the texts. It seemed strange that restricted plaintexts were given the same
elimination of stereotypes, use of internal addressees and signatures, and the
like as practiced in the handling of confidential and secret plaintexts prior
to encipherment. The enemy could learn the inner construction of our high
grade cryptograms by studying those in the WDTC. Lt. Bundy at Fort Monmouth
had said there was a copy in the New York Public Library.

A very few cryptograms were received in several editions of the Division
Field Code. These books had variously colored, faded paper covers and were
about 9 by 6 inches and 3/8 inch thick. The pages were of somewhat thin and
warped paper. These books were similar to the DFC - Training Edition No. 2
but different in describing the use of a subtractor sequence with the code
groups, such use being part of the operational DFC systems. It seems the edi
tions we used were about numbers l6 to 20.

From July 25 to December 22 no other codes were used than those described in
the preceding pages. All restricted messages were sent in the WDTC unless one
party to the transaction did not hold the code, when a higher classified system
had to be used after the message had been increased in classification.

But the code systems were a minor part of the War Department Code Center
traffic. Strip and machine systems carried almost all of the traffic in secret
and confidential categories.

The strip systems were apparently a development from the M-9, which was the
cipher device invented by Commandant Bazeries in France, as well as by Presi
dent Thomas Jefferson and by Parker Hitt in America. Hitt invented a modifica
tion to improve security. This was a series of aluminum discs which carried
a channel in their rim to hold a removable paper strip of letters. In the M-94
the letters were formed into the metal rim. Hitt's modification was designated
the M-l36, and I don't know that it was ever put into official use. The M-138
was the Army device which followed and was a flat metal rectangle with 25 chan
nels made by fastening metal rods to the flat plate. The sliding alphabets
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moved horizontally. It was carried in a canvas case with a zipper across one
end. The M-138-A was the same as the Navy CSP 8l5 and had 30 channels made
in one piece with flat backing. It was hinged to fold between the l5th and
16th channels and was initially made in aluminum but later in plastic, as the
war brought in the Ersatz.

We had three forms of the strip system. Two were strictly Anny systems, one
secret and one confidential. In the secret system the message indicator was
used with the row for the day in an enciphering table to eliminate five hori
zontal channels from use for that message. The frame then held 25 slideable
strips of light cardboard, each with a differently scrambled alphabet, printed
twice in succession on the strip. Across the top of the frame were 26 numbers
in order, starting with (zero). To encipher a message first 25 letters of
the message were lined up in a vertical column beneath the • Then another
column was picked at random and its 25 letters were copied down, starting at
the top, for the first 25 letters of the cryptogram. Subsequent sections of 25
letters were enciphered in the same way and the remainder the same but using
only the upper rows as needed.

The confidential system used all 30 rows for each message but enciphered
each section of JO letters as two portions of 15, using two different columns
for the cipher text during encipherment, and consequently the corresponding
plain text on decipherment was found in two different columns.

Secret strip systems had 100 strips to select from in accordance with the key
list, while confidential systems had 50 strips.

In decipherment for both systems the ciphertext was aligned beneath the ,
and the columns to the right were examined to find the one (in the secret sys
tem) containing plaintext or the two (in the confidential system).

There was a joint system for use between Army and Navy units which used the
Navy scheme of eliminating a variable number of channels (not a fixed number
like five in the Army secret system). In fact each message in this system used
between 25 and 30 strips-

In 19l48, in reading the Pearl Harbor Attack volumes (l5:1717) I was sur
prised to notice in a copy of a State Department message that the letters had
been marked off in 30's, indicating that it was in a strip system.

The strip systems were used as a back-up to the SIGABA systems, and for
primary systems to smaller stations. The most illustrous use during my tenure
in the War Department Code Room, later called the War Department Code Center,
was for the messagesto and from North Africa prior to the invasion there.
These were addressed to Robert Murphy and were taken to the State Department,
next to the White House. The approach to the SD Code Room looked a little
like a jail with a partition made of vertical bars. In the SD Code Room State
Department indicators were applied to the cryptogram text as completed in the
War Department Code Room.

In one strip system message that I deciphered I was surprised to find 15
letters of the plaintext which had not been enciphered. No doubt the code
clerk had copied the 26th column for the ciphertext, and the 26th column is a
copy of the column.
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Another hand cipher of this time is the double transposition system. I re
call first seeing it in use by the U. S. Military Observer with the British
Forces in Madagascar. One of his messages contained four digits intermixed
with the letters of the cryptogram. It seemed that they might be errors in
transmission because normally all American cryptograms presented only letters
in their text. But when the two transpositions had been reversed, the four
digits segregated themselves into two 2-digit numbers at appropriate places in
the plaintext. It seems now that they were 79 and l3 and one of these numbers
counted tanks. Of course this was a violation of the use prescribed for the
system0 If a date like 1942 had been enciphered in the message it would give
the cryptanalyst four successive plaintext elements to start with.

Madagascar and Australia, two locations of special interest in the code room
at this time, being separated from the enemy by sizeable expanses of water,
are special to biologists because they have animals which exist today only be
cause of these expanses of water.

The instructions for the double transposition cipher specified that a message
must contain between 100 and J50 letters, that all J's be enciphered as I's,
and Q's as C's. It seems likely that SIGNUD referred to in the Pearl Harbor
Attack volume (14:1409) was a double transposition system because such systems
were the only ones with an emergency key that could be memorized--a series of
words to be converted to a mixed number sequence.

Violations of cryptographic security were to be reported on a special form
which passed through the hands of Major Jones' secretary, a civilian of about
JJ years of age, Miss Wilkins. One comedian overseas put the code center into
a quandry because he used CUNTS as the internal indicator for a SIGABA message.
This being a good word was to be reported as a violation. But it would have to
pass through Miss Wilkins' hands. I don't remember if it was reported or not.

For use in code rooms each cipher system was given a number, like #24 for the
double transposition system then in use. Other numbers were:

l- SIGAEA, Joint Army-Navy: secret

6- Strip system: secret
20- SIGABA: secret
l49- Joint Army-Navy system, probably strip
51- SIGABA, Joint Army-Navy: confidential
56- Strip system: confidential
70- SIGABA: confidential
71- Subset 13l, Vernam 2-tape teletype, Washington DC to Seattle

91- War Department Telegraph Code, SIGARM: restricted

These numbers were used only in the code room. For accounting purposes short
titles were used. It seems now that l49 was a combination secret-confidential
system. All lower numbers were for secret systems, all higher up to 9l for
confidential systems, and 9l for restricted. I cannot recall what numbers were
used for the secret system using the Military Intelligence Codes or for the
confidential system using 'lar Department Confidential Code No. 2 or for the
systems using Converter M-l-A.
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In field use the SIGABA was locked up in the upper half of a CH-76, a thin
walled iron safe made in two separable halves. The WDCC used no such chests
because their ciphermachines were never locked up.

The SIGCUM (Converter M-228), a five rotor teletype ciphermachine using the
Vernam principle, was added after my time in the WDCC.

It seems that in l9l43 this scheme of numbers for the various systems was
changed to another type of number, possibly l-digit numbers whose initial digit
showed the classification, as l--- for secret system, 2--- for confidential, and
3--- for restricted,

The IBM "Radiotype" equipment which worked with a SIGABA was not installed in
the WDCC until several months after I was assigned there. In fact I was the offi
cer at Arlington Hall given the task of familiarizing myself with it and then
carrying it over and installing it in the WDCC.

This equipment plugged into the tandem outlet at the back of the SIGABA so
that a punched tape of cryptograms was produced for carrying over to the Signal
Center to work the transmitter or with incoming cryptograms plaintexts were
typed directly on a sheet of paper by an Electromatic typewriter.

It seems to me now that it was a Saturday afternoon when I carried all the
equipment from Arlington Hall to the WDCC. I hooked it up and plugged it in.
But lo and behold it looked as if all the typebars on the typewriter were trying
to type at the same time. I turned off the power and the bars returned to their
resting position. But as soon as I flipped the switch on, all the bars were
jammed together again. I couldn't figure out what was causing the trouble. Here
was I, a first-lieutenant, who was supposed to be an expert on this apparatus and
I was stumped. Finally I went over to the Signal Center and asked the master
sergeant in charge, the tall, somewhat slender but broad-shouldered and slightly
stoop-shouldered, partially bald Sergeant Ferguson if he could help me. He ex
plained the trouble readily and showed me how to cure it. Each key had a sepa
rate solenoid beneath it, to operate the key remotely from the SIGABA. Each
solenoid had an iron rod that moved in a vertical tube. The sergeant explained
that in moving the typewriter on the roads of Arlington most of these rods had
moved enough by jarring to trip their corresponding typebar. So all we had to do
was to hold all the operated typebars back, out of the way, and then release them
one at a time to strike the paper. Each bar in operating restored itself to its
proper resting position, and when all the operated bars had had their turn, the
typewriter remained at rest, even with the power turned on, until the SIGABA sent
it a signal. The solenoids were like the nerve endings from the brain in the
retina. The solenoids could be operated electrically or by jarring; the nerve
endings by light through the pupils or by pressure on the eyes.

One of the outstanding figures around the code room was Colonel Edward F. French,
the officer in charge of the Traffic Branch of the OCSigO (Office of the Chief
Signal Officer). The Traffic Branch comprised the War Department Signal Center
and the War Department Code Center. The War Department Classified Message Cen-
ter was part of the War Department General Staff. In the Munitions Building
Col. French's office was on the side of the corridor nearer the Navy Building
and the Signal Center was on the same side, while the Code Center was on the
opposite side of the corridor. Col. French had office number 3/35 and the code
room was 30.
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When Col. French was in the code room, he was generally wandering by the
work tables. If he saw a message lying in the baskets that had a pink slip
(Mary Ross in her testimony for the Pearl Harbor Attack investigation says red
slip, but in my time they were all pink.) with PRIORITY or URGENT printed on it
and attached to the top, he was very anxious to know that it was not being over
looked or otherwise delayed. It seemed that his concern was unnecessary and
even delayed operations. When the Pearl Harbor Attack investigation material
was published after World War II, I was surprised to learn that Colo French had
personally handled the message from Gen. Marshall, about the l:30 PM delivery
time for the Japanese ambassador. Col. French chose to send it in cipher by
commercial means (Western Union to San Francisco, then RCA to Honolulu) and the
telegram reached Hawaii shortly before the attack but was being carried by a
messenger boy on a bicycle or motorbike when the attack struck and was not de
livered at Fort Shafter until the attack was over.

I first saw Gen. Marshall at Ft. Nyer in 1942 or 193, and after the war I
learned from the Pearl Harbor Attack reports that he had a deep interest and
appreciation of ciphers and their analysis (3: 1125, 22:1, 29: 2403).

In thinking of Col. French, who was a thick-set man with mildly ruddy face
and closely cut, thinning white hair, and his office, I am stimulated to re
construct again the layout in the Munitions Building:
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Among the lady typists in the DCC during my time were Dorothy Glaves and
Ann Long, two names mentioned in the Pearl Harbor Attack material (35: 40 and
35: 127). Ann afterward became an officer in the Anny. They were both blond,
but Ann was rather tall and Dorothy was of medium height One day a typist
came over to us and said that the wrhitehaired man in Major Jones' office was
Orville Wright. We all took a look.

One of the special experiences for an officer in the code room was getting
to deliver a deciphered cryptogram, possibly always from Churchill, to the
White House. We had to call extension 80 in the White House to tell the duty
officer in the Map Room, so the White House police would expect us at the
Northwest Gate. We called the War Department motor pool for a sedan, which
took us to the gate, where we were stopped and checked, and then we rode up to
the ground floor entrance to the west wing. This entrance was at the end of
the wing nearest the State Department Building, now the Executive Offices
Building. Here we entered and walked along the corridor about 150 feet to a
door on the right-hand side, the entrance to the Map Room, We turned our mes
sage over to a second lieutenant or ensign up to a colonel or Navy captain. The



room, I seem to recall, was divided into to parts. Plastic covered maps with
pins and designations covered the walls.

We now come to the tale I'll call "Roosevelt and Hardie" in mind of the title
Roosevelt and Hopkins of Robert E Sherwood's fine book.

On the night of December 18, 1942, about 10 PM we deciphered a message from
Churchill to Roosevelt, and I was invited to deliver it. Rain had been falling
when I left my room at 1817 F Street N, to go to ork so I had worn my trench
coat over my uniform--I had two dress uniforms. When the message had been typed
up and I got ready to go to the White House, I put on my blouse which had been
hanging up with my trench coat, but I couldn't find the cloth belt that went
with it. I kept looking but finally had to leave so as not to delay delivery
of the message. When I got into the ground floor corridor, I could not go
straight to the Map Room as usual but was told to wait some distance away, about
20 feet. A darkish, younger lady in a coat was already waiting there. After
we had waited about 10 minutes, during which time I kept my hand and arm around
my waist to hide my lack of a belt and thought a lot about my improper uniform,
the door to the Map Room opened and Franklin D. Roosevelt propelled himself
across the corridor in his wheel chair to the elevator. He was wearing a cream
colored Palm Beach suit in the middle of a Washington December. He turned and
smiled as he passed.

As soon as he was gone, I was allowed to go to the door of the Map Room. I
explained that I had a message for the President from Churchill. "Oh, the
communications officer!" was exclaimed and' it was said that the President had
been awaiting the message.

I went back to work and got off shortly afterward, at midnight. Next morn
ing when I awoke in my room, I saw my uniform where I had left it on a chair.
I was surprised to see that it did not have any brass insignia on it. No second
lieutenant bars and no Signal Corps insignia. At that time I had two uniforms
but only one set of insignia. In hurrying to get ready for work and checking
on my trench coat because of the rain, I had neglected to transfer my insignia.
No wonder the Map Room people had been surprised. Until I was transferred to
Arlington Hall several days later, I expected someone to report me to the WDCC
but apparently no one did.

It seems likely that the Hap Room was started in President Roosevelt's time
and was located opposite the elevator for his convenience.

While I was in the WDCC, I took an interest in a slender red-haired young
lady from Columbia, s. c. Her brother was in the Marines, so I thought she
might not think too highly of an officer who worked at a desk. I sent her an
anonymous box of candy. When I told her I sent it, I was disappointed and
surprised to learn that she was in the process of marrying one of our privates,
a school teacher from Boston. They were married a few days later and the hus
band went off to 0.C.S., but he did not stay there, as I recall. Husband and
wife were lost to the code room from then on.

It's probable that I bought the box of candy for the South Carolinian at our
PX, which was up on 2lst Street, just behind the wide expanse of the National
Academy of Sciences Building, It was a small, older building, opening onto
21st street. To a new unmarried second lieutenant, with his first excess money
to spend, the PX was an appealing place, all the glittering wares at reduced
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prices. Although this PX was small, it as divided into to sections, After
a hallway and a turn to the left the regular store was entered first, then
the customer could ascend about four wide steps toward the front windows to a
special section where higher priced goods were for sale. Here I bought for
five dollars a polar bear carved in Alaska of a walrus tusk.

No one in the code room was encouraged to read messages for curiosity, but
from editing or enciphering or deciphering my mind still retains somne outstand-
1ng messages.

I remember the first secret message I saw (Top secret had not been instituted
into American usage at that time.). It was to the c.G., Alaskan Defense Command,
Ft. Richardson, Alaska, and was raising the price of admission to G.I: movies.
I asked why this was a secret message, and it was explained that the information
had to be restricted but there was no restricted system in use to Alaska. Hence
it had to be classified secret, so it could be sent in the secret system.· Later
I saw what seemed a more appropriate secret message: the daily Military In
telligence summary which went to Army posts around the world. The first one I
saw told of German troops going through the Brenner Pass into Italy, an item
not in the daily newspaper.

Another memorable message was from India about an Air Corps colonel in his
forties who had died unexpectedly in his sleep. It told of many dangerous
missions he had flovm. He reminded me of James Pethel in the story of the same
name by Max Beerbohm, which I had read shortly before in Clifton Fadiman's
Reading I've Likedo

Perhaps the most remarkable messages of this time were the messages from
General Eisenhower to his wife, Mamieo He had gone to Europe before I came to
the code room, so I never saw him in the Munitions Building. These communica
tions were always one-way: from Eisenhower to his wife o Even though they were
sent on the SIGABA, the wording must not have been remarkable because I do not
recall a word of it except "Mamie". I was rather uneasy to be reading someone
else's personal mail. The remarkable thing was that AR 380-5 said that official
ciphers were never to be employed for personal use, and here was an important
general doing just that. I'm sure that most people in the code room wondered
why. We had not heard the rumor that Mrs. Eisenhower was an alcoholic, and I
feel certain that the messages implied nothing of the sort. "Take it easy on
the bottle" would have caught in my mind,

The name Mamie seemed unusual. It was not in the news then because Eisen
hower had not invaded North Africa and was a rather inconspicuous Army officer
to the public. From my background in Dallas I thought Marnie seemed like a
colored name.

Although I cannot recall a word of these messages other than Mamie, I can
recall another message from Eisenhower that seemed of a personal nature. It
was to one of the Senators from Kansas and said that he, Eisenhower, was pleased
to have his son appointed to West Point. It seemed that Eisenhower was replying
to some suggestion from the Senator. This was sent in the SIGAEA system. I
wondered if Mamie and the Senator kept their correspondence in a three-combina
tion safe, as required by regulations. I'm sure that no one paraphrased these
messages before delivery.

Later when I was at Arlington Hall Station, I learned that Eisenhower's Mamie
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messages had reached an even wider audience than the DCC. Paul R. Reimers
was a civilian in C Branch of AHS who was interested in checking the security
of American Army ciphers. He and his associates were studying the Converter
1-228, short title SICUM, the device using five rotors of exactly the same
construction as those used in the SIGABA and employing the Vernam principle,
which carried the fault that two messages with key in common could be decrypted.

I attended a demonstration he gave of his study. He explained that C Branch
studied the indicators of SIGCUM messages every day across the world. One day
they found a message from Australia and one from Europe with the same indicator,
and so with the same keying sequence. The one from Europe was from General
Eisenhower and was directed in the plain language heading to the attention of
General Stoner (in the OCSigO but not the CSigO). By guessing words in one
message, words were implied in the other message, and so correct guesses in one
message led to correct portions of the other.

The AHS personnel were startled to find that the first words enciphered in
General Eisenhower's message were saying to General Stoner's attention, almost
the same wording that just preceded it plain language. They finally solved both
messages and were they surprised to see that they had a personal message to
Mamie. I told them that this was a common surprise for new workers in the DCC.

The only other messages of a personal nature I saw were one from Harry Hopkins
asking how his son who was a corporal overseas was (I feel this is the same son
that I was near when he was in a Signal Corps photo unit in England preparing to
go to France shortly after D Day.) and one from General DeWitt in San Francisco
to General Mark Clark, calling him Wayne, and congratulating him on his secret
negotiations in North Africa.

While preparations for the invasion of North Africa were being made, certain
code names were used in the correspondence. Two were early apparent as of spe
cial importance. They were FLAGPOLE and KINGPIN. I understood that KINGPIN
was Darlan and that FLAGPOLE was Giraud, and I read the messages I handled in
this light. Shortly before D Day in North Africa Lt. Epstein told me that this
understanding was wrong: KINGPIN was Giraud and FLAGPOLE was Darlan. Naturally
with all this background I was not surprised that Darlan was in Algiers when the
attack began, and I thought it very sad that he was killed just before Christmas.
Writings since World War II confirm that KINGPIN was Giraud's code name but
FLAGPOLE has not been mentioned. In my writing to Robert Murphy about his fine
book I asked him about this, and he replied that FLAGPOLE stood for General Mast.
Maybe the use of code names has the danger of generating mistaken views of his
torical events which could be perpetrated into history (Churchill's Hinge of
Fate, p. 60, 606, and Clark's Calculated Risk, p. 9l, show the use of KINGPIN.).

At this time messages were received in Washington from our representative in
Vichy saying that Darlan had said that when America could furnish France with
the proper war equipment (tanks) France would fight the Germans. Petain was
described as crying about the condition of France being in German hands. It
seems that these messages from Charge d'Affaires Tuck were in the double trans-
posit1on system,

Another message making use of code words was one setting up the use of the
words PENDR and AGREE to indicate that a later message using these words would
not be true. A day or so later a message was received saying that Gen. Eisen
hower as coming to Washington with Col. PENDR (or perhaps AGRE as used here).
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Instead he was really going to Gibraltar prior to the invasion of North Africa.
A private from Virginia and I exchanged knowing looks on this second message
because we had both seen the initial message.

The Army history of the OPD (Operations Division) says that the OPD had the
authority for assigning code names for objectives, localities, etc,, while
Sherwood's Roosevelt and Hopkins implies that Roosevelt and Churchill picked
some names.

One interesting group of messages were those submitted by the Red Cross. They
came on forms with red lettering and the Red Cross symbol at the top. It seems
to me now that they were always paraphrased before they were transmitted. The
most interesting matter carried in them was the difficulty with the Red Cross
director in the Fiji Islands who was running up large gambling debts that were
causing concern to his relatives and superiors.

Considerable paraphrasing was used to handle book messages (the same as the
circular messages found in the Japanese cryptograms in the Pearl Harbor Attack
material). They were messages going to perhaps 20 or 30 different addresses,
e.g. commanding generals and commanding officers, military attaches, military
observers, and military missions. The same message might have to go in four
different systems, so that three paraphrases would be necessary. These para
phrases were not sent back to the originator for his approval, so several people
received messages signed by Gen. Marshall that were in my paraphrased phrase-
0logy.

War Shipping Administration messages which we received had to be paraphrased
before being delivered to the SA in Washington. One night I worked hard on such
a message. The next day when I reported to work, I was told that the people at
the SA had asked to see the original message because I had some ports sailing
into some ships.

President Roosevelt was famous for his "fire-side chats". One message I
remember was to theater commanders saying that President Roosevelt requested
that some war incidents of a personal nature which might be useful for fire-side
chats be reserved by censors so that he could have the initial publication of
them. Roosevelt and Frankfurter, Their Correspondence l928-1QA45 tells that both
of these men were pleased with the President's fire-side chat of September 7,
1942, which told of Lt. Powers who was killed in action. We could guess that the
President's wish to the Army was expressed as a consequence of this particular
fire-side chat.

Although I now cannot remember a word of what they said except the few words
of special phraseology, the messages which contained the inner words FOR GENERAL
so and so FOR HIS EYES ONLY or FOR GENERAL so and so AND THE CODE CLERKS EYES
ONLY were deciphered and edited with great interest. "FOR EISENHOWER EYES
OILY" is used in a message from Gen. Nark Clark, shown on pages 88 and 89 of
Calculated Risk by Gen. Clark. "yes Only" is listed as a category of high
classification records in the OPD (See United States Army in World War II The

lt.. e .l -
lar Department, lashinrton Command Post: The Operations Division, GPO, 1951.).
FOR MR. DEWEY'S EIES ONLY" was used by Gen, Marshall at the beginning of his
letter to the presidential candidate in 19l (See page ll28 of Part 3of the
Pearl Harbor Attack.).

Incoming cryptograms were like boxes of Cracker Jack which might contain an
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entertaining surprise. Deciphering code messages was very much like transla
ting from a foreign language into English with the use of a dictionary. De
ciphering was usually much more enticing than enciphering because the answer
to the mystery was drawn out in the former. Enciphering could be made more
enjoyable if the incoming plaintext was read only as it was enciphered, rather
than read thoroughly before beginning the encipherment. Both message content
and cipher technique could be of great interest.

The code center operated on z Time (Greenwich Mean Time) in which 2400Z
occurred at 8 PH Washington local time (Daylight Savings Time was used through
out the USA during World War II.). The code center operated on three shifts,
which changed at 4 PM, 12 Midnight, and 8 AM. Sometimes one shift was held over
to work with the succeeding shift for four hours or more to catch up on work.
All cipher systems were changed at 8 PM, the start of a new day on Z Time. The
cryptographic date was spelled out in the first words of the telegraphic text,
as explained earlier. Here's another example

509 SEVENTEENTH XEPAL QKZPA RTNGH

I •. • • •

group of the cryptogram proper

message indicator

system indicator

cryptographic date

message number • • • NTLPU QKZPA XEPAL

\

ULI0 Signature in clear

last group of cryptogram proper

After I had been withdrawn from shipment to New Caledonia and my three collea
gues had left the DCC, I began to wonder if I would ever be taken off temporary
duty in Washington (I was still assigned to Fort Monmouth, N. J., where I had
actually spent less than to weeks.). I could not be promoted while I was on
temporary duty and I knew many Texas A & M men in my class were already first
lieutenants. Second louies were eligible for promotion after one month of active
duty.

I thought of going back to the branch in which I had been originally commission
ed, the Corps of Engineers. West Pointer Capt. Adcock from Virginia told us at
A & M that there was as much difference between the Engineers Corps and the Corps
of Engineers as between a beer bottle and a bottle of beer. Before coming to
A & M he had had a 40 gallon gas tank fitted to his Ford so he could travel far
between Army posts without a refill. During World War II he was a colonel but
after the war while back in a crowd at Fort Belvoir watching a demolition demon
stration for ROTC students he was hit by a strangely long-flying fragment and
killed.

I was dissatisfied enough that I visited the personnel branch in the office of
the Chief of Engineers in an attractive new building on Virginia Avenue, now the
central portion of the present State Department Building, but I did not initiate
any action. Put actions were taking place out of my view. While I was stationed
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at Lowry Field, Denver, I received a letter sent to my home address, 58/42
Velasco Street, Dallas, offering me employment as a civilian at Ogden Air Base
in Utah, not too far from Denver. I do not recall if I replied or not. Now I
received a letter forwarded from home from the Office of the Chief Signal
Officer offering me the prospect of immediate employment, civilian, after filling
out a questionaire. I was already working in the OCSigO as an Army officer.
But I was very excited to receive this letter. Although its franked reply en
velope carried a mail room address only one corridor toward the Navy Building
from my present room, it offered great prospects because it carried the code word
SPSIS-1 in its heading. The SP meant Services of Supply, but the SIS meant Sig
nal Intelligence Service. I had heard a little about the S. I. S. in cryptog
raphy school at Fort Monmouth and in the WDCC. I had seen one of their main
tenance men, Tech.-Sgt. Frank Lampert and had talked to him about the SIGABA he
was repairing. Here was a chance to get a permanent assignment and in a possibly
very interesting organization. I figured that I probably got this mimeographed
letter because I had taken the elective cryptography course, Military Science
356, under Dr. Bechtel of the English Department at Texas A & M.

After thinking back into these past times last night, I had an interesting
dream just before awakening this morning. I dreamed that Ann long of WDCC days
paid me a visit. She had been in the ACs over 20 years but was now in some dis
pute with them over her health. She certainly looked older but was still a fine
looking lady. I asked her if Mary Boswell (See Signal Corps history: The Test.)
was one of the WDCC ladies because I seemed to recall the name but Ann said no.
I asked her the same about Dorothy Glaves and she said yes. Ann was the Republi
can nominee for President (I have recently read a book The Road to the White
House by N. Y Times writers.). Mr. Totten, our optician, said she'd have to be
fattened up, but I said she was a fine weight now. I thought to myself that I'll
have to vote for the Republicans this time. I thought it was ironic because
Mr. Totten would have to vote for a lady because he was an ardent anti-Democrat.
I was taking a shower in my dream while these thoughts were going on, just as I
awakened about 6 AH.

I was pleased that Ann Long, the Presidential candidate, had paid me a visit
and was particularly disappointed to find it was a dream. While I was dreaming
I thought of the names of Mary Boswell and Dorothy Glaves, but I did not remem
ber Ann Long's name and had to look it up on an earlier page of this writing.

I'm back from a four day trip to California where I ran across a copy of The
Missions Code. I had seen it listed in Stalhane's book and had wondered if it
were a special code for missionaries, which it is, and as good as those made by
the Army. This book brings to mind my earlier thought that a code book pictures
a world, while a cipher does not.

Put going back again to my knowledge of the S.I.S. and Arlington Hall at DCC,
I can say that I never saw any messages directed to CRYPTO or signed by VICTOR
as listed by Flicke in his manuscript of War Secrets in the Ether. If they
passed through the War Department Signal Center, they must have been routed to
Arlington Hall and enciphered and deciphered there. The VICTOR sounds like an
artificial name in contrast to the usual signatures MARSHALL, ULIO, and KRONER,
who were real people: the Chief of Staff, the Adjutant General, and the colonel
in charge of the MI.S. department which dealt with military attaches.

One special sort of expression on some cryptograms was SANS ORIGINE as the
station of origin. One place using these terms was the U.S. message center on
'scension Island in the south Atlantic Ocean in order not to disclose the U.S.
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forces there.

Because the double transposition system was usuaJ..ly used by people who wrote
their messages and then did their own cipher work it is not surprising that a
third or a fourth of these cryptograms contained errors. Besides some crypto
grams using arabic figures which I have already described, I deciphered double
transposition messages in which only one transposition was used, in which the
order of application of the two transpositions was reversed, and in which one
cipher group was lost in transit.

In this system there were 100 sequences available for use, so there could be
100 times 99 possible different encipherments. Since this system was unchanged
for a month, it was important to have these 9,900 possibilities, making two
messages of the same length in the same key unlikely to occur. A random four
digit number was given in the key list for each day. After two sequences had
been chosen for a message, the 2-digit numbers opposite them were copied be
neath the daily 4-digit number and subtracted using non-carrying operations.
The four digits in the answer were added across and the units digit of this sec-
6nd answer put down as a check-digit on the right of the four digits in the
first answer. These five digits were copied just ahead and following the cipher
text proper. Here is an example of the method:

00: 28-6-7-21-1-24-10-20-23-14-2-27--25-13-12-17--5-26-4+-18-16-11-3-15-29-9-3-
30-22-19

0l: 16-8-1l-7-5-17-13-15-3-9-12-1-10-1--6-2

02: 16-8-l-24-12-4-23-J-15-6-9-lJ-22-2-7-17-ll-19-20-21-18-25-5-14-lO

•

57: 21-20-2-26-29-27-J-8-l-28-12-18-17-22-lJ-25-23-4-l0-19-16-7-ll-14-6-24-
15-9-5

•

98: 13-19-8-9-12-21-18-1-11-23-22-2/4-15-17-16--1-25-10-3-6-5-2-20-7

99: 20-18-13-10-17--9-7-15-1-1-16-6-21-2-3-1l-19-+-8-12-5

Let's suppose the cryptogram has 204 letters and we choose to use sequences
numbered 99 and 01 and that the minuend for this day is 23/7. We would form
the indicator for this message.

237
9903/6 adding across, 3 + 4+ 4 + 6 = 7,

so the message indicator would be 367.

Suppose the message to be TRIP TO FORWARD UNITS AT FOURTEEN HUNDRED HOURS
TODAY SHOWS NO REPEAT NO ADVANCE BY US OVER OUR LINE OF YESTERDAY STOP HEAVY
RAIN HAS DENIED MOVEMENT OF TANKS AND ENEMY MACHINE GUNS AND MORTARS HOLD OUR
IFANTY STOP ANTICIPATE NO REPEAT NO ENEMY ATTACKS UNTIL TOMORROW

Enciphermerit is done in two steps, using a different matrix for each step.
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First Matrix
20 18 13 10 17 9 715 114 16 6 21 2 311 19 l 8 12 5

T R I p T 0 F 0 R W A R D u N I T s A T F

0 u R T E E N H u N D R E D H 0 u R s T 0

D A y s H 0 W s N 0 R E p A T N 0 A D V

A N C E B y u s 0 V E R 0 u R L I N E 0 F

y E s T E R D A y s T 0 p H E A V y R A I

N H A s D E N I E D M 0 V E M E N T 0 F T

A N K s A N D E N E M y M A C H I N 3 G u

N s A N D M 0 R T A R s H 0 L D 0 u R I N

F A N T R y s T 0 p A N T I C I p A T
,., N~

0 R E p E A T N 0 E N E M y A T T A C K s

u N T I L T 0 M 0 R R 0 w
Second Matrix

16 8 11 7 517 13 15 3 9 12 1 10 1 l 6 2-
R U N 0 y E N T 0 0 0 U D 5 u H E

A 0 I y N H A R E M C L C A s R 0

N y T N u A A F 0 V F I T u N N s

R R E R 0 0 y s N E: 0 F N w u D N

D 0 s T 0 A s A E R. 0 E R T C 0 E

0 y R E N M y A T p T s E T s s N

T p I I 0 T L A E H D I T T T D 0

A F G I E K I R y C s A K A NI E T

: :: 0 V s D 3 A p E R 0 H s s A I

E R T N 1 A D R E T H M R A I R T

E H B E D A D R E L R u A N E H N

s A R I T u N I V N I 0 p T T 0 D

A Y ! A i,J F 0 u D E p 0 p V M H T

M 1:f
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We get the final cryptographic text:

1 2 3 l 5 6 7 8 9 10
AUT TTASA NTVEO SME!'!O TITND TOON ETEIP ESVDU SNUCS TS
THU COO SMDTN HRNDO SD,AR HOHOY NRTEI D!NEN AUOYR OYPFN
REAY OMVER PHCET LNEDC TNRET KHRAP PNITE SRIGO TBRNO CFCOT
DSRM TPAA YSYLI EDD!O ULI7 SIAOI! UOOTR FSAAA RARRI UP.ANR
DOTA EESA HAOA MTKDA AUF

During this time in the WDCC the SIGCUM (Converter 1-223) :as not used. The
only teletype cipher then in use worked directly on-line to the Seattle POE
(POE means "port of embarkation". In the DCC there was a list of POE'S and
sub-POE•s. I thought the latter must be ports where soldiers embarked on sub
marines, but I'm sure now this is not correct.). Bach end of the line made use
of a mahogany-finished piece of furniture called a subset 13l. On its top,
which was about JO inches from the floor, were located two "receiving" trans
mitter--distributors. These differed from the standard transmitter-distributors
by having the circles on their distributor faces divided into more segments than
on the standard faces

~art

/a9$j )[j

6%}u
Each XD is affected by its''individual punched tape and the signal from the two
tapes are combined together and with the message signal to give the cipher sig
nal. The scheme of combination was

M + M= S
M + S = M
S + M = M
s + S S

N = marking (+)
S =spacing(-)
in the Baudot alphabet

Zach XD held a loop of tape. When the people in C Branch at Arlington Hall
investigated this system, they found by analysis that the tapes in use were in
length equal to the two highest primes below 1000, i.e. 997 and 991.

On the upper center area of the dark mahogany finished cabinet was a switch
operated by a telephone type key. In the up position an adjacent red light
cane on to indicate that the apparatus was in the "cipher" position. When the
key was dm-m the apparatus was in the "text" position, when whatever was typed
went on the wire or radio in unscrambled condition.

mhen I first saw this system in use, I was not familiar ith "teletype"
ciphers, and I was interested in how it worked. I made two tapes to take the
place of the two cipher tapes in a sort of test. One was the alphabet repeat
ed t:rice and the other was a blank tape with only feed holes. I then ex-
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plained my test to the enlisted man operating this system. He asked the other
end of the line to receive in "text" position while he operated in "cipher"
using the two special tapes. He typed 10 F's, 10 G's, and lO A's while one
key tape was all blanks, and the other carried A, B, G, ••• etc ••• I, J three
times in succession. The operator had asked the receiving operator to observe
what he received, and when both machines were in 11text" this result was typed
back to our office. It was

CHA NOBJIBAHA±. "&#kl
1248

and demonstrated the addition table as showm on the previous page of this
writing.

It is interesting that the keyboards on the teletypewriters on the Washn
(Code Room)-Seattle (POE code room) circuit were the stock market (common gar
den variety) machines and not the official Army machines (See Knolon: Stand
ard Handbook for Electrical Engineers.).

There was nothing in AR 380-5 (Safeguarding Military Information) to forbid
such testing of this teletype system. It might even mislead the enemy who
intercepted it into thinking that only one key tape was used. But this is a
situation to be considered in a treatise on cryptanalysis. There will always
be people who are interested in the mechanics of ciphers and who may test the
systems to learn how they operate, and so unwittingly aid the alert enemy.

In talking to Oscar Olson, a State Department employee once in the Munitions
Building, I learned that the building had a corridor connecting the wings across
the front and another corridor parallel to the first one but connecting the
wings through their mid-sections. This fits my mental picture of the location
of the code room better than the diagrams of the building showm on maps because
I picture the code room as being next to a cross corridor but the room number
I have learned is 3/430 which certainly would not be at the head of the wing,
but it could be at the head of the mid-section.

The M-228, or SIGCUM, like the twain D's of the Verna system, operated Mith
subset 13l while subsets 132 and 133, in metal cabinets with black crackle
finish, were used with unclassified teletype equipment. Subset, a telephone
company term, was apparently a shortened form of subscriber set. SIGJODO was
a wooden board holding six or seven sliding strips and used for the SIGCUM
message indicator system, Other short titles I recall at this time are

SIGABA-Converter M-l-C
SIGIVI-Basket for M-13-C
SIGHYK-Converter N-1J4-A
SIGJIP-TDS speech scr.::i.mbler
S1GTOT-One time tape teletype cipher device
SIG:'JA!J-General instructions for use of Army ciphers
SIGIKK-Maintenance manual for SIGABA

mile I worked in the 'DCC or possibly at Arlington Hall I heard that ime
diately after Pearl Harbor, for~ week or so, the SIS loaned some of their
officers to the DCC to handle the rush of traffice which immediately foll.4e°
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the Japanese attack.

'hen I first rent to Washington, I lived in the Harthorne Hotel on G St.,
in the block just west of George Washington University. The rent was $l5 a
month for my room in the basement. Hy rental allowance was also $45 a month.
:hen I discovered that I would be in ·washington longer than two weeks, I de
cided to find a cheaper room. At 1817 F St. M, facing the old Department of
the Interior Building, wasathree story rooming house where the rent was $16 a
month each for two to a room or $1l a month each for three to a room. I was
in a room on the third floor which opened onto a porch on the right hand side
of a person looking at the building. The small porch had an old weathered up
holstered chair with a hornet's nest inside it. My roommate was an embalmer
from Utica, N. Y. who was a Hospital Corpsman in the Navy, a lst Class Petty
Officer. He was a stocky man of about JO years of age with black hair and a
heavy beard (shaved). He told me about the Chief who had been his roommate
but moved away because he slipped while taking a shower in the bathtub. He
moved to a place where he could take a good shower.. l·ly roommate moved out; he
told me he was one of only two who volunteered out of about a dozen who were
given the chance to volunteer to go overseas.

Ny next roommate was a tall man who wore glasses and was about 38 years old.
He was from Oklahoma and had just gotten a job as a guard in a government
building, where he wore a dark blue uniform at work. Shortly later his wife
moved to Washington and he moved out. He brought his wife to meet me.

Ny last roommate here was a Jewish civilian from Ne York, a man about 33
years old. He had an American flag in which the stars were arranged in the form
of a star of David. He expressed the wish to possibly live to be only 0 but
to live deeply and energetically.

On the sarae floor with mine was another front room where two friendly Navy
enlisted men and a civilian lived. One enlisted man was from Missouri and had
been in the CCC. He said that now as a petty officer he was making the most
money he had ever made in his life. The other Navy man was named Hansen and was
from Minnesota, as I recall. He worked in Navy communications under Commander
Ford solving Jap enciphered code. He told of a Jap message saying the Germans
said that they were able to solve the most secret Jap cipher but they were sure
no other country could, so they reassured the Japs that their cipher was cer
tainly secure enough. Hansen implied that this message which had been decrypted
in Washington was in the very cipher under study by the Germans, Hansen sur
prised me once by complaining about the ring left in the bathtub. I had to ad
mit I was the guilty one, but I hope I haven't forgotten since that time to wash
out the tub properly. I don't remember meeting the civilian in their room. The
Navy men told me about one of the ladies ho lived on the second floor who some
times slept with their civilian or a previous civilian in their room. I didn't
run across this lady myself. I understand that later Hansen became an officer.

A fine looking young man writh curly hair who lived on the second floor volun
teerod the information that he as not in the service because he had epilepsy;
he could never be sure when he might not be felled by an attack.

'ork in the Jar Departnent Code Roon gave the individual a great opportunity
to ee the material sent as classified messages, to know something of ho:; the
hi;her co:ands and 'Jar Depart:ent operated, to see how ciphers :ere handled
and mishandled, to learn the mechanics of many ciphers, to understand the use
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of service messages, and to see how garbles occur from human beings and
machinery.

One of the principles of cryptanalysis or of any investigation is making
meaningful comparisons, and the aim of a good cipher system is preventing
such comparisons by the enemy. Service messages, which were messages between
signal centers or code centers to facilitate communications, might be an entry
for the enemy to make meaningful comparisons. In enciphered service messages
might be contained partial texts of other enciphered messages, descriptions or
titles of parts of ciphers or cipher machines or cipher procedures, what cipher
systems were held by either party, or partial contents of earlier enciphered
services. hat happened after a service or an exchange of services might en
able the enemy to study two cryptograms with overlapping characteristics. A
message instructing the cancellation of an earlier cryptogram was usually sent
as an enciphered service to deny the enemy even the chance to speculate as to
why a cryptogram had been canceled. Enciphered service messages prevented the
enemy from originating counterfeit service messages to disrupt or infiltrate
cipher communications. Nothing on the outside of an enciphered service was to
indicate what it as about. Considerable ingenuity was required at times to
explain to some operator in a far off land how to use his machine or how to
bring order out of a long, garbled cryptogram.

I was working in the code room when it moved from Room 330 in the Munitions
Building, to Room 5A882 or 5A884 (Both seem to be correct.) in the Pentagon
but I don't remember the date. The volume in the series U. S. Army in World
War II called Washington Cormnand Post: The Operations Division, page l66, says
that the OPD moved to the Pentagon on November 15, 1942, so I assume that the
War Department Code Center must have moved on the same date. In both the
Munitions Building and the Pentagon we were close to the Classified Message
Center, under Major Carlisle Humelsine. It seems in the Pentagon there was a
high window opening from our typing area into the CMC. In either the Pentagon
or r,hmitions wilding we had a pneumatic tube system for sending messages with
in the building.

In some messages o£ 192 there appeared code words for future military opera
tions. The ones I recalled from that year and before I ever read any histo
ries of World War II were BIGOT AND HUSKY, TIDALAVE, TORCH, BOLERO, SLEDGE
HAMMER, and ROUNDUP. Of all these names I believe TORCH was the only one
whose meaning I knew during the war. Dut I was not surprised to learn in
Bristol, England, just before D-Day, that people in the know about the forth
conning operation were said to be "BIGOTED". I then assumed that the BIGOT of
BIGOT AND HUSKY stood for the invasion of Europe. The history of the U. S.
Army in II tells it a little differently. Page 390 of the OPD volume says
"BIGOT Special security procedure for OVERLORD" and "OVERLORD Plan for the
invasion of northrest Europe: spring l9".

Last night (November 12-13) I dreamed again about cryptography. Only the
third time in my life, as I recall. In 1959 hen I had invented irregular
motion for the key wheels of the Hagelin C-36 (several years later than
Hagelin, however), I dreamed I talked to a grey haired lady, Mrs. Hagelin,
and sa a black crackle-finished cryptograph of some sort. Then a few weeks
ago I dreamed that Wiss Ion; who 1or!ed in ths DCC as the Republican nominee
for resident. In this latest dream I saw a big piece of apparatus with orange-
1sh plastic (incorporating cloth) side pieces through which projected brass
axles which ~-mre interconnected on the side facing me with brass linkage. I
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was given to understand that this was a version of the Hagelin machine I had
designed and supervised construction of while I was at Arlington Hall. (i</hy
such an apparatus should have been built when there were plenty of N-209's
about is unanswerable. Just dream language, etc.) And I also saw an object
like a very large ball-point pen which in some way duplicated the action in
the M-209 where there is an overlap on a slide bar, It seemed quite logical
in the dream, but not now.

In the duty officer's desk was a copy of "The Ship Cipher", which had appa
rently been carried by all u. s. merchant vessels in a sealed condition prior
to the entry of the U. s. A. into World War II. It was a bigram cipher con
sisting of an enciphering table and a deciphering table. The plaintext was
divided into groups of two letters each. Along the top and along the left
edge of the table was located a normal alphabet so the table could be entered
like a multiplication table. At the intersection of the proper column and row
was found the bigram cipher equivalento The enciphering table had a random
basis, and the deciphering table was its inverse.

1vhile I was in the War Department Code Center, I was surprised to learn that
Parker F.itt was a colonel on active duty as Signal Officer of the 6th Service
Command at Ft. Benjamin Harrison in Indiana. I knew his name as a writer on
cryptography from my use as a textbook of Hr. Friedman Is Elements Qf Crvntanaly
sis in the course at Texas A & M (Military Science 356). Dr. Bechtel did an
interesting thing in giving us a cryptogram in monoalphabetic substitution
separated into 5-letter word lengths which I did not solve and which turned out
to be the cryptogram in the "Gold Bug, 11 but restated in letters rather than
symbols. Karl Elmquist, one of y English teachers, of the same department
would likely have been the instructor except that he had already left for work
as a civilian in Washington. I believe he was the founder of the cryptography
club at A & H, which club I never attended because I worked that night in the
college library (for 30¢ an hour, l6 hours a week) under librarian Thomas Mayo
of Mississippi, a Rhodes Scholar, and a World War I intelligence officer.

Eefore the invasion of North Africa, a month or so, all secret and confiden
tial cryptograms to the UK had to be sent by cable. In contrast, before the
invasion of Europe all traffic except top secret could be sent in the clear on
landline teletype circuits (See also Harris, Signal Venture, P• 230).

Almost always when book messages were submitted to the DCC, they had to be
paraphrased once or twice in order to be sent in two or three different cipher
systeP1s. One time such a message going to about 90 addresses had an error, and
it 1vas estimated that it cost $10,000 to correct it. This of course is nothing
compared to a mistake in piloting an airplane, which may be much more expensive,
though not ultimately more deadly.

Once when the lone SIGABA in Accra (Gold Coast and where Noguchi died from
the yellow fever he was studying, followed in death shortly by his assistant
Young) went on the blink, they sent the same plaintext in a strip cipher and a
double transposition cipher. This was a violation but did not likely help the
enemy

Just 'fo2 Christmas I orked the ' PM to 12 midnight shift, through Sunday,
December 20th. Then I was off all day on Monday, returning to or at 12 mid
night (000l M! Tuesday) for the l2 .n. to 8 M shift on Tuesday. I as sched
uled to ·or: Christmas day. ut uhen I reported on duty, early that Tuesday
morning, I received ny orders transferring me from Ft. Monmouth to Arlington
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Hall. Since I had been to duty on December 22, I returned to my room at 1817
F St NW and went back to sleep for the rest of the night. I reported to Ar
lington Hall Station on December 23 and was assigned to F Branch rith Captain
Leo Rosen in charge. Here I did not have to work on Christmas day.

Last night (November 25-26, 1965) I dreamed I was working in the SA for two
weeks. I was in a room where the employees worked on long continuous desks and
sat on long continuous benches, all personnel facing in one direction like a
school. The room was full of people at the desks, about 10 to a ror and maybe
15 rows. It seemed that a good percentage of the people were loafing.

Moving ry place of business to Arlington naturally led to my moving my resi
dence• Before I move mentally in this ·writing I will tell more about my first
residence in l-J'ashington Do c. It was R.oom 1 in the basement of the Hawthorne
Hotel at 2134 G St., NU. The hotel was in the middle of the block just west of
George ;fashington University. It was on the south side of the street and faced
a fire station and cafe on the opposite side. I used to eat pie a la mode in
the small eating place. Ny room was half below the ground and was rather moist
with water on the walls. As I have said the rent was $1.50 a day or $5 a month,
exactly my rental allowance as an unmarried 2d Lt. It seemed a good place to
stay for the to eeks I expected to be in ~!ashington: I could easily walk to
work.

While I lived at 1817 F SE NA I made the acquaintance of !Ir. Paul PearL'llan, a
new and used book dealer in the Hills Building at G and l7th Streets. He was a
balding man in his early fifties who played ha.ridball, especially at the Tili:CA
across the street. His son went to Georgetom University Medical School during
the ar and became a pediatrician.

I arrived in T;fashineton on Saturday afternoon and it seems we were given Sun
day off to get settled. It rained early but about 8 Al·! I took my camera bought
at the Lowry Field PK and took several shots domntom. hen I reached the east
side of the Capitol, I saw that a guard was being changed. I thought of my
reading of the changing of the guard at Buckingham Palace. I had first learned
of interior guard duty when I attended the high school .O.T.C cap, Camp Dallas,
near the golf course at Nineral Wells, Texas, in the summers o£ 1935 and 1937
($30 £or four weeks which I paid with money earned on my paper routes, Dallas
Dispatch and Dallas logging legs with Dallas Journal). Later in the summer of
19l hen I was at the six eeks R.O.TC camp at Camp Pullis ($65 a month paid
to me, private's pay) I once walked my post so slowly that I completed the round
in tao hours, just in time to be relieved.

Now the relief was on the steps to the central entrance of the Capitol: the
corporal, the old and ne guards of Post Io. 2, and lo:er the other guard for
Post No. 1 and the one for Post No. 3. Just as I snapped the shutter a lieu-
tenant ran down to me out in the street. '

He said, "You can't take pictures of the guard! 11

"Oh I didn't know." And I turned away. Later I sent the whole roll to a
commercial photo shop. All the negatives were developed and returned, but the
one for the changing of the guard was not printed as a photo. It seemed to be
a good negative, so after the war, I got a print and it reminds me ever again
of that early Sunday morning and the instant when I pressed the shutter.

I could not feel certain that Arlineton Hall would want me as an officer even
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though they had been interested in me as a possible civilian employee, so that
I was pleasantly surprised about 12:10 AN on December 22nd to receive my orders
sending me there. I had to forego the l2¢ (10¢ for desserts without whipped
cream) strawberry shortcake in the Munitions Building cafeteria, but it seems
that I had already foregone it in my move to the Pentagon. I seem to recall
that I had this same dessert every day for a month in a row. On Sunday nights
I usually ate at the Allies Inn on New York Avenue close to the State Depart
ment. I especially remember the delicious honey and hot bisquits.

Arlington Hall was a former girls' school. The old school building became
the administration building for the Signal Security Agency (old title: Signal
Intelligence Service). A steel fence topped with barbed wire surrounded the
"campus" of about 100 acres at the southwest corner of the intersection of
Glebe Road with Lee Blvd., on which the gates opened. An operations building
(later called Operations Bldg. A) was constructed about 150 yards behind the
Administration Building. At the time I transferred there, there was plenty of
mud which could not always be avoided. A wide, paved road went from the gates
up a hill to the Administration Building. A wooded area lay behind this build
ing, which had a grassy lawn in front.

Ny office was first 232l Operations Building and was a part of F Branch, the
research and development branch (SPSIS-6 in office-of-origin symbols used in
the lar Department). A day or so later it was 2323. 2d Lt. Daniel Hoth from
Bell Labs was my first associate. In addition there were Capt. Leo Rosen (the
chief of F Branch), an M. I. T. graduate of medium build, black close-cut hir,
and darting black eyes (He was given employment originally as a civilian in
19l0 to construct the models of the PURPLE machine), Capts. Prehn and Gammel,
Bell system engineers, and lst Lt. Jacobs from New York City.

Host of the interest in F Branch when I arrived was given to :Madame X (coined
possibly by Capt., later Major, Gammel), the Bell Labs designed relay circuit
"bombes II o These were used in the Polish-British method for solving the German
Army, Air Force, and Navy Enigmas systems.

r-radame X was shipped from ·western Electric in Cicero, Illinois a11.d installed
in the basement of A Building then called the Operations Building, later moved
to the basement of B Building.

It seems appropriate here to group most of my memories on the German military
Enigma. Some other information will be given elsewhere in more chronological
order. The story of the military Enigma begins in Poland prior to World Har II
·when Polish intelligence people obtained a drawing of the German Army Enigma
from a Polish agent who had observed the Eniema at a distance. The Poles were
able to devise a mechanism using only closures (explained later) to solve
messages using this cipher. When a "stop" occurred, one part of the mechanism
fell dom writh a loud noise. 'hen Poland was overrun by the Germans, the de
tails of this project were carried to England.

The German military Enigma was similar to the German commercial Lnigma; but
in addition to three rotors (':Talzen) and a reversing rotor (Umkehrwalze) called
by the British Uncle Dick, the military Enigma incorporated a plugboard,
giving the effect of another rotor but not being able to be rotated. The ir
ing of the end plate as in alphabetical order A, B, C,··., , , rather than
the Q ER T z ... of the commercial model. A diagram will demonstrate the
operation more satisfactorily (See Fig 1.).
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The Enigma was operated by a keyboard, one key at a time being pressed. As
the key was pressed the right-hand rotor rotated one step, e·g. going from a
reading of 5 to a reading of 6. The middle and the left hand rotors, or the
middle rotor alone, might rotate a step at the same if in the proper position
to be stepped. After the rotors had completed their steps and with continued
depression of the key, a light in the lamp board would light. The letter
showing as copied on the message blank. If enciphering was being done, the
lighted letter gave the cipher equivalent of the plain text letter depressed on
the keyboard. If deciphering was underway, the lighted letter gave the plain
text equivalent of the cipher letter depressed on the keyboard. There was no
need of a reversing switch going from enciphering to deciphering because the
reversing rotor gave reciprocal alphabets, in which enciphering and deciphering
could proceed in the same direction.

The daily key was formed by selecting three rotors out of the five in the set
(for Army and Air Force use; the Navy set had three additional rotors, numbered
6, 7,& 8, as well as two narro-w rotors to be used in the lth position) and then
placing the three rotors in left hand, middle, and right hand positions. 10
plugcords were also inserted in 20 0£ 26 plug outlets, each outlet consisted of
a large and a small hole, while each plugcord consisted of a cord with a double
pronged plug at each end, the large plug of one end being connected to the small
plug of the other end and vice versa. The Ringstellung was also changed daily
( See below).

The message key consisted in the rotated position of each rotor.

For a few special locations the Enigma-Uhr was used. This consisted of a box
rith a rotating dial having 12 positions. 20 double prong plugs were attached
to the box by cords. In use the 20 lugs ere inserted into the plugboard, then
hen the dial was rotated one position each hour, the plug-arrangement was
changed internally

The rotors stepped in this manner: with every proper depression of a key,
the right hand rotor moved one position. Each rotor carried a notch affixed
alongside a ring carrying the letters of the alphabet. This ring and notch
moved together and could be set at Erny one of 26 possible positions. The ring's
setting was called the Ringstellung. hen the notch on the right hand rotor
was in proper position, the middle rotor moved one step at the same time as the
right h8nd rotor. vfuen the notch on the middle rotor was in the proper posi
tion, the middle rotor and left hand rotor moved together one step with the
right hand rotor. This arrangement caused a "short" cycle in the rotor rota
tion sequence because when the middle rotor took a step and placed its notch in
the active position, it did not remain stationary until the right hand rotor
rotated 26 positions but instead stepped on the next step of the right hand
rotor due to the proper apposition of its own notch to the left hand wheel.
This gives a cycle o£ 650 steps (26 : 25) for the positioning of the right hand
and middle rotors together.

Then the three rotors moved together, the British called this occurrence a
"lobster".

In the German Air Force use of the plugs (Steckers), a
plugged to its immediate successor in the alphabet, e·g.
to , never to C, Y never to Z.

letter was never
A was never plugged

T~ us~ or the Enigma the code clerk selected a three letter sequence, then
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converted the letters to numbers, and finally rotated the three rotors to dis
play the three numbers in the windows. This letter sequence was transmitted
to the receiving end in a cipher independent of the message cipher0

learning all the details and having the Polish information as well, the
British developed the machines, which the Poles had called "bombes" after the
French_uord for either a fancy, tall pastry concoction or for a bomb because of
the noise when a hit occurred. Each bombe was ·wired to correspond to 12 niggas.
1,Jhile the Enigma could make only a few steps a second, the bombes stepped 1800
RPM. The Enigmas were connected together and more than one bombe might be

t:> t
connected together, according to a wiring diagram called a "menu." These menus
were drawn up by use of an intercepted message and a properly juxtapositioned
"crib.11 A crib was a section of probable wording. The menu might be arrived
at thus:

Crib:

Cipher Nsg:

XMELDUNGXLAVALX

EPLZRELCDQBDLCO

A diagram was made by placing each letter on the chart, drawing connecting lines
behreen letters jU:Xtapositioned above, thus:

J
0 X 1

I I
[] R, p

V
""/D

I
R

G
I

Then he menu was placed on the bombe, battery was inserted at a point hes
sever:l lines met because better results were obtained in this uay. Occasionally
battery might be inserted at two locations.

This diagram, illustrates a menu :rith 17 1tters but no closures.

A menu with closures night b as shom:

A
I
D

________ .,..,

_,/ l ;}-- .... -· --- Closure

I
, o ? [Closure /

This menu has 7 letters and 2 closures.

Each line in a menu corresponded to one of the 12 units in a bo:nbe. 3ac':1
unit was me.de up of 7 heels ( In much of this description of British operations
the ord wheel rill be used instead of rotor because tle British used the word
wheel. ) thus:

Wheel A Wheel B Wheel C Wheel U Wheel C Wheel B Wheel A

Input Output
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This method gave an operation like an Eniema but the input and output could
be separated. In this diagram heel A's step together and step one step for
each operation. Wheel 's step together and one step for every 26 steps o1
wheel A's, mheel C's together and one step for each 26 steps of heel B's.
Bombes did not have "short cycles". Wheel U does not rotate, These units
differ further from the 7nigma by having no steckerboard.

On further consideration I believe each unit of a bombs had only three actual
wheels, each wheel carrying four circles of wiper type contacts, so that each.
wheel kept the input circuits separate from the output circuits. The Uncle Dick
was built into the works of the bombe and did not appear on the front of the
bombe. 1-Tipers made contact with studs in the surface of the bombe.

000000
00000
00000

000000
000000
000000

'b::z - - - General arrangement of a bombe.
about as tall as a man.

It was

Wheel of
a. bombe

In the use of the bomnbe there is a device known as a reciprocal board, the
invention of a Scottish engineer. It is based on the knowledge that the actual
encipherrn.ent is reciprocal, so that if A = C, C must equal A, etc. It is wired
on this scheme:

A B C D E F

A 7B

/
C

D

E

F o.-Jo..J o-r a.., 0 0

Each menu makes use of one reciprocal board into which all units are plugged,
accoriin to their input and output letters. A menu might make use of more
than onebombe, trelve lines to one bobe.

The basic scheme of the bombes is that current is applied to one lead, the
input being placed as near the most concentrated junction of the diagra as
possible. Another lead is then tested sore distance away. I! the test lead
has current, it is ~ssumed that the setting is not correct because the initial
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current has not been liited to one wire in each unit but has spread to all
wires. Once in a long time the test lead may be the good lead and so a stop
is missed because a current is read in the test lead.

Calculations were mnde as to how many letters and. closures will guarantee one
stop for each "rheel order." Py this stop the set-up can be checked to see that
all the machinery has been working properly. The table was approxi.rnately:

latters closures

In making the menu the relative positions of the wheels must be taken into
account. Using the first crib described previously, we have:

V M E L D u ! G X L A V A L XL

3 p L z 2 T L C D n B D L C 0,
RH 1 2 J ly 5 6 '7 8 9 10 1112 lJ 14 15I

M l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 l
LH ]_ l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l J_ 1 1

I£ the notch of the 2E :±heel is active at position 7, re would have the following:

X 2 E L D u N G X L A V A L V
.L'.

3 D L z R ,:;, L C D 2 B D L C 0- :.:,

RH 1 ? J l .c:; / 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15- _,, 0

3 l 1 l l 1 l 1 2 2 2 ') 2 2 2 2K,

LH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1

In fitting the crib to tr.e cipher text I use c2n be made of the fact that ::.
letter cannot equal itself in this system, e·g

X 1 E L D u N G r
4

T z ; L C D Q. B DLJ

V
not
possible

Someties the British could determine the initial setting (Grundstellung) of
the :heels because the operator picked them out according to a system. Such
syste:.1atic settings were called CII,LI' after the girl friend of an operator
who u3ed. parts of .his girl's name for the setting, Other operators might use
letters in sequence from the keyboard, 1ike 253 or AC.

It is !no:m that the solving of Enigma nessages helped the British greatly in
the series of air battles called the Battle of r:rito.in in 194(). They could tell
here raids ere projected. It :as learned that the Cermans had ceen inpressed
'y the sight of a small field near London where a group of Spitfires was loca
ted in transit. The er:ans could not understand hor the British still had so
:any planes. Leo Rosen first told re of the value of niga analysis vhen I
ertionei ho:1 ·onlorful radar as to shoa planes taking of£ across the Channel

'
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and he said cryptanalysis could see the planes taking off two days ahead of
time.

From North Africa General Montgomery sent intercepted German messages back
in cipher to England where they were quickly deciphered using the already
solved daily key and then sent back to him in cipher.

British Huts 6 and 8 at Bletchley Park daily solved hundreds of Enigma sys
tems. Hut 6 was for Army ciphers and Hut 8 for Navy ciphers. Big buildings.

The American Army had a bombe installation (Madame X) using relays instead
of actual wheels. It had an advantage in the speedy changing of wheel orders,
while it only moved about 40 steps a second. The U. S. Navy had an installa
tion built by IBM similar to the British installations.

The Germans never changed their wheel wirings during the war. Near the end
they introduced a pluggable Umkehrwalze, in which one pair of contacts was per
manently wired because of to detents which held the shiny metal cover hiding
the twelve_plugcords in the back of the dark plastic working face of this rotor,
This modification was solved using high speed electronic bombes in a process
called "skritching". The U. S. Army machines of this type were probably not
used in actual operations.

In the U. S. Army installation in 193 there were only two German Army Enig
mas, one largely destroyed, the other in workable condition and having candle
drippings in the upper right hand corner, above the selector handle.

After the invasion of France many Enigmas fell into our hands. After the war
ended hundreds of Enigmas were at hand in u. s. installations. Some brand new
Enigmas were captured near Brest. They had no plugboards and were intended to
be sent to Japan by submarine. They ere called the "Tirpit" model. Why?

A smaller Enigma with geared stepping and smaller wheels was captured. It
was stated to be for use by the Abwehr, in U. S, Army use called the ORANGE
machine.

At least one set of wheels with variable notches was captured.

From a study of captured Enigmas it could be seen as the war progressed that
some "chrome" was eliminated, that some metal parts were replaced with plastic,
and that some machined parts were replaced with simply molded parts. The GAF
Enigmas were dull blue in metal boxes, like other GAF equipment, and their lids
were removed completely in use, while the Army used hinged lids. The Navy
machines had hinged lids but the hinges were separable, allowing removal of the
lid. The Anny and Navy machines were mounted in wooden boxes of oak with brass
screws reinforcing some joints, like the boxes for some German scientific equip
ment,

A few Enigmas contained the word Enigma and a few had an old instruction
plate giving a wiring diagram (partial, showing only four keys) as well as
written instructions about cleaning wheels, etc, as the newer plates had.

The Ringstellung is the number setting referred to earlier for the ring carry
ing the 26 letters of the alphabet in regular order ( Navy model) or carrying
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the numbers from l to 26 in regular order (Ary and Air Force models)·""N'°
ring is carried on the cipher wheel like a tire on an automobile wheel an
can be fixed with respect to the wheel at 26 different positions, one corre
sponding_ to each contact and letter. In the daily set-up used with the _7+"7»
the number for the Ringstellung was given. When the wheel number and se ang
are determined by the bombes, the Ringstellung is
£ound in observing when the notch is active, each ring~
wheel having a different position relative to the I
number sequence for its notch. The Navy wheels 1.
numbered 6, 7, & 8 had two notches located at 3
opposite ends of the same diameter, notch

The FBI submitted a report to the Army reporting
on what the saboteur Dasch had to say about the
Enigma used on the submarine which carried him to
America. He reported that it had a large lamp
board hanging on the wall above the machine.

pin for
Ringstellung

(here set at 2

teeth for
stepping

A picture in Guderian's book Panzer leader shows an Enigma in use in an Army
truck, but the Enigma does not appear to have a plugboard. Before I lea.med
more about this picture I surmised that perhaps this picture was intended to
mislead outsiders or perhaps the German Ary at that time was equipped with
commercial Enigmas. Later knowing that this picture shows Guderian in his ar
mored command vehicle, I think the Enigma must be a standard Army model and the
angle of viewing takes the plugboard out of view.

Some German cryptographers apparently questioned the absolute security of the
Enigma but were told by the generals, "e're winning, aren't we?"

The British used code names for different Enigma systems, such as colors
(eog.RED) for GAF systems in the Battle of Britain. leek, a vegetable, was such
a name. Bullfrog was the code name for a system in Northern Italy, first solved
by the U. S. Navy in Washington in January, l9

It was reported that one small town in Northern Italy was intentionally not
captured by the Allies because the local German Commander sent out a daily air
craft sighting report in stereotyped phraseology, making a good daily crib for
this system or, more likely, a Geheimschreiber (cipher teletype) system.

The British bombe installations were maintained by RAF officers and men, and
the bombes themselves were operated by WRENS. This caused some ill will with
the U. S. Army team which arrived in January, 1944, because it used men for the
same work that the WRENS did for the British.

The U. S. Army in America built some devices to serve as hand-operated Enig
mas. They used. SIGABA rotors turned by hand, and there was no carry over
stepping from one rotor to another•. In place of a keyboard tab a toggle switch
was used for each letter. A switch could be turned and then the rotors moved
back and forth until the desired light lighted. I don't recall that these de
vices had a steckerboard.

I seem to recall that the relay bombes used a partial index of three, rather
than ten.
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Illustration of a bombe with six leads:

I A B C D E F
F A C B D E

II A B C D E F
C A B F D E

III A B C D E F
F D A B C E

u A B C D E F
B A E F C D

A square table, similar to a Vigenere table, to represent encipherment by a
rotating wheel was called in the American Army a Friedman square, after Mr.
William F. Friedman, although Sacco's Manuale di grittografia of 1936 pictures
the same type square, e·g., for wheel I above e have following:

A B C D E F input

setting

1
2
3
l
5
6

F A C B D E
F B A C D E
A F B C D E
E A B C D F
F A B C E D
F A B D C E

The general principle is seen in
that diagonals up to the right
run down the alphabet (sequence
at the top of square).

output

In the U. S Army installation the control location for the bombes was called
the "turret". This installation was called "Madame I". It consisted of 72
units, each unit made up of two frames of standard telephone relays, selector,
wiring, etc. It could be used for two menus at the same time. The installation
was made first in the basement of A Building, later being moved to the left hand
end of the basement (facing the building's front) of B Building. In a room ad
jacent to the Madame X control room there was
a room for work on Swiss, commercial Enigma
systems, which I'll describe later.

Some differences in the construction of the pre-wrar and wartime Enigmas were:

l) The wheel cover was metal in the pre-wan plastic in wartime model.
2) The endplate in the pre-war model had a shiny metal covering rim, while
the plastic in the wartime was left uncovered.
3) The bulk of the exposed surface of the lamp plate was covered by black
plastic in the pre-war model; the metal was left exposed in the wartime version.
4) The keyboard plate in the pre-war was made of metal; made of plastic in the
wartime
5) The plugs in the pre-war machined; while the plugs in the wartime were not
machined but molded only.
6) Folders for spare plugcords in the pre-war were all metal; some for the
wartime were made of plastic.

One GAF model was seen which had a double outlet at back of machine for
plugging a connector for clear text and for cipher text.

Many wartime models had a dull finish rather than the high lustre on earlier
models.
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The pluggable Umkehrwalze as never seen by me installed on an Enigma, The
standard support at the top of the regular Enigma would not fit into the plug
gable Umkehrralze. I didn't see a proper support, but one can easily be adapt
ed from a certain type of standard support. Most Enigmas were equipped with

#per H=»
But some looked like this: 1:i9
This latter one could be modified thus:

a support like this:

0

Fg=·The wheels were possibly given their initial set by the use of a metal holder
containing a strip of pa.per, which looked a little like this:

two knurled knobs
for tightening at
each end of holder

This idea or memory is not definite, however.

The number of reciprocal alphabets in which no letter equals itself is:

I worked out this formula originally on my own.

The number of possible ways of plugging in 10 plugcords is:
26·25+24+23·22·21

4 6 X 19•17•15•13•11•9•~•5•3•1• 1 • 2· 3° .· 5° '
With the military model the underlying principle of solution is that the

mechanism must be independent of the stecker wiring The use of letters,
closures, and the reciprocal board is based on this principle. Although pair
ings of letters which are dependent on the steckerboard are used, their
relations in this method of solution are independent of the steckerboard,

For determining the proper number of letters and closures for one stop per
wheel order, a diagram similar to that below might be used:

battery input

B F ciphertext
F B crib
1 2 stepping

two letters
one closure

bombe

()

bombe

reciprocal
board

()

test

In this diagram the alpha
bet is assumed to have six
letters.
Find all possible paths from
input to test with their
probabilities.
No part of any pa.th is to be
used more than once in the
total calculation of the
paths.

In this menu:
1/3 by [IJ or [gJ

1/3 x 1/3 y
reciprocal board
and [IJor [D

.333

.111

.444
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The earlier commercial Enigma was also made in a large model which typed on
a sheet of paper like a typewriter, On the back of this machine was a plate
giving patent numbers in several different countries

I once saw a message from Capt. Chas. Collins (PhD in Italy) to Commander
Travis (head of Bletchley Park) giving the wheel order and stocker connections
for a system solved on Madame X. This may be the only time that I saw or
heard of Commander Travis by name. In 1967 I asked Al Fehl about Commander
Travis, and Al said British and American personnel, several thousand (maybe
not 30,000) under the Commander were invited to a fancy masked ball but Al was
disappointed because the fancy engraved invitation was taken up at the door
and not returned.

In 1919 a Dr. Winiker worked in the German cipher bureau. After he left
without leave, the Germans learned that he was with Polish Intelligence and had
escaped to Poland. When the Germans captured Warsaw in 1939, they carried out
an investigation called Fall Winiker (Winiker's case) to find Dr. Winiker and
his associates. They apparently failed. It was feared by the Allies that
this investigation might uncover the Polish project which used "bombes" and
was carried to England after the fall of Poland.

The story of the German military Enigma is one of the outstanding stories of
World War II.

As we close this brief history of the Enigma we may well consider this thought
of the English historian Fisher expressed in his writing of 1935•

Men wiser and more learned than I have discerned in history a plot,
a rhythm, a predetermined pattern. These harmonies are concealed
from me. I can see only one emergency following upon another, as
wave follows wave, only one great fact with respect to which, since
it is unique, there can be no generalizations, only one safe rule
for the historian; that he should recognize in the development of
human destinies the play of the contingent and the unforeseen.

The Congressional investigations after World War II have disclosed that the
Japanese high grade diplomatic cipher was called by us the PURPLE code or ma
chine. I learned very little about the PURPLE machine during my time with the
S. I. S. I learned that Leo Rosen and Solomon Kullback, as Reserve Officers,
had carried one copy of the PURPLE machine to the British in January, l9l, on
the battleship KING GEORGE V which had been newly commissioned and anchored at
Annapolis. While they were in England, they got to study the bombes of the
British.

In 1945 or 196 Lt Mitford M Mathews, Jr., told Charlie Summers in my hearing
that the PURPLE machines enciphered 20 letters of the alphabet and left 6 letters
unenciphered. In the original aim the vowels were left unenciphered but the
Japanese had felt that more security was obtained by choosing the 6 unenciphered
letters at random from among all 26 letters of the alphabet. By means of a
plugboard the letters to be omitted and the arrangement of the other letters
could be set.

I'm of the opinion that stepping switches with 25 levels were used in the
construction of the copies.

In the past few years Capt. Safford told David Kahn over the telephone that
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the PURPLE machine was not a rotor machine but a cascade of alphabets.

The Americans were anxious to capture a Japanese cipher machine but had no
luck until one was chanced upon on a counter in a captured Jap warehouse. It
seems likely that it was a PURPLE machine.

I saw one Jap cipher machine when I came back to Arlington Hall from Europe.
Capt. George's section had built a model of it using telephone company relays.
It had a cylinder through the forward section of the machine, which cylinder
may have carried 20 contacts wired to 20 contacts 180" around the cylinder. It
may have been a PURPLE machine.

The only PURPLE message, other than in the Pearl Harbor Attack records, about
which I knew was the one from Tokyo to Bern surrendering at the end of the war.
On the afternoon of August 14, 1945,a girl in this section told everyone at the
water fountain in the hall of B Building that this message had been intercepted
and deciphered.. And sure enough that night President Truman made his broad
cast announcing the end of the war, at least of hostilities.

Going back again to F Branch, besides the officers there was one civilian sec
retary, a markedly thin blonde, Miss Hope Westby. My first desk was across
from Lt. Hoth, another bachelor. Early in January another secretary came about
noon one day, Miss Becky Boone from Boone, N. C., a very pretty brunette with a
soft voice.

Capt. Gammel appeared to be there principally because Bell Labs had designed
an installation of 72 units (each of two M-frames), making many bays of equip
ment, which were about to be installed by Western Electric. The device was
known unofficially as Madame X". It looked much like a telephone exchange and
was constructed of relays and stepping switches and duplicated the action of
turning cipher rotors. It might be thought that the stepping switches with
their rotating elements supplied the analogy to the cipher rotors. But this
was not so, the action duplicating that of rotors was given by E type telephone
relays which only opened and closed. The stepping selector switches supplied
the cross-wiring on the rotors, making possible a quick change between wheel
orders.

The relays to give rotary motion were arranged in circuits to give three
steps; two arrangements gave nine steps and three arrangements in series gave
27 steps, of which only 26 steps were used. Voltmeter and ohmmeters could be
used for finding faults, but many "moving" faults were aften overlooked until
special testing equipment was developed by Bell Labs which tested the circuits
while they were "pulsing". It was explained to me that "Madame X! was to be
used to solve a German cipher machine which carried the mysterious name Enigma
which was generally pronounced here in undertones.

Capt. Beswick was a later addition to our branch. He was also a telephone
company man and was either cited to me as a "company man" by another former
telephone company man who explained that such men took the company view as
against the employee view or else he himself told me what a company man was.
Other telephone men were Capt. Starbuck, Capt. George, and Capt. Bates, who had
a World War I Victory Medal with two battle bars across the ribbon. I wanted
him to tell of his exploits but he was reluctant.

Soon after I arrived in F Branch I was sent to a course in the Administration
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Building (See picture on page 399 of The Book of Washington, 19J0, by Washing
ton Board of Trade) given by the Bell Telephonepeople on the subset 13l. The
course lasted about a week. At Texas A & MI had had a hard time understanding
the one relay circuit I studied the circuit of relays in an automatic motor
starter, but now, after the school, I could understand the relay circuits of
the 131 and relay circuits in general. Bell System diagrams generally showed
circuits running from plus to minus without any set pattern on the page. IBM
circuits on the other hand showed all circuits running from a plus bar at the
top of the page to a minus bar at the bottom, the bars running completely across
the sheet.

Capt. Rosen now turned over to me a diagram of a circuit of relays called the
"Geheimschreiber" In Europe I saw three or four captured models of this de
vice. As manufactured by Lorenz (the German firm who built teletype equipment
which was practically perfectly interchangeable with our Teletype Corporation's
equipment) the machinery was very pretty to look at with gleaming stainless
steel or aluminum wheels, with blue trim on some and green trim on other sets.
After I studied Capt. Rosen's diagram, I was able to point out five relays that
could be eliminated. He was surprised but agreed that it was so. I was pleased
that I, a brand new Texas A & M graduate, had been able to find this in the work
of an M. I. T. graduate who had had several years of experience.

Our "Geheimschreiber"as built initially of Automatic Electric Co. stepping
switches and telephone relays and five Western Electric polar relays. It was
wired by two enlisted men, one of whom at least had worked for the telephone
company. Some of the wiring formed cables about an inch and a quarter across,
which were neatly tied along their lengths with brown waxed cord.

But the machine functioned faultily and Mr. Robert Ferner, a tall civilian
with myopic glasses and a shy but friendly manner, could only get a few letters
deciphered before something got out of step. Capt. Rosen recommended replacing
the AE Co. telephone relays with Western Electric 11E" type relays and the ma
chine did then function more steadily but not perfectly.

The stepping switches were formed of six levels, 25 positions, with double
ended wipers. Capt. Rosen showed me how they could be modified to give three
levels and 50 positions by cutting off the ends of three wipers at one end and
the ends of the other three wipers at the other end. The stepping switches
represented wheels with projecting pins in the actual machine (I didn't see an
actual machine until I reached France and I wasn't aware of the German designa
tion Geheim Zusatz 40 until I translated some National Archives copies of Ger
man microfilms for David Kahn recently.). The machine used the Vernam principle
for enciphering Bau.dot signals. It added two key characters to each plaintext
character to give the cipher character. Five wheels formed one key character,
another five wheels formed the other key character, while two wheels regulated
the stepping of one set of five wheels. The other set of five stepped one
position with each plaintext character enciphered. The number of positions for
each wheel was relatively prime to the number for all other wheels.

0---=====55=e24, 25, 29, 3l, +lo-+3, 7, 9, 53, 59
form l key character cal1ea (chi) by form l key character cal1ea
British. These wheels move with each (psy). These wheels move when 6l
enciphermnent. has +. 6l moves when 37 has +. 37

moves with each encipherment
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David Kahn in the galley proof to his book says that the "Geheimscnre)per"

("private secretary", in translation) was the Siemens machine studied by the
Swedes during the war.

When the Germans first used this G, Zusatz lo they felt that all wheels should
have approximately half active pins along their periphery for maximum security,
but the total effect of the stepping arrangement then was not as secure as when
the percentage of active pins were altered to 604, as I recall. The British
were able to analyze the system well while the original arrangement was in use,
so when the Germans made the change to the more secure arrangement, the British
were still able to solve the system to a worthwhile extent. If the Germans had
introduced the more secure arrangement originally, the British might then have
never been able to solve the system, since they had never captured such a ma
chine and had no details other than what they could intercept in the ether,
This is an example to illustrate the proposition that cipher systems should be
properly secure when first put to use because modifications later may not save
them,

The British called this machine the "tunny" (Americans call the same fish the
tuna.) and various circuits using it were named after other animals of the sea.
One from Berlin to Paris was called "jelly-fish". A solution of this circuit,
supplied by Churchill to the Americans before D-day, led to the shift of the
82nd Airborne Division away from its scheduled drop zone because the German
message concerned told that a German division was being transferred there. I
will discuss the G. Zusatz 4o again.

All teletype systems using the Vernam principle are subject to solution when
two messages have portions of the same key in common and the situation can be
recognized .. In.World War II such systems were the American SIGCUM (M-228) (see
page 12 of this writing) and the German G. Zusatz 40. The method of solution
is similar to the solution of the running key cipher (as described in Mrs. Gaines'
book). The cipher mentioned in the last paragraph of the German cryptanalyst
Rohrbach's FIAT article, section G-2, is very likely the SIGCUM.

The Germans had another teletype cipher, which was not an attachment to a
standard teletype machine but incorporated the teletype keyboard and related
mechanisms into one unit with the cipher mechanism. It was built by Siemens,
the basic mechanism being covered by U. S. Patent l 912 983 issued to August
Jipp, Ehrhard Rossberg and Eberhard Hettler of Germany on June 6, 1933. It is
also described in Eraud, Frcis de Crptoraphie Modemne, 1959, p.216. It used
ten discs with notched rims to make the key. The encipherment differed from
straight Vernam in that there was a transposition of the five signal-elements
which were stored on five condensers. The signals consequently were delayed by
one complete signal, while in Vernam encipherment the delay is only a portion
of one signal-element. There was also an optional autoencipherment in that one
character could be designated to step the mechanism one step forward whenever
the designated character was enciphered. This device was produced in five edi
tions designated by the letters of the Geman phonetic alphabet like Emma for
• British title for this machine was the "sturgeon", another fish. It
was a heavy and sizeable machine about a yard wide, 28 in. deep, and 18 in.
high. I never knew anything about its analysis, but I saw several different
captured editions. Because of seeing a set of discs tied together with string,
I think it possible that the discs may have been changed at times. As I recall,
models C, D, and E could be used in communication with each other.

My section with Leo Rosen's help was asked to develop a wooden box substitute
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for the metal box to hold ten SIGABA rotors. We wrote clock manufacturers
because civilian clock manufacture was greatly reduced and they were used to
doing woodworking. Seth Thomas Company got most attention. They wondered what
the boxes were to hold but weren't told. One test done by dropping their box
full of rotors on the fl0or failed: the box broke into a thousand pieces. I
don t remember what finally developed.

Probably when I took the Radiotype attachment for the SIGABA to the WDCC,
Major Jones asked me if I could come over for a few days because he was short
of officers. I remember seeing the British Type-X in operation. The British
loaned us their best machine, but officially we never let them see a SIGABA.
The T,ype-X carried the Air Ministry label and
was similar in general form to a British tele
printer. It had five rotors similar to those of
the Enigma or M-134-A. The motion of the rotors
was like that in the Enigma but the rotor that
stepped with each letter enciphered was the mid
dle rather than the one next to the input
output plate. The Type-K rotors differed from
those in the Enigma in that the letters on the
British rotors were in a scrambled order with
some letters in larger size than the others.
The stepping notches, five on each rotor, were
not on the movable rim but the core,while in
the Enigma the notches were part of the
movable rim (It's possible that these differen
ces reflect British finding of entry points in
Enigma systems.). There were ten rotors to a
set, five being used at any given time. A box
of ten Type-X rotors was said to have been
found on the beach on D-Day. As I recall the
Type-X had two printing heads so that plain
and cipher text tapes both emerged. It seems
that one extra letter had to be typed to get
out the last letter of the message.

P
Q

XI·y,,

About this time in the WDCC padding was being used extensively and sometimes
baseball scores were sent overseas at the beginning and ending of messages.
At times it was difficult to separate the padding from the message because the
padding made sense with the message.

A little later I was the Arlington Hall man who helped conduct a time study
in the WDCC. The code clerks had to fill out forms showing their starting
and finishing times and other time points of a message's journey through the
WDCC. Charlie Summers, a lieutenant in F Branch, helped with the statistical
handling of the study.

About this time I took a one week course in the Administration Building in
Job Instructor Training. Near the close of the course each of us had to instruct
another student to perform some operation. I decided it would be simple to
teach someone to multiply on the slide rule; not divide, find a square, or any
thing complicated. I asked for a volunteer and Capt. Russell a rather rotund,
florid faced, wwhitehaired man, said to be a lawyer, stood up and said he'd
always wanted to learn to use a slide rule. He came up and I started with what
I thought were painstakingly clear directions to help him. He, however, had

l
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certain preconceived ideas about how to start and we got nowhere, I thought
what a stupid man. Later when I came back from overseas, he was on duty in
the Pentagon. I read that he played 23 simultaneous blindfold chess games. I
had to reconsider my opinion of him.

The only completely deciphered cryptogram I ever saw at Arlington Hall was
one when I was the ranking officer in F Branch and had to sign for a message
for Major Rosen. It was a deciphered Jap message from South America which
listed lO American publications like Time New York Times, etc. and said that
in future reports these sources wouldGe.eferred to by number only.

In January,1943, I met my future wife when she came to be a secretary in our
office, just before lunch one day. Lt Hoth and I were the only people in the
office on that occasion. She was a very attractive, slender young lady from
North Carolina with a soft, pleasant voice. She had had one year of college
and had majored in English and mathematics. This later subject helped to make
her a very special girl in my view because mathematics had been my favorite
subject in school. She was a warm, sparkling young lady. She told Major
Gammell that if she had been old enough she would have joined the WAC's.

I had many pleasant dates with Becky Boone, the first one being to the Bala
laika Restaurant where we ate borscht to the accompaniment of a small orchestra.

Many of my friends at Texas A & M had been second lieutenants for only a
month before being promoted. Several had gone overseas in the North African
invasion. I checked up on the addresses of several through the War Department
and learned that Howard Blessington had already been killed in an air crash
in the Southwest Pacific area. Blessington from Houma, La. was one of the
"giants" from the class ahead of me in my R.O.TC. company.

I had some direct contact with former A & M students. One weekend some of
us from AHS were put through the obstacle or infiltration course at Fort Belvoir
They told us the machine guns were prevented by a bar from firing low, so all
we had to do was stay low as we crawled along. I thought it child's play. A
week later on the same course some A & M students in 0.C.S. were crawling. Sud
denly a boy named Riggs was hit. Farley, a rancher boy from my R.O.T.C. company,
stood up and told the operators to stop because Riggs was wounded. There was
no ambulance or first aid at hand and Riggs bled to death before he reached
the hospital. Farley was in Europe later and may have been brave again and
stood up, because he didn't come back.

About this time also, during the TRIDENT conference in Washington,Mr. Church
ill brought a cryptanalyst with him, a Mr. Williams I believe, who visited our
"Madame X11 and mentioned the Enigma in the presence of the soldiers who main
tained her. This was considered a faux pas by the Americans who were keeping
the use of the machine secret from their enlisted men.

So in about Ma, 193, after I had been promoted to first lieutenant, I went
to Major Rosen and asked if he could get me an overseas assignment. l didn't
tell him I had once been classified as "limited service"; I thought in the more
informal arrangements of Arlington Hall I could get by the physical. all right.
It may have been partly due to the example of my former roommate, the embalmer,
but it was surely a combination of wanting to be in a place where I couldn't
worry about my girl and where I would be sharing more of the same dangers as
other former A & M students. Major Rosen seemed surprised but said he would see
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what he could do, and pretty soon I went to work in B Branch, the cryptanaly
sis branch.

Here Major Rowlett was in charge. He was of moderate height, plump, with
light hair, and wore glasses. One day when I had talked to him at his desk, I
about-faced and walked directly into a 4 x 4 which was a support for the second
floor. He was possibly impressed by ho his majesty had flustered me, but I
did not know at the time that he was probably the most outstanding official
contributor to American cryptography then living. I've learned this only in the
last years. He himself said that Martin Joos a linguistic professor from
Wisconsin, was the smartest man he ever knew. 'nr. Joos was a man who could tell
most everyone where he was from, by his accent. He built an electric model of
a cipher machine once, using light bulbs of various sizes in the breadboard
circuit. After the war I asked him by mail about Rowlett•s statement. He said
Rowlett was concerned about his weight and Dr. Joos said he should have his
metabolic rate checked. Sure enough it was low and Rowlett was forever im
pressed by Joos's acumen.

I worked in a room right below Major Rowlett's office. It was in the base
ment of the 1st wing in A Building. Here I worked with three older civilians
solving cryptograms of the Swiss government, which were enciphered on the com
mercial Enigma, which seems also to have had the American code name INDICO
machine. Once the wiring of the three rotors and the Umkehrwalze was known,
and the British had supplied this, the method of solving messages with stereo
typed beginnings was simplicity itself.

In each intercepted Swiss message each letter of the first 20 or JO letters
had been expanded by an IBM procedure to a line of 26 letters for each of the
three rotors used in the Swiss machine. For each message there resulted three
sheets of paper each carrying 20 to JO horizontal mixed letter sequences, each
sequence separated from its neighbors by a blank l±ne.

For known stereotypes, such as FUERX, IHRX, UNSERX, NOTREX, VOTREX, there
were cardboard stencils previously prepared. These were made by an IBM printer
and were exactly similar to the special sheets above except that there were
only five horizontal mixed sequences on the card for FURX, four for IHRX, etc.,
and the blank lines between the sequences were cut out. There were three sten
cils for each stereotype, printed in different colors. I recall green and
brown lettered cards, and there must have been another color, so three rotors
could be represented. These stereotype cards stayed constant as long as the
wiring of the rotors was unchanged, while the sheets based on the messages
changed from message to message. The horizontal mixed sequences were al11zys
selected from a collection o£ 78 different ones, each rotor giving rise to 26
mixed sequences of 26 letters each. These horizontal sequences of 26 letters
were taken from the 26 x 26 square table generated by each rotor.

A B C D E F setting

1 I 3
l4 6 4 6 l

Assume
ROTOR 2 5 1 5 1 2 4
(six wires)

3 I 2input 6 2 3 5 6

I 1 4 6
output

3 1 3

5 I 4 5 1 2 l» 2

6 6 2 3 5 3 5
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They are the horizontal lines shown in this table for rotor Rotor B would
have a different table, etc.

With the prepared sheets and stereotype stencils at hand, the analyst would
take a sheet for rotor and try all stencils for rotor on it. Generally it
was assumed that the stereotype only occurred at the first position in the mes
sage. The stencil was applied to the message so that the first line on the
sheet was Just above the first line on the stencil, thus

l- 6 1
@ 1 3
3- 5 6
@ 6 1

Cipher: 1 3 3 2 1 3- 5 6
crt: @@@@@ @ 2 4

2- 2
(j) 5 6
l- 6 1
@ 4 2

A guide with steps, as shown above, was applied and then the values along the
guide examined for correspondences (i.e,, no values equal to themselves, no
conflicts as 2-5 and 2-3, no reciprocal conflicts as 2-5, and 3-2). If the
first setting is not satisfactory, the guide is moved one place horizontally to
the right and the pairings again examined.

When a proper arrangement is found, the pairing of letters (numbers are used
in the 6 element alphabet above) are copied on a slip of paper and three large
books (called catalogs) made of IBM printed sheets are consulted. If the ster
eotype used was IHRX, four pairings would be obtained, like A-I, R-H, H-R, P-X.
One of these pairings would be looked up first, like A-I. There might be three
or four lines in the book which corresponded to the same rotor whose printing
and stereotype stencil were properly aligned that began with A-I. A line would
be looked for which contained H-R and P- as well. At the end of this line
would be the setting of the three rotors which produces this scheme of pairings.

Using these settings the entire message would be deciphered on a sort of
replica Enigma. When the French or German text (This example message starting
with IHRX would be in German since ihr is the German word for your in English.),
disappears, it means that the middle rotor has moved. The machine would be re
set to the last setting which gave good text and then the middle rotor moved
one place as well as the regular move of the fast rotor.

When the machine setting including the Ringstellung was completely worked out
for a message between Washington and Berne, it could be applied to another
message to decipher it. This was the message bearing the same message number
but passing in the opposite direction between Washington and Berne as the first
message. Sometimes this second message had already been sent and could be
looked up and deciphered, sometimes it had not been yet sent and so could be
deciphered immediately on interception.

This stereotype method of cryptanalysis using the catalog (or Geoffrey sheets
as the British called their large sheets with punched holes which were over
lapped on one another to give the possible correct rotor settings, like a
catalog) was the only method of solution until the war with Germany was over.
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Then a month or two later a portion of the bombes were rewired to carry the
wiring of the Swiss rotors. I believe the first message to be solved by the
bombes was one which was believed from another, deciphered message to contain
the word PENICILLIN. This crib was punched on a tape which was handled by a
special tape reader. The rotors were run through all possible wheel orders
with PENICILLIN paired to the first 10 letters of the message. If no hit was
scored, the crib was shifted to pair the 2nd to llth letter of the message. If
no hit occurred, it was shifted one more place along the message and the bombes
made a complete run, etc., until a hit occurred. Then the entire message was
deciphered, if possible, confirming that the setting was the true one. Per
haps this scheme is still being used on present day rotor machines whose de
tails are known.

But from reading the 196l4 reports of Congress about Col. Rowlett (Senate
Report No. 1557, 88th Congress; House Report No. 1689, 88th Congress) in which
his ability to develop computer-like machinery for cryptanalytic purposes is
praised, I recall reading a proposal by him to build high speed versions of
cipher machines which would decipher a cryptogram at all possible settings while
another device would study the output for plaintext or other patterned material.
Col. Rowlett said this scheme would make unnecessary "The Golden Guess" which
was part of the bombe and catalog schemes of solution. It seems likely that
this is one of the major present day methods of solution.

The expression "golden guess" recalls the use of the quotation

The Golden Guess

Is Morning-Star to the full round of Truth.

--Tennyson

used by Mr. Friedman, starting in 19l with Part IV of Military Cryptanalysis
(on reverse of title page).

Some Swiss messages we were not able to read were the FRENCH INTEREST and
GERMAN INTEREST messages, which were said to be messages for the French and
Germans respectively, who did not have direct representation in Washington, so
the Swiss served for them.

It seems probable that the Germans were also reading Swiss diplomatic traffic
during World War II because of a Forschungsamt report of 19 March l95 giving
the details of a message from Berne to the Swiss Embassy in Lisbon on 14 March
1945. This would indicate that German cryptanalysts could read commercial
Enigma enciphernents when the rotor wiring was known. This report was located
in the National Archives by David Kahn in his research for his book. Swiss
messages were generally in French or German, occasionally in English.

I believe I worked two or three months in the Swiss Enigma group. I once
asked Mr. Hess (a balding man with glasses, possibly about 38 years old), one of
the two civilian men there, how the wiring used in the rotors was obtained. He
said this information came to us from the British and that he imagined it was
obtained by "practical cryptanalysis"--stealing or buying the information.

Mrs. Rolfe, an older lady with white hair, bifocals, and of rather large
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build, was the most patient solver. She would try the stereotype patterns at
other than the initial position and would sometimes score a hit, I understood
that her son was a young enlisted man in the Navy,

During this summer my brother Charles came from Dallas to visit me. We went
to the National Theater with Becky and her roommates. Because Frankie, one of
Becky's roommates from North Carolina, the other being Rosie, brought someone
unexpected, Charlie volunteered to sit by himself in the balcony. On an
earlier occasion, when Becky and I attended, the performance of "Arsenic and
Old Lace" was delayed until Mrs, Roosevelt and her party arrived and sat down
near the front. During Charlie's visit he and I were invited by Colonel Marion
Rushton of Alabama, a boyhood friend of my Uncle Thornton's and my dad's, to
the Army Navy Officers Club. His other guests were one of his daughters, a
general high in the office for R.O.TC. affairs and his wife, and the Ambassa
dor from Czechoslovakia and his wife.

In Arlington I had my first checking account, at a bank where the instruction
book-for new accounts showed a scheme for filling out a check that I have used
ever since. Here I got my second bicycle which required a permit from the
rationing office and a license from Arlington County. In Arlington I got a
small area of frostbite on my right ear from walking in the icy wind to work.
I faced a signal light for a mile or so up Lee Blvd. and could count its
timing with my footsteps.

Arlington, a no sidewalk county, not a city, the part of Virginia once in
tended to be her contribution to the ten mile square District of Columbia, held
many population clusters like Rosslyn adjacent to t:ie high Frar.cis Scott Key
Bridge aloft across the muddy Potomac, Clarendon, Buckingham, Lyon Park with its
swings, and a real park, Lubber Run Park. Late one night a 'AVE officer jumped
of° the ?ey Bridge to end her life but changed her ird and stayed afloat until
aid reached her in a rowboat, which she clung to until it toed her ashore.
This event illustrated two principles: that cold :atsr is a zraat mind clearer
and body invigorator and that a lady may change her mind.

I lived with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ryland in their house a.t 314 N. Highland St.
They were considerate hosts. Mrs. Ryland did volunteer work, sewing insignia
on enlisted men's uniforms at Ft. Wyer, but she objected to having to sew on
WAC insignia. She was down on Mrs. Roosevelt for encouraging the Negroes in
Washington but said that in Virginia her sister, a school teacher, rode to and
from work with a Negro teacher who taught in a different, colored school. Mr
Ryland once tried to interest me in some of his paperback books about the Anglo
Isrealites, a theory that the Anglo-Saxons are the descendants of the so-called
lost tribes of lsreal and so the true chosen people of God.

Now seems a suitable place to outline some of my experience with the litera
ture of cryptography. My first contact with printed matter in this field came
with the free booklets given away by Kahn's (pronounced Can) Men & Boys Store
in Dallas. Perhaps a pair of books was given away for each of three years.
One of the pair was a book written in strange symbols and the other was the
code book in which the symbols could be looked up and the meaning obtained.
When the symbols were deciphered the story obtained told of "Tim's Journey
through the Earth," 'a tunneling expedition through the earth's core. They were
furnished by some national manufacturer of boys' clothes. This was probably
around 1928-1930.
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Later Orphan Annie's program on the radio advertizing Ovaltine used a cipher
disk, which I first solved by copying down the cryptograms given in word lengths
over the radio. Later I got one of the disks.

It's possible that Inspector Post's Club, advertizing "Post Toasties", had
some material about simple ciphers in its booklets. I know I got badges for
detective, sergeant, and lieutenant by sending in sizeable numbers of box tops,
which came from home and from other people's trash cans.

Besides looking for box tops I also liked turning over large stones in the
alley. Most often I found wiggly jagged, orange "thousand legs"or the two sorts
of "pill bugs" that rolled up into little'balls. Sometimes I found scorpions
with curved, pointed tails; once a mother I suppose with several little scor
pions riding on her back. Some day I expect to tun over a stone and find "You
are dead" written on the ground, and I will be.

But the next big step was finding Fletcher Pratt's red-covered Secret and
Urgent on the new books rack to the right on the way out of the Dallas public
library. Children's books were upstairs as I recall with the adult new books
at the foot of the stairs. Pratt's book was unusually interesting and I studied
its glossary at some length,making my own copy. This was probably 1939 or 19l0.

Then at Texas A & M about the spring of 1941 a cryptography club was started.
It met on a night of the week on which I worked, so I never attended a meeting
but I did clip out some cryptograms submitted to the A & M newspaper by the
club. I didn't make any effort to solve these. I did read about cryptography
at the A & M Library I enjoyed reading Secret!esgagesby Thomas and worked
all of its problems I also read many of the magazine references I found in the
Reader's Guide under ciphers, cryptography, etc.

The first semester after Pearl Harbor a course in cryptography was established
in the Military Science Department. It was listed as a Signal Corps course (MS.
356) for juniors but was taught by an assistant professor of English, Dr. Bechtel,
Karl Elmquist having accepted employment with the War Department. It met for
an hour three days a week. We were loaned copies of Elements of Cryptanalysis,
the 1924 Army manual, and were given the opportunity of buying Elementary Qmt
analysis by Helen F. Gaines at a discount. I bought a copy of the latter but
was not too impressed with it because it was printed in small type and I had
been getting progressively more nearsighted and was worried about close reading.
I might have been even less impressed if I had known that the lady author and
I had lived several years in the same town at the same time. Now I am greatly
impressed with this book and Mrs. Gaines. I enjoyed Dr Bechtel's course very
much although he fooled me and most or all others by giving us the "Gold Bug"
cryptogram in letters divided into five letter groups. It was by far my most
interesting course for the semester and I got an A. I believe I was the only
senior and most of the others were sophomores.

As I have told already, when I entered the Army on extended active duty in
May, 192, at Camp Wolters, I was placed on limited service because of my vi
sion without glasses. All the other second lieutenants in the same boat with
me and I stayed at Camp Wolters a week or so longer than our other A & M class
mates who went to such places as Camp Polk and Camp Chaffee. We were all sent
to Lowry Field in Denver, Colo.; we heard that all limited service officers
were being transferred to the Air Corps to be used as administrative officers.
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Here we were given the Army General Classification test and Air Corps mechanical
and clerical aptitude tests. I made a good mark on the AGC test, was in the top
10$ on the mechanical aptitude test and made a perfect score on the clerical
aptitude test. The class in the administrative school for officers lasted one
month. The instructors were largely sergeants and corporals. When tests came,
they were true-false tests and the questions were gone over the day before and
the approved answers given. One Air Corps major from the first World War didn't
want to take a chance on his memory failing him over the 2 hour period, so he
copied the approved answers on a little card that he kept in the case for his
reading glasses, and he could refer to it du.ring the test when he got out his
glasses. The course covered military correspondence law, orders, and a few
minor additions. It went into great detail about spacing, indentations, periods,
etc. I lived in the Albany Hotel in the old part in a room with Lt. Neu, whose
father was a history professor and had assured him that he was related to Marshal
Ney, one of Napoleon's right-hand men. The rent was $25.00 a month each and we
had a radio loudspeaker with a switch giving a choice of three stations. e
rode up in a small elevator with an operator. "Doc" Rohrer from Galveston, a
sort of red-faced, heavy fellow with glasses was my congenial companion in many
classes and some otherwise. One time when we were sitting in the close darkness
watching a training film about venereal diseases, he sitting on my right, he
keeled slowly over onto the floor in a brief faint.

I rode the street-car out Colfax Avenue to Lowry Field every day, 'While wait
ing each morning I met a young lady whom I asked to dinner and a movie. She
wore rimless glasses, slacks to work, and was from Colorado Springs. On the
date she was afraid another friend might see her and be violent. I got a new
pair of glasses for this date. At Camp Wolters I had bought a pair of sunglasses
which didn't show up the thickness of my lenses so much as my regular glasses.
In Denver I tried to do the same for clear glasses, same style frame, but I was
disappointed. My date surprised me by taking a tooth-pick on the way out of
dinner and picking her teeth. I guess she worried about her teeth more than I
did about mine.

It's of interest that John Ternay Neu, "Doc" Rohrer, and I all got doctors'
degrees after World War II, Neu-PhD in Chemistry, Rohrer-PhD in Economics, and
Hardie-MD.

About the time I was notified by letter that because I was an electrical en
gineer I was to be transferred without any say on my part to the Signal Corps
at Fort Monmouth it was learned that many of us at Lowry Field were to be cryp
tographic officers in the Air Force (possibly Army Airways Communications Sys
tem). Neu and Rohrer were in this work, I understand, and Pete Henry became a
major in the same line.

My trip by train from Denver to Ft. Monmouth took me through Plano at daybreak,
the town in Illinois where my grandmother Henning had lived as a teen-ager and
of which she always thought fondly till she died in her 86th year. I changed
trains in Newark where I first saw the platform at a level with the floor of the
train. I passed through Perth Amboy, of code clerk James Thurber fame.

E. E. (Lip) Lindsay, a big lower lipped classmate from A & M who was only
about a sophomore in classification at the end of his four years but received
his commission hen I did, was transferred to the Signal Corps at the same time
I was probably because of his initials. He was so frightened thinking of the
technical knowledge required in the Signal Corps that on first notice he was to
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be transferred from the Engineers he submitted a letter through channels re
questing he not be transferred. After three months on the beaches of New Jersey
and no great worries, he was transferred back to the Engineers and lost his
seniority. He kicked himself.

But to continue my contacts with the literature of cryptography'. Because I
was interested in cryptography and had learned at Ft. Monmouth that every
officer except those in cryptography and the electronics laboratory had to take
a company officers course (correspondence. orders, signal orders, etc.J, I
stated my interest in cryptography on the interview form and indicated in the
interview that I was willing to go into this field. I was given a slip to
enter Building No. 622, the first restricted entrance I ever passed through, to
interview Lt. Guernsey. He asked me if I'd.gotten to "indirect symmetry" of
position in M.S. 356. Since he did not have my test results from the Air
Corps, he gave me the Army General Classification test again and I made an even
better score than the first time, fairly close to perfecto I seem to recaJ.l 146°

My classmates under 2d Lt. Bundy. in our second floor classroom, were all
officers, but our glossary of IBM accounting machine terms was headed

THE CRYPTOGRAPHIC DIVISION
Enlisted Men's Department; The Signal Corps School

I entered the school building on July 13, 1942, to see Lt. Guernsey but appar
ently didn't start classes until July 14. I reported to the War Department on
July 25, 192. The texts I used during these 10 school days were Special Text
No. 165 (Elementary Military Cryptography, 1935), Special Text No. 166 (Ad
vanced Military Cryptography, 1935) and Military Cryptanalysis, Part I, 1941.
They were all well prepared and printed government documents, all by W. F.
Friedman, although the first two did not carry his name. These were first
class books.

While on duty at Arlington Hall I read numerous restricted documents: a
translation of Lange and Soudart: Traite de cryptographic (done under the aegis
of the Chief of Naval Operations and not including the section on symbols);
Sacco: Manuale di crittografia, 2d edn, CSIO, translated by Mr. Howell C.
Brown based on a translation by Miss Helen Gaines; Givierge: Cours de crvo-$ ala.
tograohie, OCSIGO, translated by John B. Hurt; Gylden: 2he contribution of
the cryptographic bureaus in the orldlar, 0CSIGO, translated from the Swedish
by the M. I. D., W. D; a book of reprints of articles concerning ciphers from
the Signal Corps Bulletin, mostly by Wm. F. Friedman, 0CS1GO. I looked over
two confidential documents: The index of coincidence and its apnlication in
cryptanalysis by Mr. Friedman and Statistical methods in cryptanalysis by
Solomon Kullback, both OCSigO. I read at least one bound secret book: one in
a hard binding was by Mr. Friedman and was about the cryptanalysis of the
Hagelin B2l or B2ll without the l5 position rotors used in the French, Russian,
and presumably Swedish official cipher machines. Another book which may have
been classified secret was gray heavy paper bound and was about the cryptanaly
sis of the Hagelin C38 or C38A machine. It had no authors listed and so pre
sumably was not by one of the big four (Friedman, Kullback, Sinkov, and Rowlett).
A similar book was about the cryptanalysis of double transposition systems.
And one further by a young civilian employee, was about the study of alphabets
and may have been inspired by Schauffler's work in Germany. Except for Gylden
and the reprints volume which had single thickness shiny brown covers and were
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approximately 9x6 ins., all others were approximately 8 10h ins. in page
size. Givierge, Kullback. and the Index and B2l books by Friedman were hard
bound in black cloth and carried copy numbers. All others not already des
cribed were bound in single thickness shiny brown cloth (i.e., limp covers).

Thinking again on the "big four" mentioned just above, I can say that I

attended a meeting once with Mr. Friedman a dapper looking man with moustache
and bow-tie; I talked to Frank Rowlett once or twice, the once being described
already; I never talked to Solomon Kullback, but he impressed me just the same
(I remember seeing him batting at baseball. He was of medium height and con
siderably overweight, wearing thick, nearsighted glasses, but was a good hitter.
As he swung his bat in his undershirt, his potbelly showing to advantage, the
sweat in the Virginia sun poured off.), and I talked to spectacled Abraham.
Sinkov after he had returned to AHS from duty in Australia, he answering my
question about his being in Coxeter's revision of Ball's Mathematical Recrea
tions and Essays by saying that he'd had brief acquaintance with Coxeter, who
knew of his interest in ciphers and asked him for a revision or new essay on
ciphers for the book. When I knew of Mr. Friedman, he was a civilian; the PHA
(3:3/) says he had had a nervous breakdown and so couldn't be on active duty
with his reserve commission during WWII. The other three men were younger than
Mr. Friedman and joined him in cipher work about the same time. All were full
colonels by the end of' WWII, Frank Rowlett making the most rapid advancement,
going from second lieutenant on direct commission to full colonel in about four
years

During my Army service I never knew of Turkel's book on cipher devices and
machines and its W. D. translation, although I was in charge of a section con
cerned with the development of such apparatus.

In F Branch I read a Bell Telephone publication about the mechanics of Madame
X. It did not describe or mention the Enigma or that Madame X was used in
cryptanalysis.

While in Washington, I went to the Library of Congress Annex and looked over
the Riverbank Publications by Mr. Friedman. Later in 195 I found they'd been
taken out of circulation and I couldn't see them.

In B Branch I read an authorless paper on the cryptanalysis of the commercial
Enigma when the rotor wiring was known and another authorless paper by an Ameri
can officer who had observed the British at work. I remember from the latter
that the British sometimes had to wait until Allied raids had interrupted wire
(land line) traffic, causing the Germans to use radio, before they could inter
cept and decrypt some traffic. Then they might have a hard time making sense
of the messages because they might be replies or make scant references to other
traffic which was carried on land lines. This situation reminds us of Bede's
account of the pagan chieftain at Edwin's court who described the swift flight
of a bird through the hall passing from the unknown into view and across and
out again into the unknown. Such he said is like the life of men on earth; such
too is the typical cryptanalyzed message whose predecessor and successor are
not in view.

overseas I never saw any cryptographic literature other than my own copies
of Military Cryptanalysis, which I got my folks to mail to me so I could work
on my correspondence lessons at night in Flat 7 0f 59 Weymouth st. where I was
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on duty and worked in the daytime. Our enlisted men lived on Green St. but
came over to 59 Weymouth St to use the showers. They said the showers were
too crowded on Green St. Two pieces of cryptographia which I never saw but
which interested me greatly were two manuals. (//l and #2) written for D Branch,
the laboratory branch, by Col. McGrail, its first chief. They carried the
short title SIGXOQ. They apparently gave details about the chemical and phys-
1cal testing of censored materials for secret inks or secret writings. D
Branch handled general photographic jobs for other branches, like Col. Fortune's
(McGrail's successor) trip to the San Francisco Conference for the founding of
the United Nations Organization.

In "D Branch" overseas Capt (later Major) Reilly reproduced our modified 132:
M-228 circuit diagrams, modified principally for use on 220 V. 50 cycle A. C.
About the time the war in Europe was over he enlarged all Howard Barlow's per
sonal negatives to 8 x 10 print size for him.

I'll return now to the regular chronology of this account. I requested over
seas duty • and about the time I learned that my wish would be granted, I memo
rized a poem from the August 28, 194),issue of the New Yorker by Thomas Riggs
about an overseas soldier.

After leaving B Branch I passed through a series of temporary stations: Vint
Hill Farms Stn., Va., Camp Kilmer, N. J., Ile de France (ship), Camp Shanks,
N. Y., Queen Elizabeth (ship), and Lichfield Replacement Depot (Pheasy Farms) in
England.

I seem to recall that while I was stationed at Vint Hill I continued to live
and work in Arlington ( about 10 days). At Camp Kilmer our Signal Corps detach
ment was processed principally in a duplex-building, the other half being used
by an MI detachment composed of three men teams (one officer and two sergeants).
They were armed with Tommy guns and M3 trench knives and were said to be interro
ation teams. They were an impressive looking bunch. Perhaps J. D. Salinger
was among them. We loaded onto the "Ile de France" three days before Christmas
but did not sail due to trouble in the galley. We had boat drill ( standing in
formation on deck) about twice a day. In New York harbor it was very windy and
cold. Large chunks of ice floated down the river. Finally about 6 PM on
Christmas Eve we debarked unto a smaller ferry-type boat which went up the Fud
son and landed us on the west bank in New York State. We went to Camp Shanks
where there was always a strong coal burning smell. Anyone who lived as close
as Boston was given leave that night to go home for Christmas. Lt. Alfred Fehl,
a teacher from Smithsburg, Md, high school, had a bottle, probably of rum, which
he shared with the officers who didn't go on leave o I drank enough to see
double and finally vomited before going to sleep. In the meantime I gathered
up all the old medicines left behind in the old billet and so gained the tem
porary nickname of "Doc". Fehl read German novels at this time to improve his
fluency. The other German linguist was Lt. Ernest Morris who was a Christian
Scientist from the University of North Carolina. Fehl was dark-haired with a
slightly dark complexion while Morris was taller with a wider face and light
hair. He was kidded about Mary Baker Eddy who was said at this time to have
cured a tree of disease by her Christian Science. I always remembered Fehl
pleasantly from this time. Other lieutenants were Richard Manuel, Rolf Chris
tiensen Louis Dykes, Louis Laptook, Allen Patten, Louis Smadbeck. Capt Roy
Johnson' of Rockford, Ill. and a 19l Illinois U. graduate in chemistry, who
had taken the Signal Corps R.O.T.C. cryptanalysis course (the only one in the
country) there, was our commander now and later to be the commander of a large
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group, including us.

we finally sailed about lAM on Jan. 2, 19l on the "Queen Elizabeth." I
don't remember if we had a band for both loadings. We never had any boat drills
on the Queen, supposedly because everyone could not be on deck at the same time,
the enlisted men actually slept in shifts, as I recall.

The trip across was uneventful. We saw the grey sea and occasionally blink
ing signal lights near land. From this ship or the LST later on the way to
France. I remember the bumpers of rope hanging down ship's side and used to keep
two ships apart when they were exchanging supplies. Sometimes it seemed the
rumor was that we were very far south and later very far north. We saw other
ships only at the ends of our trip. We landed at Greenock in Scotland using a
lighter. As we stood in this smaller boat, I was facing Lt. Richard Manuel,
and Al Fehl was nearby Down from the blue flashed a large slurp of white
liquid which hit the front of Lt. Manuel's helmet and splashed across onto my
glasses and face where it seemed to dry on contact. I brushed it off amid
laughter. (Recently when I wrote to Richard Manuel he said he did not remember
the bird and its dropping. He still remembered worrying that his men were
getting off the ship properly. I didn't remember that Al Fehl was at hand un
til he reminded me.)

We first lieutenants were in a stateroom with several lieutenants in the
Medical Corps (doctors). Some of my colleagues commented on the mercenary talk
of these doctors. We were impressed with our steward, an Englishman about age
28. He told us how ship personnel had made money on the Japanese government
by illegal trading between Japan and nearby lands He impressed us with his
knowledge and manner, although he had gone to school only until he was 12 or
13.

We ate two meals a day on the ship because of the crowding.

While we waited on the railway station platform in Greenock, two British
officers with their outside pockets in their blouses but red tabs shook hands
with all our officers and enlisted men. They waited on the platform until we
boarded our cars. After we left, Capt. Johnson, who had had previous duty with
British soldiers in England said the two officers were generals. Al Fehl says
we had a bagpipe band to serenade us on the platform.

The train took us to Lichfield, where Dr. Samuel Johnson was born. We were
carried in U. S. Ary vehicles to the lOth Replacement Depot's installation
at Pheasy Farms a few miles out of Birmingham. Col. Killyan, the C.0. of the
depot, was later in the news because of some alleged wrongdoing. On the farm
cabbages seemed to be the main crop and could be seen very distinctly in the
moonlight as we arrived. During the two weeks I was there, I spent my time,
as did the other officers, in censoring the mail of the enlisted men from the
depot at large. It was a remarkable experience. What varieties of letters from
one plant of men, Some wrote in an agreeable mood, saying it's just like home
in Wisconsin, others full of complaints. We were instructed in censoring to
use a pair of scissors to cut out offending material because the letters at
fault were not reported or returned to their writers, but sent on through the
mail. Hatters to be cut off were military information and information tending
to degrade the standing of British morals. This second item caused most cutting.
Such statements as "All the English women are prostitutes", "You can buy a.
piece of ass for a stick of chewing gum here" were eliminated. I seem to re-
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call that we spent eight hours a day doing this work.

Normally officers who knew the writers censored the mail because all enlisted
men's mail was censored in their unit by their own officers. In Paris one of
our enlisted men wrote an officer's name in a very suspicious manner as though
his letter had been censored. He was sentenced to a year in the stockade but
on review a few months later was returned to us. The only possible unusual
thing in the letter involved was a request to his aunt for cigarettes.

After two weeks Patten and I were the first to leave, going to Weymouth St.
in London. It seems that Major Leo Moore had in a request for two officers
for his department of cryptographic security and we were sent down by the
"repple-depple" to fill the request. We were to work under Capt. Howard Barlow.
On arrival we told them that we were supposed to work under Capt. Roy Johnson
and that the rest of our group, including Capt. Johnson, were stuck at Pheasy
Farms.

A few days later the rest of our group reached London. Patten, Christien
sen, and I were billeted in Lincoln House near the Knightsbridge tube station.
Patten and I had entered London originally in a very dense fog which persisted
several days. We came into Euston station at night and then were sent to the
billeting office in Bryanston Square before going to Lincoln House.

A few days after reaching London, perhaps when Roy Johnson first arrived
from the "repple-depple", I was told that the U. S. Navy bonbes in Washington
had cracked the German Enigma system in Northern Italy for the first time, a few
days before. It seems that the landing at Anzio was predicated in part on the
hopeful expectations from this break. I never had anymore news as to how this
break worked out. The hardships at Anzio might imply that further solutions
in this system did not follow easily. This system was called by the British
"Bullfrog" (or possibly "Bullfinch").

As I have said I arrived in London on a fog-bound train with Allen Patten, a
Georgia Tech graduate. Although we didn't know it at the time, it was our sec
ond time to be on the same orders. This time we were departing together and
arriving together; the other time, about l5 months previously, the same iar
Department Special Order was sanding me fro Fort Monmouth (TD in Washn D C.)
to Camp Stoneman in California for shipment to New Caledonia and sending Allen
to the Philadelphia Signal Depot from some origin I do not recall.

We were assigned billets in Lincoln House, Basil St. l, near the Knights
bridge tube station. Our beds were in a large room on the second floor above
the ground floor, British style. There was a fire place at one end of the room.
It seems we arrived on a Saturday because I spent the next day, Sunday, ex
ploring Hyde Park Corner and the rest of the area between Knightsbridge and
Grosvenor Square, where we ate, in a dense fog. The street names were on the
corners of buildings between the ground floor and first floor. Visibility was
so poor that I had to walk right up to the building and look up at the street
name. Even then through the haze the name as barely discernable. At times
in this fog a bus man had to walk ahead of each bus to see that the road ahead
was clear.

Our meals were served in a giant-sized hall with high ceilings known locally
as "Willo Run", both for its size and for the efficient serving of meals there,
four officers to a table.
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Allen and I were on duty in a building at 59 Weymouth St. about four stories
high, Major Leo B. Moore was our superior and we were to work in cryptographic
security with the installation and repair of cipher machines. We quickly ex
plained that we were part of a large group sent from Arlington Hall to work with
the British at Bletchley Park and other installations, and so even before we did
any work at Weymouth St. we "rested" until the rest of the group could be put
on orders from the Lichfield replacement depot to London.

Walking between Weymouth St. and Grosvenor Square I frequently used Duke
Street, hich I'm still reminded of because it's also the name of a famous hymn
tune, used often at church. I also walked on Wimpole St., Harley St., and Baker
St.

Lt. Rolf Christiensen, a former manager of a Schrafft's Restaurant in New York,
joined us at Lincoln House. He and Patten generally lit the previously prepared
fire when we came from supper. This fire was rather skimpy so they found further
coal and kindling in a nearby closet and built better fires. But the management
soon noticed and left only a little material in the fireplace and none in the
closet. In the blackout flashlights were at a premium and the darkness suited
the dealers on the streets in American GI flashlights. American soldiers could
be told from British because the latter's shoes had hobnails which made a
characteristic sound in the blackness.

About the first night that Christiensen was in London he and I were walking
near Hyde Park Corner when we heard our first air raid siren. We'd been warned
about flak and the only protection we could find was a narrow space in a door
way. The nearest flak hit on a corrugated iron sheet where people could wait
for the bus.

Capt. Mortimer Stewart from Texas A & M and IBM was our boss. He was in
London before we arrived and had a room to himself on the ground floor at Con
naught Square near Marble Arch. His landlady was so fond of him that she left
the gas heater coin-drawer unlocked so he could use the same shilling over and
over again. Capt. Stewart was a short, neat-looking man with dark hair and
glasses. I had known him in F Branch at Arlington Hall. He had arrived after
me and had departed again unnoticed to me. I was surprised to find that he was
my new boss. In London when he saw my Hamilton pocketwatch from A & M, he ex
plained that he had also been a company commander at A &: M., in the Signal Corps,
but had left his watch in Houston with his wife, as too valuable to risk over
seas. We were surprised to learn that Capt. Stewart had formed a close attach
ment with a little English lady who worked where he did. Later some of his
subordinate officers thought he treated this lady unfairly.

We worked at two British installations of' "bombes" at Eastcote and Stanmore
which we reached by subway and above-ground track. They were one story plain
(functional style) buildings with walls against bomb blast at their entrances
and possibly no windows. They were square, box-like buildings. They contained
marvelous machines and many attractive ladies. The machines were made by the
British Tabulating Machine Company and the ladies by God. The bombes were orig
inally a Polish invention to solve the German military Enigma which was the
commercial Enigma cipher machine with an added plugboard giving greatly increased
security. The ladies were Wrens, Royal Navy enlisted women and officers. A
fine-looking tall dark-haired lady officer fell in love with blond-haired Chris
at first sight. Some of us were quite envious.
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Capt. Stewart took us to visit the London offices of the British Tabulating
Machine Co. which as the English equivalent of the American IBM company of
which Capt. Stewart had been an employee in peace time. IBM and the Bell Tele
phone Co. gave their employees in the armed services supplements in pay, IBM
for 1 year, Bell for years, as I understood.

The British men at these installations were generally all non-flying R. A. F.
men and officers. The men liked to go without their caps when they were riding
the subways.

I don't remember seeing any British Army men or women at these two locations.
Some of our U. S. Army men performed the same duties as British Wrens and were
said to object to their work for this reason. At that time we U. S. Army offi
cers ate lunch in an R. A. F. officers mess for about 14¢ a meal. We usually
gave them 25¢ as good neighbors. The meals were rather unappetizing, perhaps
of mutton and unseasoned vegetables.

Several things were quite impressive at these stations. During the approxi
mately two weeks I was there I heard an "interest lecture" given to the person
nel by a Mr. Fletcher, a rather tall man with dark curly hair, about O years
old. He told us that the people who worked at their bombes on Christmas Day
had served well because one man at his bombe had had a II stop" that made it
possible to sink the Scharnhorst on Boxing Day (the 26th). He stressed the
value of their rather monotonous, unglamorous duty. This lecture was in strik
ing contrast to U. S. security policy of keeping results from cryptanalysis
limited to the smallest possible number of workers. u. s. workers usually had
little knowledge of the results of their efforts.

One day at Eastcote or Stanmore I saw an inner partition put up. It was of
solid brick. I asked a workman why it wasn't built of wood and he said that
wood was then scarcer than bricks in the U. K. Another time on duty I saw a
sturdy whitehaired locksmith at work. He explained to me that the English
working people thought the ruling class deserved to be ruling because they had
shown in World War I that they were willing to die as battle leaders in ratio
in excess to that of the deaths among the working class soldiers.

But I did not like the looks of my prospects working in these installations:
I would be stuck in England and there appeared to be plenty of personnel above
me. I did not know much about the job under Major Hoore in the Signal Intelli
gence Division of Hq ETOUSA but it seemed better than the work I seemed to have
been sent overseas for. I decided to impress Major Moore with my work at
Arlington Hall and I made a list and ave it to him of all the cipher devices
and cryptanalytic methods I was acquainted with. I wanted to show him and
others that I could be of more value in more general work that just supervising
the running and repair of bombes. He and Capt. Johnson and possibly Col.
George Bicher, the commander of all Signal Intelligence personnel in the TO,
talked it over and I was transferred to Major Moore's section to work under
Capt. Howard Barlow from Carnegie Tech and Ellwood City, Pa.

Howard was partially famous because he was said to have a whole footlocker
full of vitamins and pills that his mother had sent him because of her concern.
He was a little scrawny but seemed plenty healthy. His outstanding characteris
tic to me was that he as ready to sign for anything the Ary passed into his
care He never quibbled about signing for anything.
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In London I was surprised to find Frank Lampert a second lieutenant in I3ar
low1s section. I had first met him as a sergeant from Arlington Hall at work
on a SIGABA in the DCC. He had received a direct commission, "battle field",
overseas and was now an officer. He told me he had "piles", the first person
to tell me such a thing.

Bill Sarber, a Remington salesman from the Middle West, who was in charge of
crypto storage and issue was another "battle field" commission.

In F Branch I had envied Lt. Jacobs getting to go to Cicero near Chicago to
accompany shipments of components of Madame x. Now under Capt. Barlow I got to
make many trips to many Army and Air Force headquarters to supervise the instal
lation of various cipher machines. Ny first trip was by truck with Robt. A.
Jackson of Grant's Pass, Ore., and Charles Strickland of the Hiddle West to
Peterborough. Because of the old invasion threat most road signs were down and
we had to ask frequently about roads. Turning around in a big Army truck was
quite a job on the relatively narrow roads. In comparison turning around in a
jeep was a great joy. On this trip I learned that drinking coffee seemed to
cause more frequent urination.

During my time in London I flew to Belfast (Langford Lodge) making one stop
in Liverpool. I stayed overnight in Belfast and could have ridden a boat back
across the Irish Sea but thoughts of submarines and spending all night on the
journey made a return by air preferable. The parliament house for Northern
Ireland had been painted a dark bro.-..m color for increased protection against
bombing. A man outside explained that politics there was almost entirely a
matter of religion (Protestant vs. Catholic). I think I made the trip out to
the parliament in hopes of a guided tour like the one offered to American and
Commonwealth service men in London, but apparently no such program was under
way in Belfast. The Signal Corps officer I met there had an 11-94 cylinder
mixed in with the tools in his tool box. When I got back to London I asked
Bill Sarber if he could spare me an M-9l, and he could.

I also made train and truck journeys to the "Clifton" bakery in Bristol, a
pre-invasion headquarters. We passed through Glouchester and Cheltenham where
in the Army installations Gen.J.C.H.(Jesus Christ Himself) Lee was in command
and required saluting in the halls. Clifton was the village where Thomas
Beddoes, M. D., the father of Thomas Beddoos the poet, practiced.

Overseas there was no money to be made in official travel as in the United
States. In London I continued my pastime of walking and once walked about
12 miles one way across the city. Later in Paris I walked most of the way
across the city in one direction. In Washington I walked or rode my bicycle
across great stretches of the city.

hen Patten and Christiensen had moved to their billets near Harrow-on-the
Hill, I moved to the first floor in the same house where Capt. Stewart lived
on the ground floor, and when he moved out to Harrow-on-the-Hill I moved into
his room. After a week or so the landlady put the lock back on the gas meter
but I countered by using up the gas still available and never depositing a
coin. I moved out on June lst to go to Bristol. Capt. Johnson and his people
who worked at BP (Bletchley Park) were billeted in a place near Leighton Buzzard
ca1led Little Brickhill.

This house where I lived had once been a fancy house for a wealthy family.
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The steps inside were marble. The bathroom for the house opened on the stair
way between the ground floor and the 1st floor. It had a wall-covering mirror
next to the tub.

One night I walked in the moonlight from Paddington Station back to my room
returning from a trip to Bristol. It was after midnight and I could see some
ladders against buildings. I thought an air raid must have taken place and
sure enough it had. A fire bomb had landed on the sidewalk in front of my
rooming house but only a stain on the sidewalk now remained. I had watched
many air raids from the bandstand in Hyde Park, where the Bishop of London
later preached an Easter sermon. Whenever we were roused at Lincoln House and
the others went downstairs, I raced into Hyde Park and the shelter of the cir
cular, covered bandstand before the flak began to fall. A little to the north
west of this bandstand was a large battery of rocket launchers that made a
terrific roar when they fired. Sometimes the rockets were flying toward red
flares that floated down through the air. Sometimes the flak would come raining
down on the roof. I never had any close calls when watching the air raids, but
I heard of an American officer who was said to have gotten the Purple Heart be
cause, while watching a raid from the edge of a covered porch in his house, a
piece of flak injured his foot.

In London, as far as I know, American officers lived in their billets, but
one of our sergeants, Bill Handly from Maine lived with an English woman who,
he said, liked to goose sailors in crowds. Bill told of knowing of smuggling
across the U. S.-Canadian border, mostly cigarettes. One of our officers who
had been in England since 1942 and was in charge of our IBM equipment had mar
ried an English woman and had a family.

Once at a civilian movie in London I was accosted by an Australian girl who
was lonely and looking for some company. She spoke disparaging of the British
and glowingly of how she liked the Americans. She looked forty; I as disenchanted,

When I was transferred back to Weymouth St., I checked in my identification
badge that was required at the British installations. I now spent my time
supervising the drawing by Jim Dailey, of Freehold, N» ·, who had a girlfriend
in Shepherd's Bush, of wiring diagrams for converting our cipher teletype equip
ment to operate on 220 volt 50 cycle electricity instead of 110 volt 60 cycle.
we used electric motors with governors rather than synchronous motors as in the
U. S. A. As I have described I made several trips to supervise the installa
tion of cipher teletype equipment in various headquarters.

I designed a teletype speed testing device which Sgt. Jackson built. Because
only receiving TDX's were available, I designed a special circuit to make it
perform like a sending type TDX. After it was built I found that the special
circuit was actually not necessary.

When I blew that I was going overseas, I resolved to get a German cipher ma
chine like those I had seen in B Branch. Getting into my present job rather
than staying with Capt. Johnson kept my chances alive for satisfying my re-
solution.

In London and later in France we received a liquor ration of British origin:
a bottle of gin each month and one of Scotch whisky every two months. During
one month I drank my quart of gin a little everyday. It seemed to me what
drinking Aqua Velva, a popular shaving lotion, might be like.
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Bill Sarber shared some of my whisky ration and while under its influence
once told me I looked in my glasses like a Japanese admiral looking through
the bottoms of Coke bottles. He was a good fellow.

One outstanding event for me in London was my tour of the Houses of Parlia
ment along with about 25 or JO other soldiers, sailors, and airmen. A Scottish
M.P. (Member of Parliament) conducted the tour. We signed up a week or so a
head of time at a Red Cross club, if my memory holds. We saw wooden beams that
were six or seven hundred years old. We saw the largely burned out House of
Commons and the well-furnished House of Lords where the Commoners were pre
sently meeting. We saw the mace carried at the head of a small procession with
the Speaker of the Commons. When the tour appeared to be complete, the M. P.
told the Canadians and other men from the British Empire to wait a few minutes.
I wondered what secrets they were to share and we Americans were to miss. I
thought it terrific that an M. P. took the time to conduct anyone who signed
up. Washington had no such similar tour, as far as I ever learned.

In about March I was told that I would be going to France in the invasion.
I wasn't told any details but I believe my boss, Capt. Barlow, was. He and
some of the enlisted men would go across on D + 6 and I and some others on
D + 15. As I recall the first group left London in May and I left on June lst,
having had my first fillings, done by an Army dentist, and having exchanged my
l5-automatic for a carbine

In Bristol I lived with Mr, &: Mrs. R, Cousins and their large tomcat, The
Cousins ere around 70 years old, Mr. being retired from the Cadbury Chocolate
Co, He had a fine big mustache and he brought me a cup of tea and a cup of hot
shaving water every morning at 6 AM, They served tea again about 4:JO PM, Both
were kind people. Their faro sons were in the British Anny overseas, one in
Italy. In my room I could look out on cricket play most evenings and later work
out tables for solving the M--9l based on my reading of Mr. Friedman's Riverbank
publication in the Library of Congress Smoptie Tab1es for the Star Cipher (1918),
which I had read with interest because we had received an M-94 message in the
DCC but didn't have the device, much less the key, and so couldn't read it.

We fired our carbines with the Severn as backstop. We shared a building for
training with a special services unit which had 30 movies so we could see a
different one every night. Our higher-ups were "bigotted" and could enter the
Clifton bakery where I had a few weeks before helped install cipher mechanisms
for teletype machines. One of our last nights in Bristol we were allowed to
invite our English hosts to supper and a movie in our building. Generally all
of us, officers and enlisted men, thought very highly of these English couples
who gave us rooms for the month of June.

we were scheduled to go to France on D + 15 but that day passed and more while
we saw and heard the passage overhead of many mighty birds of war.

Finally one Sunday the word came to load up in our trucks and jeep and we
started south. Capt. Broggini (a graduate of Norwich College) said good-bye to
his wife, Capt. Broggini, ANC, whose field hospital was to follow later. That
night we went abroad our LST at Southampton. It was still daylight when we
reached this port and many orangish poppies were blooming beside the road; I
was reminded of McCrea1s poem, which I had read in school, and the poppies in
Flanders which adorned the cemeteries of World War I. I had a slight appre
hension that I might be one of those speaking like McCrea. It was the only
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time during the war when I considered the possibility that I might not come
back.

It was dark when we sailed. Our vehicles were on the open deck, The 1ST
was part of the British Navy. The captain had a big bushy dark beard, On the
front of the bridge was a carved, painted coat of arms which showed that this
LST had been at many landings including Anzio. This was my second water-cross
ing in this war under British auspices. This time I was in a relatively small
ship in a convoy that stretched out as far as the eye could see, I spent two
nights on the LST but slept little because I stayed around or in the vehicles
and it was too exciting an occasion. We sailed on the 3rd and I thought "I'll
be landing in France on the th of July." We reached the beaches (Omaha) on
the evening of the th but only half of the convoy could beach at a time, and
we were in the second half. We watched the parabolas of tracer ammunition
flashing in the sky but we didn't hear any bombs, There were twelve hours be
tween beachings so we weren't on solid ground until the morning of the 5th; I
had spent all of the th of July on the English Channel but I did get to see
some fireworks.

As we unloaded on the sand I noticed that the 1ST to my left had beached at
such an angle that its door, when dropped down, would not reach the sand; it
would have to re-beach in another 12 hours. How unlucky, I thought.

In recent years I have learned that although I went to France less than a
month after D-Day, about a million Americans preceded me. And I've learned
that the 28th Division spent about two weeks on the English Channel, so my day
and a half were pretty short.

After we landed we proceeded to a bivouac area nearby where we were instructed
to unload and dig foxholes. I found one and deepened it slightly, but I was
so tired that I lay down on my back in the foxhole and went to sleep, in broad
daylight. When I awakened a few hours later, I found that some kind friend
had camoulflaged me by covering my 'Body over with branches and leaves, leaving
only my head and feet exposed. The hole was shaped rather like the bowl of a
spoon, so this arrangement of sleeping and cover worked all right.

We proceeded along the dusty roads which were bordered by hundreds of tele
phone wires against the hedgerows Finally we reached a small village named
Katz, near Carentan. Here we lived in the small fields surrounded by hedge
rows; some officers pitched their double pup tents, but I slept near the base
of some tall trees without man-made shelter. It was very pleasant sleeping.
we were not busy at this time and had time for some talking. Lt. Mendel had
been to Italy for a brief visit and told us how uneasy he had felt when he was
within l5 miles of the German lines. At this time I was a little disappointed
not to be in a little more danger and I generally did not carry my carbine with
me, but Capt. Barlow on a visit from Cherbourg here he was stationed warned me
to carry my carbine because the German lines were only about two miles away
across some swampy land. First Army Hq was in Isigny and to go there we had to
pass through Carentan whose bridge was named for an Engineer major killed
during its construction and was still under intermittent shelling by the Ger
mans. Our vehicles had to wait in line some distance back from the bridge and
then pass over it rapidly without halts. 'e heard that one MP who kept bridge
traffic noving was afterward killed while we were still in Katz, in spite of
his sand-bag protection.
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At Katz we ate from a mess line set up in field. This line as outstanding
because its large cylinder of marmalade held a surprise. As you reached in to
scoop out a helping, you found that there were a multitude of bees entangled
and stirred into the marmalade. They illustrated one response of nature to
war

In this area we were in front of the American artillery, firing at the Ger
mans. One day a dud fell over the hederow in the next field. While at Y.atz
we got to see Bing Crosby and Fred Astair in a shows in a field, here we sat
in the grass. It was unusual to hear Bing telling dirty jokes, a thing he
never did on the radio.

Travelling at this time was very slow. The roads were narrow and in bad re
pair. To go 20 miles seemed a great journey in a jeep or a truck.

Some of the early arrivals in this area had scrounged parachutes used by the
American paratroopers on D-Day. Some of these were draped over pyramid tents
where later arrivals scrounged pieces of parachutes.

After we had been in this area about a week we moved to Cherbourg. Heret
we found the scrap-hunter's paradise. The Army operated on British Double
Summertime (2 hours ahead of Z time) and so it was light until about ll o'clock
every night. Practically every night after work and until dark we roamed the
hills in the vicinity of our billets, looking at German equipment. In a house
that was said to have been occupied by a German admiral we saw our first bidet,
a small sink to be sat upon to wash the genitalia. One enlisted man had seen
such a sanitary fixture in South America. There was a German telephone of the
pill box variety attached to the wall by using French perforated coins as
washers. I saved the coins which were of the lO and 20 centimes varieties
(the official rate of exchange was l U. S. dollar equals 50 French francs).
Some 1940 coins said LIBERT-EGALIT-FRATERNIT, while a similar one for 1942
said TRAVAIL-FA11ILLE-PATRIE.

Any house that German soldiers had occupied was supposed to be available for
souvenirs, and German artillery shells, handgrenades (potato masher variety
largely), booby trap igniters, gas masks, rifles, small arms and signal flare
ammunition, horse drawn equipment, uniforms, and helmets were spread at large
and concentrated in a barracks built into the side of a hill. All of us had
seen such souvenirs from World War I and now was our chance to get some for
ourselves. Capt. Barlow (Howard) asked me if I knew whether any Enigmas had
ever been captured from the Germans. I told him that there were two in Washing
ton that came from the British. He then told me that he and his men had
looked through "the cave", the barracks mentioned above, as thoroughly as
possible for one; without success until they were just leaving when a box was
noticed standing against the wall near the doorway, and it was an Enigma.
Ee or someone else had carried it to England by air about the time I got to
Cherbourg, around July 20. I visited the "cave" using our unit's pass, and
found no cipher machine, but I brought back on my back for about 0.8 mile,
about 50 lbs of signal flare ammunition (red flare, green flare, white flare,
blue smoke, violet smoke, whistling flare, and parachute flare) to use with a
double barrel signal pistol that Lt. Carlos Bernstein had found before I
reached Cherbourg He later traded it to me for a German watercolor picture
I had found. Lt. Bernstein had three pill-box periscopes in a special light
green metal box. They were to be passed through a port in the wall. If one
was hit, another could be substituted rapidly. He said he had already sent
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home a -foot vertical periscope.

Our men who had gotten to Cherbourg before the forts in the harbor had
surrendered said that on first going into the "cave" they had started a 2-cycle
Diesel generator on wheels and had lighted the whole cave but later something
or one had ruined the electric system, so all later visitors, such as I, had
to use flashlights. I found this to be an impressive experience. The cave
had a very high ceiling and was made up of several large rooms but no very
concrete picture of its organization could be made using a flashlight with
its small area of illumination in such a large space--a sensation much like a
person seeing who has lost most of his side vision due to glaucoma. Tumbled
over bunks, bedding, pieces of uniform rifles canned bread, tins of cigarettes,
playing cards, ammunition were all tangled together in the surrounding blackness.

Our boys who had come across about D + 6 told us that some American para
troopers who had raped French women had been hanged after court-martialling.
Some had seen paratroops ruin some beautiful mirrors with their Tommy guns,
just for fun.

In Cherbourg we lived in a house on a rather steep highway. Lts. Bernstein,
Orendorf, and I lived in the front room on the first floor. At night we broke
up long rods of powder used in German 88 shells to heat the Nestle's chocolate
I had brought from home. Because it was hard to find the toilet in the dark,
there was a great temptation to step over Orendorf and out the window and
urinate on the steep sidewalk below. Capt. John Goodman from Goose Creek
borrowed my Texas flag and flew it from his window on the second floor. Oren
dorf, whose mother had died when he was a child from burns when she used gaso
line to start the fire in the kitchen stove, used expressions like "since
Christ was a corporal" for a long time ago, "I've stood more pay calls than
you've stood mess calls" to indicate he'd been in the Army a long time, and
"when the eagle shits" for at paycall.

In our offices about half a mile to the west of our billets we had a BD-100
telephone switchboard which I operated on the nights I was duty officer.
Talking just down to lst Army Headquarters at this time was impossible on
occasion due to poor transmission on the wires.

Once on a trip in the rain I stopped PY the side of the road to examine a
piece of .German pyrotechnics. Although I didn't know, it was a smoke grenade,
which started to fume when I unscrewed the plastic top from its lightbulb
shaped container. I then dropped it and the liquid that fell on my clothlike
rubber raincoat dissolved the cloth pattern leaving bare spots where the drops
had fallen. Nothing worse.

In my finds I accumulated a crimper (similar to a pair of pliers) for attach
ing a fuse to a dynamite cap, several dynamite caps, some blocks of explosive
( Tt!T) each having a threaded well to take a cap and then an igniter which
screed into the top of the well, a deck of German playing cards, a package
of thread matching the German Army uniform, a pill-box telephone, a German
Army field telephone and a 20 mm projectile. I also had my double barreled
flare pistol and the 50 lbs. of ammunition for it.

Some of the enlisted men had a good time playing jokes with the caps and
ammunition. A combination was made of a whistling flare and a dynamite cap»+ ,
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It was set off in back of our house just as a big 6 K 6 Army truck was climbing
the road in front of the house. The driver heard the report, stopped his truck
on the steep grade, and walked around kicking all tires. I'm sure he was re
lieved to find all well, while we had not intended to impede the war effort.

While we were in Cherbourg on July 3lst, a famous Frenchman disappeared from
the world of men. He was Antoine de Saint-xupery, the noted flyer and triter,
His death was one among many on that day on which the Americans captured Gran
ville, which was to be Eisenhower's first headquarters on the continent of
Europe. We installed teletype cipher machines in the SHAEF building which was
being painted brown until events made it seem that it wouldn't be needed long,
so only half the building was camouflaged. Mont st. Michel was nearby and we
made a brief trip there on our way home because I had earlier talked to a
Jewish enlisted :nan from our cryptanalysis section who had hitch-hiked dom
the peninsula to see it and recommended it highly.

We were told that because there were not enough NP's we would have to work
at night in downtown Cherbourg as pseudo-MP's. I made a trip downtown to have
the details explained to me, but our unit moved to Valognes before my duty
night came up.

Valognes itself had been largely destroyed in the fighting. We lived in
tents (pyramid type) set up in a forest, and we worked in temporary wooden
buildings, located in a large field near its edge.

About this time Ernie Torhan, one of our maintenance men, was sent to General
Patton's headquarters in Brittany to work on a machine. I took him out to a
small airfield where he boarded an L-5 or L-6 plane. The pilot was a sergeant
and their only armament was an automatic pistol in the pilot's shoulder holster.
Ernie came back that night and told us he went the wrong direction. The next
day he flew again and reached Patton somewhere in the direction of Paris.

In the woods or forest our tents were reached by paths bordered by white
tape, useful in the dark. One evening I seemed to be lost and couldn't find
my owmn tent for several minutes. It wasn't that I was in any danger, just
that I was amazed and feeling foolish to be lost so close to my mm bed.

Our camp was, I understand, made up of a large portion of the personnel of
Adsc {Com Z): Signal Corps, Engineers, Ordnance, Quartermasters, etc. Capt.
William B. vlh.ite, a former Stockton, California, college professor, largely
bald, was our section's commanding officer in Valogneso He gave me a US. Armed
Forces Institute edition of Psychology and Life, which I had admired.

i·fuile we were in Valognes over a month, I made several trips to various Amy
and Air Force field headquarters. As I was ashamed to be a desk soldier around
flyers, I never checked into such headquarters, but dealt directly with the
communications personnel. I always slept either in the small arms repair shop
truck we had or in the open fields. I was sleeping beside the road when the
tanks of the French 2nd Armored Division passed on their way into Paris.

Whenever I read Ahab's thoughts on fate in Moby Dick: "By heaven, man, we
are turned around in this world, like yonder windlass, and Fate is
the handspike. And all the time, lo! that smiling sky, and this
unsounded sea! look! See yon Albicore! who put it into him to
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chase and fang that flying-fish? Where do murderers go, man!
Who's to doom, when the judge himself is dragged to the bar?
But it is a mild, mild ind, and a mild looking sky; and the
air sme. .ls now, as if it blew from a faraway meadow; they
have been making hay somewhere under the slopes of the Andes,
Starbuck, and the mowers are sleeping among the new-mown
hay. Sleeping? Aye, toil we how we may, we all sleep at
last on the field. Sleep? Aye, and rust amid greenness, as
last year's scythes flung down and left in the half-cut swathes.",

I think of sleeping in the green fields of France. Saint-Exupery left usa
somewhat similar sentiment in Wind Sand and Stars:-· --• ----------"Slowly the truth was borne in upon us that our comrades

would never return, that they were sleeping in that South
Atlantic whose skies they had so often ploughed. Mermoz
had done this job and slipped away like a gleaner who
having carefully bound his sheaf, lies down in the field
to sleep."

In Valognes we first saw the flood of captured Enigma machines. They were
in all states of condition: dusty, water soaked, loose, and first-rate.
These passed through our cryptographic security section because this office
had ample space to store all the M-13l-C's, M-228's, M-138-A's, and other U.S.
ciphers on hand and to spare. Working personnel were present during the day
time and a guard was posted before the door at night.

One afternoon, just before 5 o'clock, I was in the cryptographic security
accounting and issuing office and here on a bench had just arrived a 1936
Enigma captured by the French 2nd Armored Division, with a slip of paper
giving the tmm of capture. It was in good shape and I thought I Id like to
have it. I knew everybody in the area would rush off at 5 o I clock to mess ex
cept the guard outside the door. I noticed that the wall separating this room
from its duplicate reached to the top of the side walls only, so after I left,
I walked around and into the other room. It was quite light outside and hard
for anyone to see inside. I stepped on some furniture and straddled the top
of the partition, beneath the ridge of the roof, then let myself down on the
other side. I was soon back into the unguarded room with the Enigma, wrapped
it, and carried it to my tent. No one ever asked me about it.

In 1944 the date on it seemed a very old one to me--1936, eight years before,
even antedating the ar. No 23 years after 194l I can hardly conceive how I
could have had that feeling about eight years.

I saw many more captured Enigmas in France and in Arlington, but they were
all accounted for. I once asked Capt (later Lt. Col) Hoy Johnson if the stecker
board wirinP-s Hingstellungen, or rotor orders were taken from captured .C:nigmas
for use on intercepted messages. He said he had never heard of such practice.

From Valognes we went one day with all our trucks and equipment to Paris.
Part of the trip was along lovely tree-lined highways. But the greatest
thrill was passing out of the bocage country into the ide open spaces.

In Paris I as assigned a room in the Hotel Jubilee (about the 5th floor) on
the Avenue Champs-lyses, and ·uo or'ed in an eight story apartment house
(each floor a separate apartment) on Boulevard Maurice-Barres.
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of thanks to these men.

Paris as a remarkable city in many ways. Sgt. Robt, A. Jackson of Grant's
Pass, Ore. and Davis State College (to years), ho always gave re his mail to
his Mother to censor, learned French and became such a Frenchman that he elec
ted to stay in Europe at the end of the war to be a maintenance man for State
Department cipher machines. He took me once in London to look at some State
Depart~ent machines. They were old Navy machines having the rotor section and
printing section in separate units, CSP's 693 (s Congress report on Lawrence
Safford for this number) and 1127.' We saw a man with glasses, probably chief
code clerk Fred Frick, and two lady code clerks.

One private of pimp face with glasses and of fat build told in a letter I
censored that he had never had sexual intercourse before Paris and now that
he'd been there two weeks, he'd had intercourse eight times. Lt. Charles
Schierlmann, who came from Arlington with another lieutenant and several en
listed men with a number of SIGJIP's £or fighter-bomber use, told me that he
knew an Army nurse who was billeted in a Paris hotel. It was proper for him
to visit her in her room but the nurse's husband who was a corporal couldn't
come into the hotel at all because he was an enlisted man. Hearing this
story led me to a slight faux. pas later.

Sgt Carl Baxley who married in England after I had left for France joined
us in Paris. His letters to his wife were remarkable to censor because they
told of "Johnny" who was anxious for his "nest", of the "flower sisters", etc.

Cur building oc1 Boulevard ;,raurice-Barres, which had been the Ger:nan naval
headquarters in Paris, ?riegsmarine iest, aced the Eois de Boulogne. Carlos
Eernstein had a mobile transmitter set up in this park for our unit to talk
directly to the SIS in London. Later his ransnitter as roved to the 8th
floor of our building. Across the street from our entrance and outside the
iron fence of the Bois :ras a ernan sentry box made of reinforced concrete.
Eany of these were scattered around Paris, while this uas the only one close
to us. One morning when I came to work two ?renchmen \·.rearin8 cerets and work
clothes were already at or: with sledge hammers, beaking it up. At noon I
ent out rith ny camera to take a picture before it was gone. The workmen
ere apparently experts at this job because th=Y were handling it like cutting
down a tree and then chopping it up into pieces. hen I took y picture a
ood part of the lower all on one side as one. I didn't et to see the
structure fall, but I'm sure it fell during the afternoon and was broken into
pieces that could be hauled away. The last vestige of German domination ~-ras
gone.

Overseas our r, branch got shipments frequent1y from Arlineton Hall, and to
£ill in as pacing Arlington Hall used old magazines hich e ere glad to have.
Some joker included copies of The Methodist~• Since 1-re had no women
these went wasting. The armed officer couriers from the AGD ho accompanied
these shipnents would have been surprised to know what sometimes travelled in
i:.heir care.

I .,,as duty officer at our installation when a sinelc German plane bombed
Faris, the last that ever bombed Paris as I recall. I had to stay awake all
niht and check all the safes and. file cabinets to see that they ere locked.
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In order to stay awake during dull periods (most of the time except for the
raid alert) I found in the dutJ'· office and read a dog-eared Penquin book,
gatheatician' Dslight by • • Sawyer. The front cover was gone but the back
cover had an advertisement for shaving cream. It was a good book and helped
with the raid to make this tour memorable.

One night while I was billeted in the Hotel Jubilee, I later learned from
Howard Barlow, a lady of the night probably enriched herself greatly. Howard
said about $300 as taken from his pants, and several other officers who slept
with room doors opened lost money. He said the lady was from some other
officer's room.

hen I'd been in Paris about two months, I went one night back to the Eotel
Jubilee and asked for my key at the counter on the first floor. It wasn't
there and I knew no reason for it to be gone. One of the hotel employees said
he would go up with me to check-up. The mystery was soon solved. A larger,
spectacled Signal Corps major in his undershirt opened the door and explained
that he had nothing to do with it but he now had my room. He explained that
there was a notice on the door of the hotel stating that today was the deadline
for all lst and 2nd lieutenants to report to the billeting office for new room
assignments, out of the Hotel Jubilee.

An hour or so later I had been to the billeting office and was now ell
settled in my netr room in Madame Leblanc's furnished house(maison meublee) at
2ls Avenue Carnot. I was on the front of the 2nd floor (etage) with rindo:rs
looking out on the Arc de Triophe. I had a portable bidet in my washroom--a
bathtub was being installed on the third floor about the time I arrived.

I don't recall ever seeing other Americans in my rooming house. Occasionall,r
•I'd hear women giggling from the floor below, and I'd wonder if I might be

missing out on something. l-zy- girl sent me a collection of Erskine CaJ_dwell r.::
chort stories that had some sex interest, and I met many women walking the
sidewalks of the Champs Elysees who greeted me with a "Eon soir, monsieur".
One night hen I as rith Lt. Manchester, he stopped to talk to to ladies of
the night near the toile. One looked to be forty and one twenty and the older
uho spoke some English said they were from North Africa.

A booklet put out hy the U. S. Army Medical Department in Paris probably
dampened the ardor of some soldiers. It said that in Paris besides syphilis
and gonorrhea there ere many other strange venereal diseases. One of then it
told...,of uroduced several anuses in addition to the normal one. Later all the
anuses including the normal one closed up and the afflicted soldier had no
outlet for feces. I heard that the French government protested the issuance of
this booklet. The French had many signs on the walls of buildings beginning
with "Defense": Defense d'fumer, d'entrer, de pisseur, d'uriner.

The Paris Tetro (underground or tube, British; subway, American) as great
fun. At first we rode without tickets, then since we heard that the German
soldiers had ridden without tickets, we bought 2nd class tickets and some
continued to ride in the middle, red car of five (the first class car). hen
a train pulled into motion the doors shut automatically. Most of the trip the
doors could he opened manually with ease. Then as the train entered the next
station the doors were locked mechanically and could not be opened by the
passengers. If, however, while the train was between stations, a passenger
opened a door and held it against closure as the train entered the station, it
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could be kept open and he could jump out at the head of the platform and save
much walking if he was in the forward part of the train and wanted to exit
from the station at its head. I jumped off in this way several times. One
had to land on the platform running because the train was still traveling rap
idly on entering a station. I wonder if Parisians are still enjoying this
sport.

Du.ring the war the Metro was probably running too few trains for the traffic
and often packed crowds would form in a station awaiting the next train. Once
when I was in such a crowd, some people started singing a French song and al
most at once the whole crowd of French men and women was singing lustily.

The end seats on each Metro car were to be given first to pregnant women and
injured soldiers, according to a notice in French attached.

A week or so after we got to Paris a neatly painted sign with a white back
ground and black lettering and figure of a soldier in a familiar stance was
mounted to cover the Avenue Kleber sign on the corner of the Hotel Majestic,
where we ate. The new sign was lettered "Avenue de Salute" and stayed up only
a day or two.

The meals in the hotel were good, and we had soup to start all lunches and
suppers. Floor to ceiling mirrors covered all walls, so even divided areas of
the dining room seemed immense.

A few weeks after we reached Paris some enlisted WAC's were unloaded in front
of their billets, having travelled from Valognes or the port in their fatigues
and steel helmets. I remember seeing some wide-eyed Frenchmen looking at these
ladies sitting on the sidewalk. The men looked impressed with the u. s. Army
and its fighting ladies.

On our first arriving in Paris laundry and cleaning and pressing facilities
were unorganized. T- Nick France said he could get my wool uniform blouse and
trousers cleaned and pressed for me. When they came back they were too small.
When I protested he said they had been washed and he hoped they would stretch.
They did. Laundry at Katz had been done in the brook by women in wooden shoes.
Finally we had an official QM laundry in Paris with slips to be filled out
printed in English and French. I was surprised to see that the word "brassiere",
said to be French, had a different French word as its equivalent on the French
side.

Early in October I voted for my first time, and without paying a Texas poll
tax. I as one of 85,000 servicemen who voted overseas in WWII. I thought
Roosevelt the best man and voted for him. Later my mother wrote that when she
voted on election day, a worker in the polling place told her my vote had been
received. Where we voted was a Paris coliseum in which I and my colleagues
saw many Army boxing bouts.

Free American and British movies were another form of entertainment, a major
one. The British theater was special in that at the finish of the movie, we all
stood and heard the playing of three national anthems.

It seems to me that my first time off from work after reaching Paris was on
November 11 1944. I knew there was going to be an Armistice Day parade on
the Champs-Elysees, so I went don it almost to the Place de la Concorde.
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Armistice Day parades had first impressed me in Dallas when I was in high
school R. 0, T. C, Our uniform then consisted of wool trousers, wool shirt,
and wool overseas cap--no blouse, so we always wore a sweater under our shirt
as we marched through downtown Dallas and stood for one minute at attention in
silence at 11 A.M. November 11th there was always chilly and often damp as
well. At Texas A & M we stood in formation at noon while the names of the 5l
A & M men who were killed in World War I were read over the loudspeaker.

Now I was on the north side of the Champs in a crowd of French men, women
and children. About a yard apart on both sides of the Avenue French gendarmes
were positioned. A French boy climbed into a tree to see over the crowd, but
this was not to be allowed, and one of the gendarmes asked him in French if he
understood French and told him he had to come down, which action he took. I
was standing close to a Frenchman with glasses and dark beret. His two daughters
looked to be around l8 or l9 years old, one with dark hair and one blond. The
crowd yelled "bravo" frequently as a varied succession of troops passed in re
view, including French Senegalese Moslem soldiers wearing fezzes and bringing
their goats in tow, a kilted Scottish band with bagpipes and a bass drummer
with a leopard skin over the front of his uniform, and the fancy mounted Gardes
Municipales with plumed helmets and shiny breastplates. At the close De Gaulle
and Churchill came by in an open car and the cheers swelled to a climax. No
one had known that Churchill was anywhere around. As the crowd broke up the
blond girl told me good-bye in French. I was very pleased with the parade and
the friendly gesture.

From Paris I made several trips to Rheims and Namur in Belgium ("Uncle Toby"
participated in its siege in 1695.). I might ride in a jeep or the cab of a
truck., The first snow I saw in the fall of 19ll was in eastern France vhen I
was in a truck just across the border of Belgium on my way back to Paris. The
only V-l (buzz) bombs I ever saw passed over me in Belgium.

There was snow during the winter several times in Paris. Due to the lack of
heating fuel Paris was a cold place--damp cold. The only way to get warm at
night was to go to bed. Lt. Col. Russell Horton from Arlington Hall paid us a
visit, and he was impressed with the cold in Paris. Recently in Stratton's
book The Great Red Island, about Madagascar, I have read that the Mexican
vanilla plants in the Paris green house since 1863 died during the winter of
19l-5 due to lack of heat.

Late in the fall I developed some red splotches on my hands. As a boy I had
had some bad experiences with poison ivy, so I wondered if this could be some
European poison ivy I had picked up on my travels. To be safe I didn't rub
these splotches. They didn't improve, and finally I went to the medical dis
pensary A slender and moderately tall first lieutenant examined me. He said
they were chilblains, that the Eskimos didn't get them because they ate plenty
of fat, and that lots of butter would help me but he didn't know how I could
get enough of that. I was relieved, thanked him, and started rubbing my hands.
I kept them in my pockets whenever possible, and they were fine in a day or so.
The chilblains never came back. I saw the doctor was soon after promoted to
captain, and I was glad.

In Paris Sgt. Schnable, ho was in our equivalent for C Branch, told us of
hie experiences in interviewing a captured civilian who in Paris had helped
read American M-209 (C.S.P. 1500) cryptograms for the Germans. Sgt. Schnable
was surprised to learn of the method used. He had been trained at Vint Hill
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Farms Station in a method of assuming certain kicks and gradually solving a
message, but the Germans used the method I had learned for the SIGCUM, that
similar to the solution of a running key cryptogram, which required only two
messages with the same key sequence,

We heard that Capt. Mendel in Luxembourg had been lucky. While he and some
co-workers were watching an aerial dog fight a 50- caliber slug crashed through
the window, passed into his chest, down just inside his ribs, and out again be
tween his lower ribs. We heard he recovered well.

About the first of December, l9l, Lt. "Tex" Bratton came up to me and said,
"What are you up to?" I said, "What do you mean? He then told me that when
he had been duty officer a day or so before, in checking Col. Bicher's office,
he had found a file cabinet unlocked. Before locking it, he had read several
folders, including mine. He said Arlington Hall had requested my transfer back
to the Hall and that there were several exchanges about this. Around this time
I believe Major White told me that he had recommended me for captain but that
only so many promotions were allowed per month and he didn't know when mine
would come through. So on December l6th, when I was told to report to Colonel
Moore, I didn't know if I was going home or being promoted. I didn't know
which to hope for. I soon found out I was a captain, and there were several
more promotions in the Signal Security Division. Uniform insignia of rank was
hard to buy at this time so newly Major Eldridge gave me his old captain's bars
which had been handmade in England. I know he would have liked to have kept
them but felt I needed them. I'll have to try to look him up and possibly
return them. He was Jonathan and had worked for RCA and Hackay Radio. He was
sort of short but sturdy and with a largely bald head.

It turned out that Leo Rosen had requested my transfer back to Arlington Hall,
and when he paid us a visit about the time our soldiers were fighting in Cologne,
I was picked to take him on a jeep trip to see the fighting. He was a major or
lieutenant-colonel, I was a captain, and our jeep driver was possibly a corporal.
Several of our enlisted men had been through many technical Signal Corps schools
in the United States but had finally ended up as truck or jeep drivers in the.
Signal Corps. I remember Wesley Ott, who brought me a German paratrooper
parachute, as one of these men. Some of them may have been teletype or cipher
machine maintenance men on the books. They were lucky to be corporals or T-5's.
Two men Engstrom and France had gotten direct appointments as T-41s (sergeant's
status) from their employment as Bell telephone maintenance men. Some men thought
it unfair that these two men had come to the unit later and used up two of the
scarce T slots. But war is unfair in myriad more ways.

Leo Rosen and I proceeded through Rheims, Namur, Liege, Verviers, Eupen, and
Aachen, to Duren on the road to Cologne where the front was. At DUren Leo Rosen
located the Engineer unit in which his nephew was an enlisted man. I believe
he got to talk to him, While I waited in the jeep I noticed a statue of a
German soldier kneeling. He had on his typical German helmet and had his rifle.
The statue was a memorial of World War I. The time in Duren was sundown and a
sundown of German might.

We went no further toward the front and felt satisfied to have about 20 miles
between us and the shooting. As darkness closed in we returned to Eupen where
we spent the night. I was surprised to be entertained at supper by a four man
orchestra, and this was early in March, 19+5. Leo told me his parents were
from Russia and he'd learned from them that much Russian was based on French
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since it had been the court language. We slept under very thick covers on our
high beds.

Back in Paris we had a night of celebration for Leo before his return to
America. In one darkened den of entertainment a group of enlisted men and
women invited us to join them. A young lady next to me caught my fancy. Her
name was Jean, she worked in the Adjutant General's Department, and was a
sergeant (not a T-+). We had a good time with these people. The next day
when Leo Rosen had left and things were back to normal, I thought again of
Jean.

I remembered her first name and where she worked, so I was able to call her
on the telephone and recognize her voice but I could not remember what she
looked like. I made a date for a fe nights later and arranged to meet her in
the hotel where she was billeted. It was to be my first date in 14 or 15
months, the longest period of no dates since about 1937.

It seemed strange to me that I could not recall what Jean looked like, but
I felt very fortunate to be having a date with her. I went to her hotel at
the appointed time and asked at the desk what her room number was (I was
thinking of Charlie Schierlmann's information), I went over to the elevator,
but it was slow appearing, so I walked up the stairs to the fourth floor and
knocked at her door. When the door opened, a very surprised young lady told
me that men were not permitted upstairs, that she was Jean's roommate and that
Jean would meet me downstairs. I walked back down the stairs without meeting
anyone. I had to wait quite a while in the lobby and finally I recognized Jean
walking across toward me. She turned out to be light-haired and rather sturdy,
of medium height--not especially pretty but quite pleasant.

We rode the subway (Metro) and walked to the Bal Tabarin in Montmartre. We
had a table for two right next to the dance floor, where the show as performed,
and had a bottle of champagne for 1000 francs ($20 in U. S. money). We danced
some and enjoyed our champagne (not a special vintage), but nearby was a Ser
geant from the 28:i:h Division. He was rather tall and of a buffalo build with
slightly balding head. And he took a dislike apparently to an officer and an
enlisted WAC being out together. No doubt it didn't seem fair to a field
soldier. He asked for and danced two times with Jean, as I recall. The show
was colorful, but I regret that my glasses were not up to snuff so I wasn't
able to see too well the beautiful ladies attired as South Sea Islanders.

Jean showed me some snapshots of her cream colored sports coupe that she had
had back in Wisconsin (I had never owned a car.) of which she was very proud.

On the way back to her hotel I gave Jean a big hug in broad lamplight on
the sidewalk. It was a long time between hugs.

I didn't see Jean again. I don't remember if she turned down my next invita
tion or if the officer-enlisted conflict or what not made a difference. Maybe
the $20 for a table was too stiff.

I saw a few WAC officers at meals but they looked older than I was and rather
formidable. I did see another lady who caught my interest. She was the French
telephone operator in the American Embassy. I thought how nice, here is an
attractive blond lady who speaks English. It seemed that some people in the
American Embassy were worried that telephone coversations in the building were
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being tapped. When America entered the war the Embassy had been closed up
and left in the care of the concierge. It ould have been easy for the Ger
mans who were occupying the city, during their four years of occupation, to
have bribed or sidetracked the concierge and altered the wiring of the
building with future use in mind. But could such thoughts have existed in the
minds of the conquering Germans. The advance across Northern France had been
so swift that such forethought seemed impossible. We were asked to inspect
the Embassy to see 1fwe could find any trouble. I went down with Ernie Heise,
our master sergeant, and several other enlisted men. We waited on the first
floor next to a small room where bottles of champagne were stored. They were
of an earlier vintage date than the bottles we had gotten in Normandy. Miche
lin's travel guide gave the important vintage years, so we knew how to judge
these bottles. When we got under way we went first to the telephone switch
board in a rather small room where the blond French lady was the only inhabi
tant. We examined the switchboard and the large cables leading away from it.
It seems to me that the switchboard was on the third floor and we shown our
flashlights down some vertical passages for wires. We noted that many wires
ran under rugs. Finally we concluded that we could see no evidence of wire
tampering but that the only sure examination would require ripping into walls
and taking up carpet. I thought about calling up the switchboard operator but
I never got enough courage to do this. What adventure, what hardship, what
unexpected ending might have been had, because Frederick Ayer, Jr. in his book
Yankee G-Man (p. 227) says "Late in 19 I had witnessed the humiliating specta
cle of a United States Embassy employee arrested by the British Security Ser
vices. She was a French phone operator in our Paris mission and guilty of
actual and current espionage for the Nazis. Our own people stolidly refused
to believe in her guilt. After all, she had worked for the Embassy quite a
1 t• IIong ame.

On one trip to Germany we saw an abandoned 88 gun down in a hollow with
some brass-cased ammunition nearby. Brass ammunition could be made into
beautiful souvenirs while the more common iron variety couldn't. We didn't
have time to stop, but on the way back we did. The ammunition was gone.

I had another contact with the French, in their cipher machine, the Hagelin
B211. At that time I had not seen Stalhane Is book or Mr. Friedman Is paper on
the B21 and the B2ll. Instead I saw a brown-crackle painted machine with key
board and printing mechanism. I was told that the Americans had told the
French that they were concerned about the cipher security of the French and so
the French had turned over one of their highest grade machines to us for our
appraisal. And I was given the job of studying its structure and mechanism.

rt seems I was called down from my office on the fourth floor to a room on
the second floor where except for a table and a chair I and the machine were
all alone. I used my teletype repairman's set of tools and paper and pencil
to map out the wiring and to picture the structural elements of the machine.
The repairman's kit contained an unwired SIGABA rotor which was apparently
unclassified because no accounting was made for it. I would have liked to
have kept it for a souvenir but thought best not to.

This French version of the B211 used an alphabet of 25 letters in the form
of a Polybius square, so that each letter was handled as two currents of elec
tricity one current in one cable of five wires and another current in another
cable of five wires. (Actually the printer had only eight wires attached to
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Features of Hagelin's B211 Machine
4 t1A I

O 1 2 3 4
O E A S N T
l I O D C M
2 R P Q G B
3 U V H J Y
4 K L F X Z

This is an assumed
sequence, E was
at the intersection
of two no-currents,
K was likely space

Da.mm's half-rotor
(only one face permutes)

Hagelin's 15-position rotor

The lamp lights when
these two leads make
a connected circuit
through wiring.

it, but this is hard to understand on first contact.) Each group of five wires
passed through a Damm "half rotor11 of ten positions (two Damm rotors for ten
wires), then through two rotors with l5 contacts but wired so as to handle five
paths at any position, making four l5-position rotors. Thesel5-contact rotors
made the French B211 differ from the B211 shown in Stalhane or in Hagelin's
U. S. patents. As the l5-position rotors might be considered as patent infringe
ments of Hebern or Koch, they were probably never described in public. They
added greatly to the security of the B211.

Mr. Small's wiring
solver

The moving of the Damm half-rotors and l5-position rotors was irregular,
using the method of the C-36 on its key wheels, so that Hagelin may deserve the
title of inventor of irregular motion for rotors, preceding Frank Rowlett in
the U. S. A.

I disassembled the components of the machine and determined the wiring order
of the two half-rotors and the four 15-position rotors. There were two plug
boards of ten plugs each.

A week or so after I had completed my examination of the French B2ll, Mr.
Albert Small of Arlington Hall came to visit us. He was a civilian and showed
us the identification card issued him which gave him the equivalent rank to
that of a major. He was a rather large man of fair skin, moderate baldness
and somewhat bushy hair. He had been to Caserta, as I recall, before visiting
us. His special interest in Paris turned out to be to see the French cipher
machine. When he saw my completed diagram, he showed me a single flashlight
battery with wires soldered to it and connected to a flashlight bulb so that
it could be used to determine the wiring of rotors. He said he had been afraid
that the French would give him only cursory examination of their machine and he
had hoped to determine at least some of the wiring on the sly. He was pleased
to have the wiring given to him on a silver platter. As it turned out later
the French were not so generous as we had supposed.
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In Washington Mr. Small was furnished a cipher a one time pad, for his use
on his travels.

At the time of the Battle of the Bulge, on December 16, 19l+, the 106th
Division was overrun by the Germans and had to destroy its SIGABA and bury
the remains. When the land was reconquered from the Germans, the remains were
dug up and there was no sign of German discovery.

Later on February 3, 1945, when the 28th Division took Colmar from the Ger
mans, some Signal personnel parked their truck in front of their house and
went to sleep. In the morning the truck was gone. It had contained a SIGABA
in its safe (CH-76). A great hue and cry was made, but no truck, no safe, no
SIGABA was found. Since the 28th Division and French 1st Army were in close
proximity, it seemed possible that some French soldier had liberated the truck
and got the SIGABA all unbeknownst. Because of this feeling General de Lattre
de Tassigny issued a letter offering a 75,000 franc reward for knowledge
leading to finding the truck and its contents. In addition the finder would
receive a month's leave with his family. The month's leave with his family
seemed especially impressive and touching. The 75,000 francs were worth $1500
at the official rate of exchange and about $375 on the black market.

There was widespread worry that this SIGABA and its accompanying documents
might have fallen into German hands, and so the enemy could read all, or most
all top level (division and above) cipher messages in the American Army for
the first days of February and for the preceding month or so, many of rhich
contained information on preparations to cross the Rhein. The security boys
in our building were busy issuing instructions to stop use of the lost system
and to begin use of the first reserve system. As I recall many new sets of
rotors were issued. It was understood that the 28th Division Signal Officer,
a colonel, was given a lO year sentence for failure to safeguard the SIGABA.
He was said to be a "good guy" in signal security matters previously.

A month or so later the safe was found in a river bottom and returned to us
unopened. When we saw it, it was covered with irud and some parts were rusted.
We opened it, as we had some other safes whose combinations had been lost, by
cutting a square hole in the bottom and then reaching in and opening the door
from the back side. The SIGABA was positioned on a slide which could be pulled
out, and the SIGABA operated while it was still on the cantilevered slide. It
seems there was enough room right behind the door to get at the locking mech
anism • The CH-76 was actually two safes which were positioned one atop the
other. Top one held the SIGABA while the bottom one held rotors, written
material, and anything else appropriate.

In Paris I was in charge of the telephone exchange for our building. rt was
in the basement and was a small automatic one built by Siemens-Halske of Ger
many. our main problem was to keep the fuses for individual lines replaced.
We didn't know how to get replacements so we finally visited an underground
torpedo assembly plant which had a similar exchange which wasn't in use. Later
we found that we had a device in our exchange for resetting the individual fuse
cartridges. They had a spring and a rod lengthwise through the center. When
they were reheated the rod could be pushed back into proper position for con
tinued use. We had a hand testset made of a German field handset and a French
dial I found.

I believe it was in Normandy and not in England that I first saw the Armed
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Services Editions for free overseas distribution to members of the Army and
Navy. I didn't see any dealing with cryptography, but I did read Donovan's
Brain, Noby Dick, After Many a Summer, KamongO, Unlocking Adventure, and
possibly The Postman Always Rings lice. The ending of A£ter Many a Summer
stayed in my mind better than any other detail in any of these books. Noby
Dick reminded me of Capt. Starbuck from Massachussetts, then back in Arlington,
Va. It was very exciting to see a carton of these books opened and all their
varied colored covers; then getting to pick out one, rarely two, to carry off
to read at leisure. These paperbacks were about the size of a Pocketbook re
print, but were hinged along the short side. They were to be turned back in
so other people could read them and were not to be taken back to the U. S. I
assumed that they were intentionally bound differently from Pocketbooks to fa
cilitate their identification and separation from regular commercial paperbacks.
Recently in the Fort Worth Public Library I learned that my assumption was
wrong: they were bound so because otherwise idle catalog and pulp magazine
presses were used to print two books at once which were then cut apart, after
binding, with a horizontal cut. I have recently re-enjoyed reading these
books and I am surprised by what I do not remember from them, while I seem to
remember so much from cryptography. The motive to remember was different.
These books could always be found again, in libraries, used book stores, or
search services, even Donovan's Brain which isn't in an El Paso library but is
in the St. Louis Public Library, and which I have bought through book search
service. The matters from cryptography had to be remembered or they would be
gone forever to the private citizen, possibly even to all citizens.

Other reading material I had overseas was the Stars and Stripes and sometimes
the Paris Herald where I first learned that Frenchmen considered Englishmen
tops in one function, Americans in another, and Frenchmen as most reasonable
and clear thinking. My folks sent me the overseas edition of the New Yorker,
while I had my regular subscription go to them. From the New Yorker I memo
rized two poems, one of which I can still recall today and goes like this:

A tin of condensed milk was his nourishing mother,
His cradle a box-car on the hobo trail,
His friends ten knuckles for he knew no other,
His wife was Saturday in a cheap hotel.
You cradled orators who have the entry
To lilac areas he never knew
I pray you, sirs, remember in your speeches
This man who fell:on many desolate beaches
Letting slip through his loosening fingers a few
Coppers of memory from the gilded country.

My knowledge and experience from cryptography can be used to hang much other
knowledge and experience upon. It's like a stamp collection which may support
an extensive knowledge of geography and history. On Madagasgar from crypto
graphy hang double transposition ciphers and their mechanics and errors, Mexi
can vanilla, Paris, the cold winter of 1944, and also through Stratton's book
the quotation from Joachim du Bellay: "Heureux qui, comme Ulysse, a fait un
beau voyage," (also used in Florence Nightingale David's fine Games, Gods and
Gambling), my journey overseas, and finally my entire tour of extended active
duty.

Possibly on Christmas Eve, two other officers and I divided my bimonthly
quart of scotch and then went to the Opera-Comique to see the Barber of Se
ville (with Figaro). After getting well oiled on this straight whisky, I
liked to give a good strong A & M yell or two in our working building. My
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companions didn't like this excessive noise, At first intermission of the
performance it appeared from our seats in the balcony that the principal male
performer was out in the aisles possibly selling peanuts, It turned out that
he and a few other performers were selling pins to support the actors' guild
We left at the second intermission which seems now to have been about mid
night. Possibly we wanted to be sure to catch the Metro.

About this time I received a letter from Austin Nance, a good friend of mine
from Dallas and Texas A & M. I had kept track of him through his mother's
friendship with my mother, We would have been classmates at A & M except that
he had taken some postgraduate courses at Woodrow Wilson and worked during my
freshman year. He had picked Coast Artillery in part because in World War I
the CA had suffered very few casualties. His class (1943) at A & M had not gone
to summer ROTC camp in 1942 but had gone straight through the summer and gradu
ated about January/l9l3. His class then went immediately to 0.C.S. in place
of camp, Austin going to Coast Artillery (Anti-Aircraf't) o.c.s. in Virginia.
He graduated top in his class and was offered the position of aide to the
Commanding General, which position he took. He apparently enjoyed this work
except that he could not be married and he had a fine girl whom he had met at
Baylor-Belton. He gave up his job as aide and married his girl. The Battle of
the Bulge occurred and the infantry needed Austin more than the anti-aircraft.
He was now an infantry platoon leader fighting in Germany. He said in the
letter to me that he wouldn't mind being in Headquarters ETOUSA.

One of iy duties in Paris was to be in charge of a maintenance school for
the M-228 (SIGCUM) teletype cipher machine. Sgts. Jackson and Strickland gave
the instruction. They prepared several operating sets on which they could put
various "troubles" for their students to locate and remedy. Notices of the
school's existence went out to all units in the ETO using SICCUM's, generally
Army headquarters and higher, and similar Air Force headquarters. As I recall,
a new class started about every two weeks and the classes ran from two to ten
students in attendance. Besides attending the interesting classes the students
were glad to visit Paris. Sergeant Jackson, as I've said, studied French at
night and took his discharge in Europe to work as a cipher machine maintenance
man for the State Department.

Our maintenance men visited the Blockhouse, a stoutly built, well reinforced
concrete building with no windows, originally used by the Germans, where the
signal center and code room were in operation. In London they had visited
Selfridge's Annex where similar operations had been carried on. I was in
charge of putting an installation in the stables at Versailles, which were the
SHAEF signal center.

One officer I had a little contact with was Captain Harding whose name was
next to mine on our duty rosters. I didn't know anything about his work, other
than that it was in the cryptanalysis section, until he asked me to show him
a Pfeifpatrone. He had learned that I had a stock of German flare cartridges,
I was surprised that he, who had not been in Cherbourg, should even know that
such a thing existed, This cartridge was about the caliber of a 6 gauge shot
gun shell. It was about 5 inches long and the front end had a small sharply
pointed cone affixed to the cardboard closing piece, the cone and exposed
cardboard. flat piece being painted purple. This cone and color were to facili
tate identification of the cartridge in either darkness or light. When it was
fired, the projectile went up about 100 ft. and fell as an orange-yellow light
with a sharp whistling sound., I gave Capt. Harding one of these, but he didn't
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tell me how his interest in them was aroused. Thinking later I reasoned that
some of the cryptograms he worked on must have been German supply requisitions
which included Pfeifpatronen. In a 19l edition of a War Department German
English Military Dictionary these were stated to be whistling signals for
warning of a gas attack. Whether they were always kept on hand as a precaution
or their use was changed during the war I don't know.

After I had become a captain I was pleased to meet my old teacher William P.
Bundy again. He was in Roy Johnson's organization and was a major. Roy told
me Bill's father was a very high assistant to Secretary of War Stimson.

Ny double barrelled flare pistol and my flares reached their peak of glory
when Lts. John P. Jervey and Gilbert McKean borrowed them and shot off- flares
from the top of the Arc de Triomphe during the celebrations on the night of
VE Day. I saw them from my window and I understand they were the only pyrotech
nics used from that location that night.

John P. Jervey had a girl back in California who was training to be a nurse
and used to write him how terrible and fresh the interns and other doctors were.
His blood boiled.

One of my experiences in Paris was similar to one by A. J. Liebling, recited
in his book The Road back to Paris. From a footnote in the American transla
tion of Gylden's book The @htribution of the Cryptographic Bureaus in the
World War which I had read at Arlington Hall I had copied the address of the
publishers of Givierge: Berger-Levrault, l36 Boulevard Saint-Germain (VIe),
Paris. Mr. Friedman's footnote said, "Note: This book [Cours de Cryptographie],
undoubtedly the best and most important work on cryptanalysis ever published,
has already gone through three editions, the first two appearing in 1925, the
third in 1931. It can be obtained at a very reasonable cost from the publish
ers,· • .-W.FF.I The war was on and France was occupied when I read this
note, but hopefully I copied the publishers' name and address onto a little slip
of paper which I put into my wallet. Now in Paris I still had the little slip
of paper and on possibly my first day off from work I walked into a bookstore
and showed them the name of Givierge's book. The salespeople made me to under
stand that I should go straight to the publishers for the book. It was nearby
and I was soon there. A lady waited on me and called on the aid of a man. I
seem to recall that they were both wearing gray aprons. The price had been
raised from that printed on the spine in 1936, 40 francs, to about 6 francs
or $1.28 at the official rate of exchange. I bought one copy and carried it
carefully away. Later I could not recall how I got the publisher's address un
til David Kahn gave me Millikin's collection of the Signal Corps Bulletin con
taining the translation of Gylden's book.

During World War II the Eiffel Tower was used by U. S. Signal Corps personnel
for a radio transmitter. Some of our own men visited the top and joined the
Eiffel Tower Club by urinating out into space from the top. At one time the
power for the two or three elevators in series failed and the transmitter
personnel had to walk up and down. They were forced to carry one meal up with
them to save the labor of climbing down and up for their midshift meal.

Another unusual situation occurred in Paris because our high command at 124
Boulevard Maurice-Barres decided soon after we arrived in Paris that our en
listed men would not be allowed to leave the premises for any reason. Our
Roman Catholic boys, some of whom had not previously evinced much religious
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fervor, protested mightily that this was an interference with their free
exercise of their religion. The high command met this complaint by instituting
religious services on Sunday at l24 Boulevard Maurice-Barres. The Protestant
religious services were conducted by a Lutheran captain, Chaplain Weaver. In
order to swell the attendance and because it was convenient for me since I was
on duty every Sunday, I attended Chaplain Weaver's services. I was the only
officer and there were from three to six enlisted men, including usually Ernie
Heise. Each of us felt that his attendance was of great importance. The
chaplain gave a short sermon and once a month served communion to our small
group. When the enlisted men were again allowed away from our area, the religious
services for us only ceased. I did see Chaplain Weaver again at the Easter
sunrise services near the foot of the Eiffel Tower. He seemed like an old friend.

In Paris I read for the first time The American Black Chamber by H. O. Yardley.
It had been recommended to me about l9 by D. A. Matlock at school. I checked
out the copy at the American Library in Paris and enjoyed it very much. D. A.
Matlock also recommended at that time "I have a rendevous with death" by Alan
Seeger. In recent years I've looked D. A. up in the Dallas telephone directory
to compliment him on his fine recommendations at that early age. But he's not
listed.

We received a start on Friday, the thirteenth of April, when we read of
President Roosevelt's death the day before and our war in Europe seemed so near
to an end.

Before journeying back to America we might consider overseas sanitation and
currency. In England the water tank for flushing the toilet was always loca
ted up high, about even with the top of a person's head, and the unit was
called a water closet or W. C. In France the various forms of disposal units
were pointed out by soldiers first on the scene. One special one was a hole
in the cement floor with two stirrups made into the floor so the user could get
solid footing while he sat back in the air over the hole. In one British pub
there was only one room and men and women alternated use on the half hour and
hour. One soldier told of going in at the wrong time and seeing women sitting
in the urinals. In France the open air urinals were the thing and in small
towns two urinals might be built outside on the side of a railroad station, with
no screen. A man was seen talking to his wife and urinating at the same time.

In England pound notes were similar to our currency but had a vertical wire
embedded in the paper, said to be there to hamper German use of older currency.
The five pound notes on the other hand were quite different. They were thin,
larger bills, about 4 x 5½ inches in size, black ink on white paper, and were
frequently folded into small packets for carrying. ln France the bills were
large and printed in many bright inks.

About the time the war ended we in the Signal Corps were told a new dry-cell
battery was available for issue that lasted ten times the life of the present
batteries and so to divide our requisitions by ten. I never saw the new
battery but I've wondered until fairly recently what had happened to it. Now
at last we seem to have the 1945 battery available to the public.

Soon after the end of the war in Europe I went to Frankfurt to supervise
the installation of cipher equipment in the basement of the I.G. Farben
buildine• I passed through Metz, Saarbrilcken, and l!ainz, where Gutenberg once
lived. I was in Frankfurt about one week and stayed in the Carlton Hotel across
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from the railroad station. I seem to recall that I was on the third floor
and I do remember that the room had two wash basins with hot and cold running
water and a toilet was available but I could never find the bathtub or shower.

I made a walk daily to the I.G. Farben building passing many bombed-out
housing areas to arrive at the intact chemical building. It was explained
that the Allies knew they would need this building in the occupation and so
their bombs assiduously avoided hitting it. Practically all the windows were
broken, but these were explained as having been undamaged by all the bombing
and until thousands of displaced persons had been quartered in the building.
These friends of Germany enjoyed using the corridors for latrines and breaking
out the windows for ventilation. Some American civil affairs officers in
Frankfurt were investigating cartels and they suspected the preservation of the
I.G. Farben building as due to big business.

I looked through scattered papers for a souvenir but all I found to keep was
a blue and white sticker, like a seal, with the company name. A small building
behind the massive building was burnt to the ground and a lot of burned and
rusted scrap was there. I looked for a cipher machine, but the closest I
found was a small hand calculating machine which was beyond any use.

The day I left Frankfurt turned out to be the last day that company grade
officers were allowed to stay in the Hotel Carlton. I just missed being booted
out by the Army again.

Back in Paris with the war in Europe over there were many rumors and much
discussion about our immediate future Everyone was optimistic and excited.
My orders came through to go home by the earliest available air transportation.
I think I was the first person in the Signal Security Division of Hq ETOUSA to
get orders to go home. Many people who had been overseas longer than I didn't
think it right. In a few days I learned that I would take the plane on June 3rd
from Orly where I had met other people and seen telephone poles going in C-'7's.

The day before I was to leave I got a letter fromMrs. Nance, Austin's mother.
She wrote that she had just learned that Austin had been killed on April 24,
about two weeks before the war ended in Germany. His mother enclosed a letter
from the chaplain telling her about Otto (He was really Otto Austin Nance, Jr.)
and his death. One night when the outfit was on the west bank of the Elbe
River he had been directed to take a patrol and try to make contact with the
Russians. Most of the night the patrol had gone south to a bridge across the
river but the army unit on guard there would not let them use the bridge. They
marched back to their own area to embark in boats for the crossing. Part of
his men were in a boat when it got free and began drifting downstream where
their outfit had a machine gun sited. Austin ran down the bank to warn the
machine gunners that the boat approaching held their own men. The machine
gun opened up on him and he died shortly afterward. His mother said she had
been worrying about him since she had not had a letter since about April 22nd.
The war had ended and still she had had no word until late in May. She asked
me to put some flowers on Austin's grave in Holland and to take a picture and
send her. I felt very sad, here I was, going home by air, in good shape, while
Mrs. Nance had lost her only child. I did not see any way to visit Austin's
grave. I talked to John P. Jervey. It seemed that our unit might be moving
to Germany soon, so perhaps he could go through Maastricht and put some flowers
on the grave and take a picture. I gave him $20 for flowers and a roll of 616
Kodacolor film, As incentive I also gave him my double-barreled flare pistol
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and my large stock of ammunition for it. I kept only five Pfeif'patronen and
five Fallschirmpatronen, which I could carry in my musette bag on tne plane·

Late the next night I went to Orly in a jeep. Most of the streets we
travelled were quiet and deserted. I was seeing the streets of Paris for the
last time and would possibly be seeing my girl in Washington the next day. It
was a TWA plane, a Constellation. We left about midnight and could see the
city now from above and a well lighted city at last. Two of our passengers
were younger soldiers who had received appointments to West Point and were
journeying there. They started short-snorters but no one else followed suit.

'We spent several hours over the ocean and landed on Santa Maria in the Azores.
It'seems that we arrived about noon. The weather was fine and the sea was
beautiful, but I was disappointed to learn that the weather ahead was bad, so
we would be delayed. We visited the PX on a height some distance away and I
bought two ship pins that looked to be gold but were very cheap, said to have
been made by the islanders. About 12 hours after arrival we departed. The
next I remember was landing at Gander, Newfoundland, about sunrise. We had a
good breakfast and left shortly afterward, flying over Canada and New England,
and landing next at La Guardia Field in New York.

ltf orders said I was to go to Washington and I was anxious to get there and
see my girl. I asked the people at the plane and they said everybody had to
go to Fort Totten, maybe we could get back in time to fly on the same plane to
Washington. Before leaving the plane we were given a printed slip listing
things that could not be brought through the customs. One was ammunition so I
turned in my lO rounds of signal flare ammunition that I had carried from Paris
in my musette bag. Our belongings were not inspected.

The routine of re-entering the country through Fort Totten took much longer
than the hour that my plane would be at La Guardia and when I was through about
3 PM I had orders to travel by rail to Washington. I rode the subway into the
station and then the train to Washington arriving about 8 PM. I then hotfooted
it out to Arlington to see Becky.

Later that night I went to the Arlington Officers Club where I was able to
get a room with a lieutenant from Puerto Rico. He was of Spanish or Indian
descent and a good fellow. I first learned from him that all American Catho
lics did not attend mass regularly. He seemed to be rather lonesome and spent
about half his salary playing the slot machines in the club. It seems he had
a wife in Puerto Rico.

By going overseas I had probably missed an earlier promotion to captain and
then a likely automatic terminal leave promotion to major. I might have done
more technical work, like being in charge of building some relay replicas of
foreign cipher machines or relay circuits for cryptanalytic counts as Capt.
George's group dido I might have received a better offer in a civil service
job. The trip overseas far overweighed all these possible losses.

I had gotten back to Washington in the last few days of spring so I shared
a very brief part of the Spring in lashington covered so well by Louis Halle,
Jr. One place he visited, Gravelly Point, I had visited in l92 as a courier
from the Munitions Building to the Air Transport Command.

My trip overseas had been considerably different from the one taken by John
E. !itchell, Jr., my Dallas Sunday school teacher, during World War I when he
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was in the Army with the Tennesseans. I wasn't in the trenches with the mules
and the brave men, but I had had a wonderful experience, even today the most
outstanding l7 months in my life.

At breakfast at Arlington Hall on my first morning back, as I came out of
the cafeteria line, I saw Mrs. Rolfe, my old fellow-worker in B Branch, eating
by herself. I asked if I might eat at her table. She said, "Certainly, I'm
very honored. It's the first time an officer has ever eaten with me." I felt
that I was rejoining an old friend, after being away about a year and a half.
I reported for duty and was placed back in F Branch and so had no more contact
with Mrs. Rolfe. Too much contact with people in other lines of work might make
a person look like a general information gatherer, which conduct was against
the spirit of the security regulations. •

Under Lt. Col. Rosen I was in charge of a section on electro-mechanical develop
ments. I had some civilians and military personnel: Siegel, a large rather
overweight but sharp graduate in engineering from the University of Maryland,
whose father was a meat dealer in Washington; Sgt. Schwartz, a WAC graduate in
journalism from the University of Missouri, who had joined the WAC Is to write
about them but whose manuscript had been turned down with the comment that it
was just journalism and that this field was already too full of books; Lt.
Willard Worley from Texas A & M whose wife was a Christian Scientist and whose
younger sister-in-law had surprised her parents by being pregnant though unwed
and in high school--Willard was adept in pointing out the odd characteristics
in people he met; a civilian who had not been to college but was a good me
chanical worker; a college graduate who liked to use his outboard on rented
boats each weekend; Lto Bruce Erickson,a recent engineering graduate from the
University of West Virginia. Later Major Howard Barlow, my boss overseas, re
turned and was placed over me and another group working in electronics.

About this time I got to see another cipher machine. It was actually a Spe
cial basket for using in the SIGABA. It had only five rotors. In the back
position these modified rotors carried many notches around their rims to give
irregular stepping. The wiring of this basket gave reciprocal encipherment.
This arrangement had a counter part in a specially modified TYPE-X, so the
American and the British could talk in cipher to each other, each using his
own machine. After the war I learned from Congressional hearings that Capt.
Safford of the Navy developed these modifications. This basket was called the
CCM (Combined Cipher Machine) and also had the designation SIGAMUG and C.S.P.
1600.

Peter Marshall, the Scotsman, once preached a sermon in which he made his
pick of America's four greatest presidents. I recall his selection as Washing
ton, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Charles Donaldson, a big, sturdy, handsome blond, and one of our lieutenants
was interested in a show girl in New York He returned from a visit and said '
that she was willing to sleep with him but not to marry him. He was disappointed
but seemed to survive. In the USA I generally didn't drink and Donaldson told
me that his father, a strict Presbyterian, was very strong against the use of
alcohol. Donaldson thought he himself might turn out to feel the same, when
older.

The officers in F Branch seemed to enjoy each other's company. Some were
displeased when they went to a beach club in that Maryland county of the lovely
name, Anne Arundel, and found that Lt. Greenberg, one of their fellows, who
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had a copy of hat is Mathematics and perhaps as also the omer of Von Neu-
mann and Morgenstern's Theory of Games and Economi« Behavior, was not ad
mitted because the management assn#aas j];k,, it was'said this practice
came from New York where there were so many Jews

Mitford M. Mathews, Jr., another lieutenant, was a spectacled, tall, gang
ling, top-heavy young man: a smart aleck but basically good. One Sunday
when I showed him the bulletin from the New York Avenue Presbyterian Church
with its budget listing Dr. Peter Marshall's salary as $10,000 a year, he said,
It's way too much!"

His daddy was a professor at the University of Chicago, while he had been
born in Alabama and was a 193 graduate of the University o£ Illinois. He
frequently waved aside a lock of black hair from his eyes.

One day Howard, who now had one of the first ball-point pens ever available
to Americans, called me into his office and told me that Mr. Small had com
plained of the great inconvenience of using the one time pad on his trip
overseas. Howard asked me to see what I could do to improve it. I studied
the pad. It was many sheets of page printed with lines of 5-letter groups,
apparently in random sequences, the sheets being stacked accurately and sealed
along four edges with pad adhesive. This special pad was mounted in a card
board cover which was hinged along the lefthand margin. Inside of the cover
was printed a cipher square which gave encipherent by reversed standard
alphabets, e·g. H (plain) + Q (key, from pad)= J (cipher), this scheme having
the advantage in a one time pad that encipherment and decipherment are handled
in exactly the same manner, so that errors are less likely.

I think my observation of this feature called to my mind the M-209 which
also employed reversed standard alphabets. I was quite familiar with the
mechanism of the H-209 from having one overseas which some of my men had found
at an Army garbage dump and from study of the French version of the pocket
Hagelin machine (C-36). I was also quite familiar with teletype machinery
from previous service in Washington and Arlington and from my overseas service.
I could now see that a random tape could be fed through a teletype tape sensing
mechanism in place of the keywheels of the M-209. The feelers working against
the basket with its lugs would initiate an action analogous to the action
accomplished by using the cipher square accompanying the one time pad. Even
though a punched teletype tape was used in this adaptation of the M--209 the
mechanism could not duplicate the 131 subset or the M-228 which used the Ver
nam principle of ciphering because the lugs on the basket could not be set to
duplicate this rule of operation, but they could be arranged (1,2,+,8, and
16 opposite 5 key wheels) to give a 32 x 32 table of encipherment. To make
the modified M-209 interchangeable with a one time pad or a one time tape in
Vernam encipherment minor modifications were made and a tape printing tele
type or one with automatic line feed and carriage return was required.

I explained it to Major Barlow who told me to have a drawing made to
illustrate its mode of operation. A drawing on manila-colored paper was done
under my direction by Miss Melton from North Carolina or Mr. Dodson from
Philadelphia. I explained it to Howard and he kept it.

About this time plans were being made for converting Arlington Hall from
largely a military station to largely a civilian installation. Col. Rosen
told me I could have a P- civil service classification, but when I mentioned
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the possibility of taking a civil service job my mother wrote that Aunt
Thula, who had been an assistant secretary for Congressman Thomason and had
later during the war worked as a civilian for the u. s. government in Egypt
and nearby countries, didn't think too highly of workers for the government.
Later Howard told me the best 1 could get was P-J• I didn't tell him what
Leo had told me. Mitford told me that he and Howard ere going to get P-6
ratings

But my thoughts had also been in other fields for sometime. Possibly
starting from the time Don Battle in Dallas, who had been my table-mate in
kindergarten but had graduated from high school a year ahead of me, had gone
to medical school. When stationed at the Pentagon I had gotten the Army's four
paper-covered manuals related to medicine. And on my retumn from Europe I had
enrolled in freshman zoology, my first biology course of any kind, in the
George Washington University night school under Professor Smith who once had
had Jake Ehrlich, the giant from El Paso and the circus, as a visitor in his
class. Professor Smith was a great believer in Woods Hole. One of my class
mates was a Navy enlisted man who told of passing an officer on the sidewalk
and not saluting. The officer called him back and said. "Won't you salute the
Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet? '

He was Admiral Nimitz.

Ed 1'Tinn, my high school friend in Dallas, when he had gone to the University
of Texas for pre-law had told Sam Brock and me that from hearing his fellow
students in pre-med talk he would be afraid to go to them as doctors.

I think I felt if I were a doctor other people might appreciate my manner
and skill more than if I were an engineer. Ultimately ordinary salesmanship
might not be as important for a doctor as for an engineero

School, the Church, Boy Scouts, R.O.T.c., and the Army stressed fixed grades
and succession. of advancement, but I could see that much of life was not so:
the man or woman grabs and makes the position to suit himself or herself. This
attitude may be contained in part in the proverb, "Gold is where you find it, 11

used by Hitt in his book in commenting on luck, quoted by Friedman from Hitt
in Hilitary Cryptanalysis, and used three times by J. Frank Dobie in his story
of the Lost Nigger ~fine in Coronado's Children. I heard Dobie speak in London.

In July, 1945, when Becky quit working in F Branch to return to college, we
made a trip to El Paso by train, going through New Orleans. While we were in
El Paso the first atom bomb was exploded about lOO miles away in New :Mexico.
Some El Pasoans saw an early morning flash in the sky and the newspaper report
ed an ammunition dup going off.

Early on the afternoon of August 14, 1945, we in F Branch learned that a
girl from B Branch had said at a water fountain in the hall that a Japanese
message from Tokyo to Berne had been intercepted and deciphered in B Branch
saying that the Japs were surrendering. We were not surprised when President
Truman made the news public about suppertime. I put on my blouse with my ETO
ribbon with two bronze battle stars (Normandy and Northern France) and rode
the bus into downtown Washington. There were thousands of people walking the
main streets. Everyone was excited and happy. Men and women, girls and boys,
and ages in between, were walking arm and am or hugging and kissing. I saw
a shaky civilian employee from Arlington Hall who had cerebral palsy and braces
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and was being helped by his wwhitehaired mother to lurch and falter along and
see the sights. I was pleasantly surprised myself to be given a big hug by
a pretty girl about 16 who had been walking in the direction approaching me
with her mother and father.

Back at Arlington Hall after the ar ended I spent considerable time study
ing foreign cipher machines: largely captured Enigmas and Lorenz and Siemens
teletype cipher machines, and Hagelin machines which had been used by the
0.S.S. during the war (Many of these Hagelin machines had been disassembled
by Lt. Moran.). The Hagelin machines were of the two varieties corresponding
to the American M-209 converter. The hand operated machines were the C-38
and the C-38-A; the latter having a pull-down lever to operate the machine
instead of the thumb and finger twist lever on the C-38 and 1--209. These
Swedish machines had a printing wheel which could be shifted relative to the
driving mechanism to give an additional keying feature which was eliminated
in the M-209, possibly because Gylden in his paper which came to Mr. Friedman
depreciated its value. Although this paper of Gyld6n's was used by the U.S.
government in its consideration of adopting the Hagelin pocket cryptograph, I
never saw it until 1965 when I bought a copy from another cipher fan who had
gotten it from a man in Detroit. The other variety that the 0.S.S. had used
was the BC-38, an electric motor driven keyboard machine which was the same
cryptographically as the C-38 and C-38-A. The EC-38 had some interchangeable
type wheels which gave other alphabetic sequences than standard reversed alpha
bets, while it was able to use the standard ones as well. Because of my
interest in the Hagelin machines I came into contact with 1st Lt David Wagner.

He was of a good height, a little stoopshouldered, and curly dark hair and
wore rimless glasses. He and his wife kept a loose turtle inside, at home,
for a pet. At the close of the war he was awarded the Legion of Merit, al
though he was only a first lieutenant. This was indeed a great honor, and I
understand was given him for recognizing a repeat in a long German additive
for a code system.

At the time I knew him he was possibly working on Hagelin systems and that
common interest brought us together. He loaned me a gray, stiff paper covered
booklet on the C-38 machine. It told that the Swedish and possibly Norwegian
official machines had 29 bars instead of the usual 27. I didn't see how this
was possible on the M-209 or C-38. It was pointed out to me that two more
channels could be machined into the drum of the C-38, just below bar No.1-
This was not possible on the M-209. For my own satisfaction I asked our ma
chine shop to modify a drum in this manner. The job was not too accurate and
the bars wobbled so I had another drum modified. This job was fine. Later
Major Dumey's section asked me to make them a 29 bar machine and I could pre
sent them with one at once.

Major. Arnold Dumey and Major Walter Fried, both lawyers, had been students
of Candela in New York City before entering the Army. Major Durney thought it
laughable that Candela had felt the C-38 practically unsolvable and that he
Durney himself came to be a solver of just such machines.

The ASA (probably SSA) booklet described British Major Morgan's method of
differencing, which could be applied to the C-38 key. I£ 13l letters of key
could be separated from the cipher text, then differencing could help to
separate the key alone into its component kicks. It also showed the effect of
differencing between two messages which were enciphered alike except for the
position of one «heel and which had identical plaintexts, sometimes giving a
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result like 0080800808000. . .Major Morgan's method was also applicable to the
study of the tunny machine.

Possibly through David's interest I was invited to attend a series of lec
tures given by Major Durney and Robert Ferner covering double transposition
ciphers, recovery of a cryptogram's strips when a longish plaintext is known,
the tunny machine, the C-38 machine, and the French B2ll machine, As I re
call, Mr. Ferner lectured on the double transposition and the strip system
and passed out a mimeographed problem in each for us to test our new knowledge.
In the double transposition problem we were told that the matrix had 11 columns
and that the plaintext ended with "MEXICO BORDER". In the strip system problem,
entitled PROBLEM IN BUILDING ALPHABETS, 15 alphabets were used and we were
given 67 paired sequences of ciphertext to plaintext, each l5 letters long. I
solved both problems in good; time and since the mimeographed pages were not
classified, I kept them.

Major Dumey lectured on the C-38 and possibly also on the tunny machine.
He used as illustration in one of his lectures the account in Cellini's auto
biography of how his father boxed his ears when he showed his young son a
salamander living in-.a fire, so that his son might always remember seeing the
salamander in the fire. Major Dumey may have used this illustration to en
courage us to remember the example of the German use of their tunny machine.
Initially they set all wheels with approximately 50% active pins, and this
arrangement produced a stepping sequence which had long periods of no movement
of the five slower moving wheels. Later the Germans realized that 50 active
pins was not the best arrangement and followed a new practice of about 70%
active. But the move was too late. The British had learned the mechanism of
the machine and so were able to continue solving many messages despite the
more secure operating arrangement. We were impressed that this example from
German usage should teach us that a cipher system be adequately secure from
its initial use and that later adequate security could not be counted upon
because the initial use might have given too much away.

The British apparently had considerable success in solving this teleprinter
cipher. On pages 39-'40 of this account a basic description of this machine
is given. Mr. Ferner, I believe, had studied its solution with the British
and probably used notes from his time in England to instruct us. Huch of
the analysis was dependent on the two sets of enciphering wheels moving at
different speeds. The British named the five key wheels which moved one
step with each encipherent the C (chi) wheels and the five more irregular
ly moving key wheels the / (psi) wheels. The solution usually began with
locating two messages with some key in common and properly aligning them
together so that they could be solved in a manner similar to the solution of
the running key cipher.

Most of the effort in the solution was concentrated in separating the key
into its components of individual wheels and their active pins. Separating
the 2C wheels from the total key sequence was called de-chi-ing. It was
said that some of the personrl in England had been able to do this on occasion
by a process of simple inspection of the key sequence.

Since the movement of the 2 wheels was immediately predictable, one step
at a time, one method of separation consisted in writing the key sequence
for a given signal position, say the lst baud which I believe was produced
by the wheels of 24 and 59 positions, in rows of the number of positions
for the 2C wheel, 2 here. Then each column was independently affected by
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one separate pin of the X wheel either an active pin or an inactive pin.
By studying the changes between adjacent columns, the changes between active
and inactive pins on the wheel could be determined. An example will help
to illustrate this method:

M = mark S= space (Baudot code terms)

The rows of this table are combined (total) key for one given baud of
the five used. The rows represent portions of keytext in phase as
regards this baud.

Column No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

M s M M s M s M s M M • •

M M s M s M M M s M M .
s s M s s M s M M s s •

M M s M M M M M s M M .
M M s M s s s M s M M .
s M s s s M M M s M s .
M M s s s s M M s M M .
s M s s M M M s s M M

s M s s s M s M M s M . .
s s s s M s s M M s s .

Steps in using this table:

1) Count changes between Col. No. 1 and Col. No. 2, between Col. No. 2 and
Col. No. 3, and between each succeeding pair of columns. In this case
we have:

4 9 4 5 6 4 6 6 10 2

2) Leaving alike between columns:
•

6 1 6 5 4 6 4 4 O 8 •
3) 1 the changes total 6 or more, we conclude a change occurred on theX

wheel. If 6 or more were alike· between a pair of columns, we conclude
no change occurred on the X wheel:

Q) Q) Q) Q) Q)
Q) b.C Q) C'-• b.O Q) bJ) b.O hJ) Q)
.$¢ 5 $ 5 ~ 5 3 5 $
.,-t .,-t C'-• .,-t ·rl

d ..C! # .: a • • ao ('- • () () () ()

The actual 2 wheel used to make this table was:

s s M M M s s M s M M

From this study it cannot be told whether the positions on the heel are
mark or space, only whether there is a change or not. Once the contribution
from theX wheels is removed, the result is the portion of the key generated
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by the V wheels, as stepped by the 37 and 6l wheels. Statistical- methods
were applied to this study in a method called "sigage" and involving the
study of standard deviations (sigmas).

When the key was sufficiently separated into its components, other messages
for the same day in the G. Zusatz 40 could be read. We were told that the
circuit between Berlin and Paris, called Jellyfish by the British, gave up
a message to analysis which told that a German division had been transferred
to the area at the base of the Cotentin peninsula where the U.S. 82nd Air
borne Division was due to land on the night before D Day. Churchill passed
this information on to Eisenhower who shifted the drop zone for the 82nd
closer to the east coast of the peninsula. Histories after war like Crit
chell: Four stars of hell, 197, p. 35 ("intelligence reports at Supreme
Headquarters revealed"), and Howarth: D Day the sixth of June, 1959. p. 7l
("But during May, French railwaymen reported") told of this shift.

We learned that the British studied the plain language transmissions as
well as the plaintext solutions for various circuits to find the frequency
of space, e, etc. These individual characteristics for each circuit gave
entry points for solutions. From complete solutions rules of the Germans
for setting the mechanisms could be determined and then used in later solu
tions, such as that the 24 wheel always had l active pins. At one of the
lectures about this time, I was surprised to be sitting next to.Dr. Bechtel
whom I recognized as my old cryptography teacher at Texas A & H. He was
now a civilian in Navy cryptanalysis.

The lectures included several on the analysis of the c-38. We learned
that this Swedish machine was used by the Swedes, Norwegians, and Finns. It
was known that the Swedes used a machine with 29 bars instead of the standard
27. Most U. S. analysis had been concerned with the Finnish systems. In
order to increase their security the Finns had added two practices to the
standard procedure: "slippery" which was shifting the juxtapositions between
clear and cipher alphabets on the type wheel during a message and "finnery"
which was turning all 6 key wheels ahead 5 steps at certain places in the
cryptograms. These names of course were given by the Americans. At one
stage in the U.S. effort the FBI slipped a talented locksmith into the
Finnish Legation. Then a photographer copied everything in sight or in
the safe. In a waste basket he copied a list which contained the name of
a book. Later analysis of cryptograms revealed that this book was to be
used as part of the cipher system. The SSA asked the Library of Congress
to lend them a copy. Shortly afterward the SSA was surprised to read in a
Finnish cryptogram from Washington to Helsinki that the Finns in Washington
were telling those in Finland that the Library of Congress had asked them
to help locate a copy of the book. They were asking headquarters if they
should loan their copy to the Library of Congress. A later cryptogram in
reply said, "No! The SSA was able, however, to find a copy in a used
bookstore in Brooklyn. o, yes, the book was printed in Finnish (Paavo
Carlson, Charlie Summers' roommate was originally sent to the Hall because
he had some facility in the language.). !itford Matthews once pointed out
to Charlie Summers that he had learned that the Chinese Remainder Theorem
(from the theory of numbers) could be applied to the initial set for Hage-
1in C-33 messages to obtain its position in the cycle of l7·19·21·23·25·26
letters. I Had been studying L. E. Dickson's Introduction to the Theory of
''ybers for so:netime, including overseas, so this remark made good sense to
11e,
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About this time I saw Lt. Roy again. He had been inc Branch before I went
overseas. He was red-headed, had a mustache with pointed, turned-up ends, and
was from Maine. I saw him wearing a black Russian fur hat as he walked in uni
form across the grounds. I heard that he'd been shipped out of the Hall be
cause of his peppery relationship with some of his associates, that he'd gone to
Russia with Gen, Deane The general liked him so much he'd been promoted di
rectly from first lieutenant to major, never having had to be a captain. It was
said that now back at the Hall he outranked some of the very people who had
shipped him out. It was further said that while in Moscow Major Roy had slept
every night in the room with the SIGABA and so had earned his special promotion.

His special work conforms to that of a bookbinder in Juarez who had. a large,
heavy bookpress for use in his work. His business and residence were located
in a small house with no front yard, and Senor Salvador Camargo slept every
night in the front room with his press, for the sake of its security. I used
to bring him liquor and candy that had been given to me because, after con
siderable initial work, he allowed me the Mexican price on all subsequent
work. One day he surprised me with a present, a "lucky dollar," which was an
American silver dollar in a spinner-mounting and an attached key ring. Not
long afterward he became ill and was back at work on only one or two of my
visits until I was told that mi amigo had died the day before, on November
16, 1966. I haven't been back and I wonder if I myself ill live only a fe
eeks after I part with my lucky dollar.

Another officer from C Branch I now recall was a captain who visited us over
seas while I was still a first lieutenant. I can't remember his name. He was
a good-looking gentleman and brought a teletype repairman's kit and an oak tool
box of many drawers with him. When his visit was almost over he said he was
not ta.king the tools, and the fine wooden case to which they had been trans
ferred, home with him. Since, as I remember, I was the only officer in our
section with no tools, he presented the tools and case to me. I enjoyed that
attractive case and all those screwdrivers, pliers, micrometer, spring gages,
spring hooks, relay contact cleaners and adjusters, and volt-ohm-meter very
much, But when I camehome, I too left the case and tools,

I learned a lot from having the volt-ohm-meter. Previously I had thought it
just a gadget. Now I found differently. In most cipher devices of that time
this meter was sufficient for locating nearly all troubles. Simply checking
continuity through various circuits would usually give the answer. Today with
electronic circuits including transistors that may well be used in cipher ma
chines I can imagine that checking devices are oscilloscopes and other devices
more complicated than the lowly volt-ohm-meter,

The M-209 had no electrical circuits, and patents today indicate that
Hagelin must still market many non-electric devices. It would have been hard
to guess after the invention of the rotor that a non-electric cipher device
would ever prove worthwhile. The human mind can hardly hope to foretell at
all completely what the human mind will invent or discover in the future.

The only presently sure prediction seems to be that the human population on
earth will become ever more dense. And how will cryptography be affected?
Will it become more public or more private? Is there any reason for making
cryptography more public? Human curiosity? Wanting to be sure that taxes
aren't going to waste in secret? Advancing the art more rapidly than is pos
s1ble in secret? Getting more public funds for official cryptography because
of public interest? Getting more public fame for official cryptographers?
Officialdom sees no reason for not making it ever more private



The December 17, 1945, issue of Time magazine in reporting on the Con
gressional investigation of the attack on Pearl Harbor said the Purple
machines were built "in a hidden room at Fort Washington." Shortly after
this issue appeared placards were posted in the halls at the Hall implying
that if Dime was good enough to make mistakes in its surmises relating to
official cryptography the personnel at the Hall ought to be happy to leave
Time in its ignorance. These placards were in large type on white card
board about l5 inches by 20 inches and were not classified. Mitford Mathews
took a fancy to them and smuggled one out to his room at the Officers' Club.
At the time he hardly suspected that he would later be a deputy director
at the N. S. A.

One of the lieutenants in F Branch introduced us to Miss Meenahan. Some
way he had obtained a mirror to be hung in a janitor's closet. Along one
side of the mirror was a colored illustration of an attractive young lady
wearing only a large rose-colored hat and perhaps a necklace. The mirror
was an ad for Meenahan's Janitor's Supplies. We liked to see Miss Meenahan
in her closet.

When I was living on F Street I made the acquaintance of a Mr. Paul Pearl
man, a bookseller in the ground floor of the Mills Building on G Street. In
the spring of 1946 I asked him if he could get me a copy of the American
Black Chamber, the book I had first read in Paris. He said he could get me
a copy for $5 but when I called later to pick it up, he said, "No, I said it
would be $10. 11 I was glad to get it and paid the $10. It had most of its
paper jacket. I loaned it to Mitford to read for his first time.

Mr. Pearlman had a son who went to Georgetown University Medical School
near the end of the war and became a pediatrician. Mr. Pearlman said his son
had trouble getting into medical school and he was very grateful to George
town.

Mr. Pearlman's store was mostly used books and he spent his spare moments
reading lists in tiny type of books wanted, published by a national service.
He liked to play handball, was bald and somewhat potbellied, and had spar
kling dark eyes. He told me once that Mrs. Friedman asked him to get acer
tain book for her and said, "Be discreet about it." He thought this a big
joke. He was also a friend of the Baltimore used bookseller who sold beer
and books together. He quoted the Baltimore man as an authority who said
much more money was to be made in used books than in new ones.

I bought at least one book at Brentano's in the Pentagon concourse after
I came back from overseas. It was The Short Bible in the Modern Library
edition, and it opened to me a world I had never glimpsed before. In my
Scofield Bible which I had been given by my mother and father at Christmas
in 1929 and in my Sunday school lessons at the First Presbyterian Church in
Dallas I had had no reason to question the traditional views on the writing
of the Bible. The Short Bible's introduction to each book gave the more
naturalistic view. No other book made such a difference in my view of the
world.

Once when I was eating in a Pentagon cafeteria about this time I ate with
Philip Hooper my old ROTC instructor from Woodrow Wilson. He was now a
colonel and had been second in command on an invasion of Hollandia. At
loodro he told us about Marine shoe shines: only the toe shined. His
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brother, an officer in the regular Marines, was the authority for-this state
ment

After the war I saw a wonderful exhibit along the halls and winding walk
ways of the Pentagon of drawings and paintings by combat artists and other
service artists. I thought somewhat seriously of attending the Chicago Art
Institute on my G.I. Bill.

The Arlington Officers• Club had several slot machines, but many gambling
officers preferred the dice game "2 because it kept all the profits at
home--in the group's pockets rather than going to the club in general. I've
never heard or read of this game elsewhere so I'll tell how it's played, as
I recall. Any number of players can play. Five ordinary dice are used.
Each player throws a complete game in his turn. He throws five dice the first
time. He then picks up four or any smaller number, including none, to throw
again. The following time he throws one less than the preceding number or any
smaller number, and so on. When no more dice are left to throw, the total
score is found by adding the dots on the top faces of the five dice. If the
total is 24, there is no exchange of money between the thrower and the other
players. For every point it is less than 2, the thrower pays every other
player one unit of money--penny, nickel, or whatever. If the score is over
2, the thrower rethrows all dice simultaneously and for each of the dice showing
the excess of the game total over 2 he receives one unit of money from every
other player for each spot on the top of such dice.

while I was still on duty my Puerto Rican roommate moved out and I had two
famous SIS colonels as roommates for brief periods. One was Col. Bicher, the
commanding officer of the SIS in the ETO, who died a year- or so later of can
cer of the pancreas. He had a rather dark complexion at the time, which may
have been natural or due to his disorder. Later my roommate was my old boss
in the Munitions Building and the Pentagon, Matthew Jones, who was now a full
colonel and in charge of a major division (mostly C Branch) at the Hall.
While he was my roommate he told me of joining a Democratic club out from
Washington, where he had had a brief conversation with President Truman when
he the colonel, had been waiting at the roadway for the President's car to
pass through and the President had stopped the car and chatted briefly with
him.

When I remarked to Leo Rosen once how surprising it seemed that both of
these roommates snored, he said, "Maybe you do yourself." I wondered if he
remembered me snoring when we shared a room at Eupen, Belgium.

Col. Bicher's second-in-command overseas had been Lt. Col. John A. Geddes,
who had probably gone overseas to head the laboratory (secret inks and photo
graphy) branch because he was a former Dupont chemist. He took his discharge
and returned to Dupont in Dover but was soon back and accepted a regular
commission in the Army. He said the talk about air raid wardens in Delaware
had seemed too dull in comparison with his wartime experience, including his
knowledge of the secret workings of the war.

Major Dumey's and Mr. Ferner' s lectures also included material on the
French Hagelin B2ll. The Americans were having no luck at that time. They
had learned one interesting thing. The iring I had obtained from the ma
chine loaned us in Paris by the French was called the Small wiring by the SSA
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people who were working on this system because Mr. Small had brought it back
to the Hall. But the surrendering Germans had turned over to the Americans
a damaged French B211 and it had different wiring, called Ernie wiring after
one of the SSA sergeants who had traced it out. During these lectures we
had the use of an SIS book, thin with black cover, by Mr. Friedman. It
showed that the B211 without the 15-contact rotors could be solved rather
easily in usual circumstances. At the time it was written Mr. Friedman ap
parently had not heard of the l5-contact wheels.

The French used the Hagelin C-36 during and after the war. At the meeting
of the United Nations in San Francisco, many nations including the French
were in attendance. Col. Fortune, in charge of D Branch, went out and got
permission to photograph the French cryptograms behind a screen at Western
Union before the cryptograms were handed back to the French. To save time
and error the French had pasted the printed tapes from their machines direct
ly on the telegraph blanks but they waited and required that their originals
be returned. When the photographs were studied in Arlington amazement was
great in seeing that American M-2091s had been used. How they had been ob
tained was not known. The C-36, C-38, and M-209 had type faces which were
quite similar but had distinctive differences. The type on the San Francisco
telegraph blanks told what kind of machine the French used on that occasion.

Besides two types of wiring on the French B2ll, it was discovered from
analysis of their C-36 systems that there were two different sets of bars for
the French C-36, which was a five wheel machine with fixed lugs on the bars.

Capt. George, a Bell system engineer from North Carolina, headed a section
which built equipment with telephone company relays. His section built
working duplicates of a Japanese machine which had a removable cylinder in
the front portion of the machine and was likely a PURPLE machine, although I
was not told so, and of a Russian B2ll, which came to us through the Germans.
This was a smaller machine, probably built later, than the French B211 and
used a 5X6 square instead of the 5 K 5 square used by the French. His
section also built a machine to be used in the analysis of the M-209 and
C-38 machines. It was fed by a punched tape which carried a cryptogram.
The apparatus studied the cryptogram at intervals or 17, 19, 21, 23, 25,
and 26 lettersin turn.

Lt. Christopher in his section bought a new pair of high topped English
dress shoes with leather soles and heels that I had bought at the American
Officers QM store on Oxford Street but which were too narrow for me to wear.
They were a very good buy for the $.50 I paid and sold them for.

At the Hall when I returned from Europe I learned that Charlie Summers
and others had done a lot of work in attempting the analysis of speech
scrambling machines. They used principally a device called the speech
spectrograph designed by Bell Labs for study of normal speech and mechanical
speeches like that from the vocoder. This machine used teledeltos paper
which turned dark where electric charge acted upon it. (After the war, at
home I invented a device for quick copying of the wiring in a rotor using
teledeltos paper and 26 separate batteries.) The machine was described
after the war in a book entitled Visible Speech by Potter, Kopp, and Green
(Van Iostrand).

The SSA studied the SIGJIP, which was an interesting time-division scrambler
that used punched plastic cards to set the code, which was constant with a
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given card. The machine used a recording tape with 9 magnets. The circular
recording tape was divided into 10 segments. The codes were self-conversing
and were in the form of small cards of white celluloid with punched holes.
Empirically I figured out the formula for the number of possible different
codes of this type, and Charlie Summers shortly afterward located this for
mula in a more general fom in Whitworth's Choice and Chance. I believe now
it was - --

)n! - (B)a - 1)1 + })a - 2)1 - (}) - 3)1+ ...±) - )1
After the war I found the patent for this TDS machine at the Patent Office
and the inventor was Fredrick G. Buhrendorf, assignor to Bell Telephone Labs
(2,406,39 of August 27, 196). As the patent shows, the machine used two
code cards at one time. In the August, 1956, issue of Electronics magazine
this device is pictured and offered for sale for $275.00. It is called AN/
GSQ-1 Navy type PF speech scrambler.

Charlie Summers and his associates also worked on a scrambler called the
Brown-Boveri, a Swiss fir's name.

Charlie Schierlmann and his men carried the SIGJIP to Europe to install on
P-38's. The Germans captured such a plane with a trial SIGJIP installation
and I understand the SIGUIP was not used operationally in Europe. The aim
was to keep German targets like tanks and trucks from moving when they inter
cepted American voice transmissions from observers to fighterbombers.

At the end of the war I had a sort of last contact with the DCC. I was
on the road from Constitution Avenue to the Lincoln Memorial watching the
parade of Gen. Eisenhower in his triumphal return from Europe. As the crowd
broke up I saw this young lady who had transferred to G-2 from the DCC
while I was there. Now she was in the uniform of a World War II nurse-in
training. It was brown and green, as I recall, with a white shirt and a
broad-brimmed hat.

In order to have a future date for planning I signed up to be separated
from active duty on the fourth anniversary of my entry on extended active
duty, May 17, 1946. Possibly a day or so before this date I went to the
Pentagon for a physical exam and on the big day I returned for final pro
cessing and receiving my separation papers. I remained in the reserve and
I had three months of active duty at the Army Security School at Carlisle
Barracks in the summer of 1950 when I met Robert Keith and Norman Campbell.
About this time Mrs. Thomas at College Station wrote me that an FBI man had
come to question her about me. She was upset to think that I would have to
go back into the Anny, but I never had to because on my physical for recall
I was transferred into the Honorary Reserve. The magic door closed for me
on May 17, 1946. Glimpses behind it have been provided by David Kahn since
I made his acquaintance by mail in early 1962.

When I knew I was leaving the Amy after four years, I wondered if I
could ever get aJ.ong without the PX, Now it's twenty-one years later and I
have,

The paths of the lieutenants from Oklahoma and mine had never crossed again
after Fort Monmouth. Hine had been a most memorable one.
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Heureux qui, cornme Ulysse, a fait un beau voyage.

--DU BELLAY

3953 Las Vegas, El Paso, 2 PM September H+, 1967.

Bradford Hardie

Many thanks to Irene Burciaga for this typing.
B.H.
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